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The legislature and the governor authorized the creation of a Tax Study
Committee, otherwise known as the Professional Tax Study Committee (PTSC) in
House Bill 900, Laws of 1994. A copy of House Bill 900 appears in Appendix A.
In relevant part, the house bill states:
A. The co-chairmen of the Legislative council, in consultation
with the governor,. shall appoint a tax study committee. The tax study
committee shall be composed of five public members who are experts
in the field of tax policy and tax law.
B. The committee shall examine the manner and subjects of
taxation and the foundations and goals of current and recommended tax
policy.
The committee . . . shall report its findings and
recommendations, including proposed bill drafts, to the members of the
appropriate interim or special legislative committee, the legislative
council and the governor prior to the commencement of the forty-third
legislature.
As required by House Bill 900, PTSC submits this report of its findings and
recommendations, including a proposed bill draft. A summary of PTSC's actions
can be found in Appendix B. The Committee emphasizes that the bill draft is not
final and is intended only to illustrate, in legislative form, the concepts discussed in
this report. The bill may contain technical inaccuracies that the Committee will
eliminate as it continues its deliberations.

1.

Overview

The members of PTSC are: Janice M. Ahern, a Santa Fe attorney with
Gerber, Ahern & Aikin, P.A., Robert J. Desiderio, Committee Chair, Professor of
Law, University of New Mexico, James W. Francis, a Hobbs certified public
accountant with Johnson, Miller & Co, Brian McDonald, Director, Bureau of
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Business and Economic Research, University of New Mexico, and Benjamin C.
Roybal, an Albuquerque attorney with Rodey, Dickason, Sloan, Akin, Robb, P.A.
PTSC has been served ably by the Legislative Council Service; Jessica Sutin
provided support from the PTSC's creation to August 1996, at which time Cleo
Griffith began assisting the Committee.
Gail Reese, Taxation and Revenue Department (TRD) Deputy Secretary,
attended many of PTSC meetings and shared her knowledge and insight into New
Mexico tax law, particularly in the areas of the Motor Vehicles and Leased Vehicles
Excise Taxes as well as rule and regulations regarding nontaxable transaction
certificates. Laird Graeser, Director of Tax Research and Statistics, also provided
the Committee with invaluable research, discussion papers for Committee
deliberation and recommendations for possible amendments to current tax law.
The first meeting of PTSC was in May, 1994. Franklin Jones, the late tax
attorney and former Commissioner of Taxation, was an important asset during the
Committee's initial meetings. Franklin gave Committee members a context in which
to understand the current tax structure by providing a full history of New Mexico tax
law. In addition, Franklin directed the Committee's initial tax policy discussion by
preparing a section by section review of the Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax
Act and enumerated, from his perspective, important issues for Committee review.
Since May, 1994, PTSC held regular, monthly meetings that were open to the
public. Each meeting was conducted in a fashion that provided for open discussion
between Committee members, state agency representatives and interested parties
representing individual taxpayers, organizations, associations and business. In this
context, the debate between the Committee and the public was unassuming and
straightforward. Interested persons who attended committee meetings had ample
opportunity on a regular basis to participate in committee discussion, engage
committee members in questions and comment on any topic presented on PTSC's
agenda.

In addition, committee members responded to written letters and statements
presented by interested parties at those meetings where the topic of the letter or
statement was on the agenda. In most instances, the Chair gave concerned
individuals the occasion to speak on behalf of their particular topic and allowed
enough time for a question and answer period. Finally, each committee member
took it upon himself and herself to speak with individuals, community organizations
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and businesses on the purpose and work of the Committee to educate the public
about the progression of committee discussions, review and consideration of tax
laws that has ultimately lead to these proposed findings and recommendations of
PTSC.
Each PTSC meeting produced technical and well thought deliberations
regarding why changes and modifications are necessary for New Mexico's tax
system. Committee members have reviewed and discussed scores of issue papers,
tax policy articles and reports concerning tax issues in New Mexico and has
compiled an extensive library of local, regional and national tax and related fiscal
policy materials. The following report is a compilation of committee discussions
and debates, issue papers and bill drafts that represent the outcome of the
Committee's two year commitment to review New Mexico tax policy. It is
important to note, however, that two years was not enough time for the Committee
to address each New Mexico tax. This report does not address the Individual
Income Tax Act, Severance Taxes and the Property Tax. Because the committee
decided to give the gross receipts and compensating taxes, the crux of New
Mexico=s tax base, long and arduous review, it did not have sufficient time to
review these other taxes. In addition, the Committee was only able to begin its
deliberations on the Investment Credit Act, Industrial Revenue Bonds and the
Corporate Income and Franchise Tax. In order to continue its review of these taxes
as well as beginning to examine the taxes that received no consideration, PTSC is
requesting an additional two years to extend the important work already initiated by
Committee members.

2.

Tax Policy Criteria

The charge to PTSC was to review New Mexico's tax laws from a tax policy
perspective. In this regard, the Committee's first task was to establish the tax policy
criteria necessary to review New Mexico tax law. This criteria was then used as the
foundation for determining if a certain tax law was in need of modification or
alteration. PTSC adopted the most universally accepted criteria for assessing tax
systems: adequacy, equity, efficiency and simplicity.

"Adequacy" gauges the ability of a tax to raise the revenues necessary to fund
government spending. It looks more to quantity of revenues produced by the tax
system, while the other criteria address the quality of the tax system. A tax,
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however, is adequate not only if it generates the requisite revenues in the current
year, but also if it is sufficiently elastic to react to changes in the economy.
"Equity" generally means fairness. Fairness is measured in two ways: First,
a tax is equitable if taxpayers with the same tax base pay the same amount of tax.
This equity measurement is known as "horizontal equity." Second, fairness is
assessed by determining whether taxpayers who have a larger tax base, pay a larger
percentage of that base in taxes. This evaluation of a tax is termed "vertical equity."
Vertical equity is the basis for a progressive tax. A progressive tax is one in which
taxpayers with larger tax bases are better able to pay the tax otherwise known as the
"ability to pay" standard.
"Efficiency" measures the effect of the tax on economic activity within a
jurisdiction. Ideally, a tax should be "neutral;" the tax should not cause taxpayers to
alter their activity to produce a more favorable tax treatment.
It is well recognized that tax neutrality is impossible. Therefore, the primary
goal is to strive for a tax that has the least impact on economic decisions. Indeed,
occasions arise when a legislature decides to stimulate certain activity, to aid the
economy as a whole or to grant incentives to particular segments of the economy.
Investment tax credits are examples of such decisions. Extending favorable tax
treatment to selective taxpayers, however, necessarily results in inequitable tax
treatment and interferes with the private economy. As such, wise tax policy
suggests that tax incentives should be adopted sparingly.
"Simplicity" concerns compliance by both taxpayers and tax collectors. For
taxpayers, the tax should be as simple as possible so that they may comply without
undue cost and effort. A complex tax system will cause avoidance or incorrect
reporting. For tax collectors, administration and enforcement of the tax should not
be so costly as to prevent enforcement.
The Committee reviewed other criteria, such as the use of taxation to foster
economic development and the exportability of a tax, but opted against their
adoption. The use of taxation for economic development creates serious inequities.
The Committee concluded that a comprehensive tax, with lower tax rates, would
advance more lasting economic development. The Committee also determined that
whether or not a tax can be exported is not a valid determinative of a good tax. A
tax system that applies the same principles to all taxpayers, no matter who bears the
4

incidence of the tax, will result in a fair tax and thus advance economic development
in New Mexico.
PTSC used these tax policy criteria to test each tax law and make a
determination on whether that particular tax is adequate, equitable, efficient and
simple. At the same time, Committee members took into consideration how
changes to specific tax laws will affect New Mexico's tax system as a whole. In its
final determinations, the Committee based its recommendations and findings first on
changes made to each tax law under the scrutiny of the above mentioned tax policy
criteria, and second on how that change will impact the overall structure of the New
Mexico tax system. The overall goal ofPTSC is to strike a revenue neutral tax base
for the state. PTSC does not advocate an increase or decrease in taxes. In fact, an
example of the Committee's goal is its recommendation to decrease the general
gross receipts tax rate due to the increase in taxes resulting from other PTSC
recommendations that will expand the gross receipts tax base
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3.

Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Act (GRT)

The majority of this report discusses findings and recommendations to GRT
and related excise taxes such as the Motor Vehicle Excise Tax, Leased Vehicle
Excise Tax and Boat Excise Tax. Committee members made the conscious decision
to dedicate a substantial amount of time to GRT because it is New Mexico's most
important tax and greatest source of tax revenue. GRT represents approximately 47
percent of all New Mexico's general fund taxes and 37 percent of New Mexico's
recurring revenues. (See Table 1). If the Motor Vehicle Gross Receipts, Leased
Vehicle Gross Receipts Tax and Boat Excise Taxes are added to GRT, they
produce 51 percent of all tax revenues and 40 percent of recurring revenues. (See
Table 1). Without GRT or a similar sales tax, New Mexico would not be able to
fund its most basic services. No single New Mexico tax generates similar revenues.
In fact, all other general fund taxes combined equal what GRT produces. Thus,
even a relatively small reduction in GRT would have serious, adverse consequences.
F or example, PTSC estimates that if food and prescription drugs were exempted
from GRT, tax revenues would decrease by $120 to $140 million annually. Such a
loss in state general funds would impact essential public services such as education.
Moreover, since municipalities and counties obtain a majority of their revenues
from GRT, they also would be negatively affected.
PTSC studied whether GRT should be replaced by a value added tax. A
value added tax eliminates the pyramiding that exists in GRT from the imposition of
gross receipts taxes on multiple sale of the same property and services.
Pyramiding causes higher prices for property and services that pass through
more taxable transactions than competing prices of similar property and services
that are subject to fewer taxable transactions. One consequence of pyramiding is
inefficiency in the market system because the price of certain items are higher than
others solely because of taxes imposed as goods and services move through the
chain of commerce. A· value added tax taxes only the final sale and therefore
eliminates the pyramiding of gross receipts taxes, and the resulting inefficiency.
PTSC, however, opted against replacing GRT with a value added tax. The
replacement of the present system with a tax only on the final sale will cause
enormous transitional and definitional problems. In addition, a value added tax will
effectively reduce the total tax base. Thus, the tax rate would have to be increased
to approximately 15 percent to maintain revenue neutrality, and more importantly, to
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raise the revenues for existing public services. Citizens of New Mexico would
probably react negatively to a 15 percent rate. Moreover, business that is thinking
about moving into New Mexico would question the wisdom of such a move.
Hence, PTSC decided not to endorse a value added tax but to retain GRT, and work
to produce a more equitable GRT for New Mexicans. Specifically, PTSC
recommends that GRT tax base become more comprehensive to enhance equity.
Second, PTSC has attempted to eliminate pyramiding, causing GRT to be more
efficient. These changes will create a more simple tax.

a. Basic principles
GRT is a tax imposed for the privilege of engaging in business in New
Mexico. N.M. Stat. Ann. § 7-9-4 (Repl. Pamp. 1995) (hereinafter § 7-9-_"). The
purpose of GRT is to raise revenue by taxing most retail sales of property and
services, See §§ 7-9-2, 7-9-3 (E). The object of the tax is the gross receipts from
the sale of property and services. Id. Thus, the tax is imposed on the seller,
although the seller inevitably passes the tax to the buyer. The state gross receipts
tax rate is 5 percent. In addition, local governments can impose a local option gross
receipts tax on the same gross receipts that are subject to GRT. The added
imposition makes the actual rate greater than 5 percent, with a variance between a
low 5.125 percent and a high of6.9325 percent.
GRT includes a second tax, the compensating tax. § 7-9-7. The compensating
tax is imposed generally on the value of property brought into New Mexico if the
purchase of the property in New Mexico had been taxed under the gross receipts
tax. Id. The purpose of the compensating tax is to prevent unfair competition
resulting from the purchase of property in another state and used in New Mexico. §
7-9-2. The compensating tax rate is 5 percent. § 7-9-7 (A). Unlike the gross
receipts tax, local governments cannot add a local option tax to property that is
subject to the compensating tax. Therefore, the effective rate for the compensating
tax is 5 percent.
The gross receipts tax is, in theory, a consumption tax imposed on the amount
realized by a seller from the sale or lease of services. The tax attaches when the
transaction for the sale or lease occurs. Sales occur both at the business and
consumer levels, making the occurrence of pyramiding more likely. To reduce the
incidence of pyramiding, GRT attempts to fix the taxing event to when the property
or services no longer are in the stream of commerce, but have reached the
7

consumer. A full review of pyramiding and PTSC's attempt to reduce the amount of
pyramiding in GRT is discussed below.
A final principle adopted by PTSC concerns the situs of a transaction when
more than one state has a legitimate interest in taxing the property or services. This
issue arises when property or services are sent from one jurisdiction to another.
PTSC agrees with the view accepted nationally that the situs of a transaction is the
destination state of the property or services and therefore that jurisdiction is the state
that will tax the transaction.

8

h. Multijurisdictionai issues

In today's economy, property and services used or consumed in New Mexico
are not always bought and sold in New Mexico. New Mexico buyers purchase
property or services from out-of-state sellers, and New Mexico vendors sell to outof-state buyers. Services, moreover, may be performed in New Mexico while
neither the buyer of those services is present in New Mexico. The extent to which
New Mexico can or should tax any portion of these interstate transactions is the
subject of this section. The most important benchmark in determining which
interstate transaction can be taxed in New Mexico is the Due Process and
Commerce Clauses of the United States Constitution.
PTSC used the boundaries of the Constitution to evaluate which sections of
GRT that encompass multijurisdiction transactions can potentially be taxed. In
doing this review, the Committee discovered GRT places more restrictions on New
Mexico's taxing authority than required under the U.S. Constitution.
The
Committee recommends several amendments to GRT that would allow New Mexico
to tax gross receipts, to the extent the Constitution permits, from all property that is
sold or used in New Mexico and all services that are performed or used in New
Mexico.
Presently § 7-9-55 (A), (B) provides that receipts from transactions in
interstate commerce may be deducted in calculating gross receipts. PTSC believes
that receipts that cannot be taxed under the Constitution should not be a deduction
but a part of the definition of gross receipts. PTSC, therefore, recommends the
repeal of § 7-9-55 (A), (B). In its place PTSC expanded the definition of gross
receipts and governmental gross receipts to exclude receipts, the taxing of which
would violate the constitution. In addition, PTSC broadened the credit taxpayers
may take for sales or use taxes paid to other jurisdictions with respect to the
purchase or sale of property or services subject also to GRT. The combination of
the expanded definition of gross receipts and the credit insulates New Mexico from
any constitutional attacks.
GRT'-now permits sellers who ship property to buyers out-of-statecwhen the
buyer can take delivery in New Mexicocto avoid paying gross receipts taxes. To
respond to the avoidance scheme, PTSC added a new definition of when a sale
occurs in New Mexico. The definition specifies that a sale occurs in New Mexico if
the buyer receives the property or services in New Mexico, receives documents
9

indicating that the buyer has the right to receive the property or services in New
Mexico, or simply has the right to receive the property or services in New Mexico.
This new definition prevents a buyer who is in New Mexico from agreeing with a
seller to have the property delivered outside New Mexico to avoid taxation.
PTSC firmly believes that a sale of services should be taxed the same as the
sale of property. Therefore PTSC is proposing several changes to GRT to foster
this similarity.
Currently, one difference in treatment between property and services is seen
in the purchase of services from outside the state. Those services are not subject to
either the gross receipts or the compensating tax. See §§ 7-9-7; 7-9-13.1. On the
other hand, property that is purchased outside the state and is brought into the state
is subject to the gross receipts or compensating tax.. PTSC recommends the
elimination of the discrepancy between the tax treatment of services and property
purchased from outside the state. 1 PTSC also recommends that the compensating
tax apply to services purchased from firms outside New Mexico if the transaction is
not subject to the gross receipts tax.
Working under the theory that receipts from services performed in New
Mexico should be taxed, PTSC proposes that gross receipts from transporting
persons or property within New Mexico, except when constitutionally prohibited,
should be taxed. In this regard, PTSC recommends § 7-9-56 be repealed because of
the limitation that section imposes on the taxing of transportation services. A new
section is added to replace § 7-9-56 that explicitly provides that gross receipts
attributable to transportation occurring in New Mexico are taxable.
Generally, all property purchased outside New Mexico that is not taxed under
the gross receipts tax, but would have been subject to the gross receipts tax if the
property had been purchased in New Mexico, is subject to the compensating tax .. A
special limitation, however, applies to consumer goods. Section 7-9-7.1 states that
TRD may not collect the compensating tax on the value of consumer products
purchased by individuals. This limitation deals mainly with catalogue sales and
sales through the internet and 1-800 numbers.

The bar on the collection of the compensating tax is inequitable. It results in
1 PTSC has moved the special exemption for research and development services to a deduction.
10

unfair competition between New Mexico business and out-of-state business. An
individual who purchases a product from a catalogue, when the seller is not
physically present in New Mexico, pays approximately a 6 percent lower price for
the product than an individual who purchases the same product from a New Mexico
vendor. As such, New Mexico businesses are at a disadvantage; they lose business
to out of state vendors. This disadvantage is not the consequence of product quality
or nonnal business costs; New Mexico sellers' prices are higher only because they
are subject to GRT, while out-of-state sellers are not subject to GRT. Yet, New
Mexico businesses employ New Mexico employees and pay New Mexico taxes
while out of state sellers do not.

PTSC recommends repeal of § 7-9-7.1. This repeal may cause collection
problems. To address potential collection problems, PTSC recommends that the
compensating tax be collected through the individual income tax return (PIT)
annually. Individuals presently self-report their income tax; and PTSC suggests
expanding this procedure by asking individuals to also self report their catalogue
purchases. To give TRD the ability to discover which New Mexican households are
purchasing from out-of-state, PTSC proposes that a provision be added to the Tax
Administration Act allowing the Taxation and Revenue Department to inspect the
books of sellers who have nexus with New Mexico.
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c.

Pyramiding

A critical task confronted by PTSC was to determine the extent and address
the problem of tax pyramiding under GRT on various industries engaged in business
in New Mexico. TRD describes the tax pyramiding problem as follows:
A tax is said to "pyramid" when it applies to more than one stage of
production...
Pyramiding is very uneven by nature, because its extent
depends on the number of production stages, whether production is
performed by one or many firms, how much is taxed at each stage, and
whether the tax rate varies at each stage. Thus, some products may be
heavily taxed due to pyramiding, and some will be taxed relatively lightly.
Resulting differentials in effective tax rates cause distortions in economic
decisions. For example, firms may integrate operations to avoid external
transactions, or prefer to buyout of state rather than in state. Such distortions
violate the neutrality criterion for judging the tax system. 2

For its purposes, PTSC categorized pyramiding into two principal categories -- (1)
transactional, or direct pyramiding, and (2) indirect pyramiding. 3 Taxation of the
sale of tangible personal property both on the sale by a distributor to a retailer and a
retailer to a consumer is an example of the first type of tax pyramiding. GRT
provides mechanisms to avoid most (but not all) pyramiding of this type. Taxation
of both the sale of fuel to an electric utility to produce electricity as well as the sale
of the electricity to the consumer is an example of the second type of pyramiding.
GRT mayor may not provide a mechanism to eliminate pyramiding of this type. 4
2

Taxation and Revenue Department Special Report, July 1991 p. 131.

3 Tax pyramiding also results where other taxes (generated under other tax systems) are added to the
price of the product or service produced and passed on to the consumer. For example, a manufacturer's price
for his product includes (as overhead item) a portion of personal and real property taxes paid by the
manufacturer. New Mexico's low property taxes mitigate the effects of this type of situation.
<4 TRD's Special Report to the 1991 New Mexico Legislature Tax Equity Task Force, includes a
table of GRr's tax pyramiding avoidance provisions, together with an estimate of revenue gains if repealed.
The table is included as Appendix C.
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In an attempt to determine the nature and scope of the pyramiding problem
under GRT, PTSC reviewed the gross receipts and compensating taxation of
numerous industry sectors prevalent in New Mexico. The sectors evaluated
included the following:

l.

Manufacturing;

13.

2.

Construction;

3.

Research and

14.

For profit hospitals;

Development;

15.

For profit long term

For profit educational
institutions;

4.

Wholesale Trade;

heruth care providers;

5.

Retail Trade;

16.

Non-profit hospitals;

6.

Professional Services;

17.

Non-profit long term

7.

Personal Services;

8.

Medical and Dental

health care providers;
18.

Services;

Non-profit educational
institutions;

Retail Automobile Sales

19.

Transportation;

and Services;

20.

Agriculture;

10.

Electric Utilities;

21.

Oil and Gas Production;

11.

Financial Institutions

22.

Printing; and

(Banks);

23.

Government contracting.

9.

12.

Gas Utilities;

Brief summaries of GRT taxation of these industry sectors are included as
AppendixD.

Several conclusions can be drawn from PTSC's analysis:
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1.
Virtually every industry segment analyzed suffers from some tax
pyramiding under GRT. GRT taxes a broad range of goods and seIVices, including
goods and seIVices sold to businesses. Since most businesses from time to time
purchase goods or seIVices from other businesses, and since it is customary to pass
gross receipts tax on to the customer (as part of the price for its product or seIVice),
the transaction will effectively be taxed more than once.
2.
Certain industries are subject to a greater level of tax pyramiding than
others. However, in PTSC's view, only a few sectors suffer from material levels of
transactional tax pyramiding under GRT, such as government contracting. PTSC
has proposed legislation to eliminate this pyramiding problem.
3.
While very few industries suffer from significant levels of transactional
pyramiding, virtually all suffer from some form of indirect tax pyramiding.
Depending on the industry, indirect tax pyramiding mayor may not be significant. 5
Moreover, taxation of these transactions is consistent with the taxation of the "last
sale" principle of GRT. PTSC proposes legislation to eliminate some of the more
egregious instances of this type of pyramiding. 6
4.
The ability of a taxpayer to take advantage of GRT's proVISIOns
eliminating transactional tax pyramiding may depend on the sophistication of the
taxpayer. Many of GRT" s tax provisions are complex and difficult to apply. As a
consequence, a particular taxpayer may not realize that it may avoid tax
pyramiding by structuring a particular transaction in a particular way. Thus, GRT
system favors more sophisticated taxpayers over less sophisticated taxpayers.
PTSC has proposed changes to simplify compliance of provisions designed to
eliminate tax pyramiding.

5fu PTSC's view, some amount of tax pyramiding is present in most tax systems, and consistent with
the adequacy principle of tax policy, cannot be eliminated from the tax base.

6The GRT taxes the sale of fuel to electric utilities, the principal "raw material" in the production of
electricity. However, the wood and glue used by a furniture maker to make a table is not taxed. Thus,
manufacturers of tables and chairs arguably enjoy more favorable tax treatment than producers of electricity.
Similarly, the sale of construction services by one subcontractor to another subcontractor is not taxable.
However, the sale of research and development services by one subcontractor to another may be taxable.
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d Exemptions and Deductions

PTSC spent much of its time evaluating GRT exemptions and deductions.
PTSC broadly classified the exemptions and deductions into three groups:
(1) exemptions for transactions subject to other excise taxes, which include the
motor vehicle, leased vehicle, and boat excise taxes; (2) exemptions and deductions
covering non-profit organizations; and (3) all other exemptions and deductions.
This section discusses PTSC's findings and recommendations with respect to other
exemptions and deductions. The next section, section e, focuses on non-profit
organizations; and section (f) looks at transactions subject to other excise taxes.
Exemptions are legislative exclusions from GRT tax base. Theoretically, the
purpose of an exemption is to remove from the tax base those transactions that are
not consistent with the conceptual construct of GRT. For example, GRT exempts
wages, salaries, interest and dividends from the tax base, §§ 7-9-17; 7-9-25,
because these exemptions prevent pyramiding.
Deductions, on the other hand, exclude those receipts that meet the
theoretical definition of gross receipts, but may be subtracted from the tax base for
policy reasons. A good example is a distributor's sales of inventory to retailers. See
§ 7-9-47. If a distributor is not permitted to deduct inventory sales, the value of the
inventory will be taxed twice, resulting in pyramiding. The practical difference
between an exemption and a deductions is that a taxpayer is not required to report
exempt gross receipts, but the taxpayer must report gross receipts for which a
deduction is applicable.
PTSC tested each exemption and deduction to determine whether it advanced
or violated tax policy criteria, was consistent with the definition or purpose of GRT
or prevented pyramiding. Generally, if an exemption or deduction did not further
these tests, PTSC recommended its repeal.

i.

exemptions

(1)
GRT exemptions generally cover transactions with governmental and
tribal agencies, §§ 7-9-13, -14, -31; transactions subject to other taxes, §§ 7-9-22, 22.l, -23, -23.l, -24, -26, -32, -33, -34, -35, -38.1; receipts that do not comport with
the definition of gross receipts or that may not be taxed, §§ 7-9-17, -18.l, -20, -25, 27, -28, -36, -37, -38, and transactions involving certain industries or entities. §§ 715

9-15, -16, -18, -19, -29, -39, -41. PTSC does not propose any change to the above
listed sections dealing with government agencies and tribes (government gross
receipts is discussed below). During the next two years, PTSC hopes to study the
issue of dual taxation between the State of New Mexico and Indian tribes and
pueblos.
(2) PTSC reviewed the Insurance Premiums Tax and its relationship to
GRT. During the next two years, PTSC plans to continue to study this tax and
recommend changes, if necessary, as New Mexico's health care delivery system
continues to change.

Gross receipts exemptions inconsistent with GRT or receipts that by law may
not be taxed were reviewed by PTSC. PTSC recommends no changes with respect
to these exemptions, except to add a de minimus rule to exclude persons from GRT
with relatively small amounts of gross receipts. Persons whose gross receipts in any
year do not exceed $5,000 will not have to pay gross receipts taxes.

ii.

deductions

GRT deduction sections cannot be as easily categorized. They involve a
variety of sections enacted for different purposes. Some deductions are intended to
prevent pyramiding, others to provide an indirect subsidy to certain industries, and
still others exist for administrative reasons. Similar to its review of GRT
exemptions, PTSC tested each deduction according to whether the deduction was
consistent with tax policy criteria. If any deduction was found inconsistent with the
criteria, the Committee recommended its repeal.
(1)
The agricultural industry is protected both by exemptions and
deductions. Sections 7-9-18 exempts the sale of livestock, poultry, agricultural
products and animal hides and pelts. Section 7-9-19 exempts receipts from feeding
or pasturing livestock, penning or handling livestock prior to sale, and training
livestock. Section 7-9-58 allows the seller to deduct the receipts from the sale of
feed, and further permits an auctioneer of livestock and agricultural products to
deduct their fees. Section 7-9-59 permits the deduction of receipts from
warehousing agricultural products and from harvesting and cultivating agricultural
products.
PTSC recommends that these agricultural exemptions and deductions be
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retained only to the extent that they prevent pyramiding, and re-organized to comply
with the language and purpose of the manufacturing deduction found in GRT.
PTSC further recommends that the nontaxable transaction certificate (NTTC) rules
apply to the agricultural industry as those rules apply to the manufacturing industry,
except that the affected agricultural taxpayers will only have to report semi-annually
instead of monthly.
(2) PTSC recommends that purses won by owners, jockeys and trainers be
taxed. These purses are the receipts to owners, jockeys and trainers for entry of the
horses into the race or for the service of training and riding the horses. Because
other taxpayers who rent or license property or who receive payments when using
the property are subject to GRT, the receipts of purses also should be subject to
GRT. No tax policy reason exists for the exemption of racetrack purses.
(3) PTSC spent considerable time reviewing the media industry. PTSC
learned that GRT rules with respect to advertising income differ between the
broadcast media and the print media. Within the print media, the taxation of
receipts from the sale of printed products differs between newspapers and other
publishers.
Radio and television companies pay gross receipts taxes on receipts from the
sale of local advertising. These companies do not pay taxes on the sale of
advertising for certain out-of-state advertisers. The print media, however, pays
gross receipts tax on the receipts from all its advertising. PTSC believes that this
disparity between the broadcast and print media creates an unfair tax burden on the
print media.

In its attempt to remedy this inequitable tax treatment, PTSC considered two
alternatives. PTSC first studied whether the broadcast media should be taxed on all
its advertising income. Although some members of PTSC wanted this approach, the
Committee as a whole decided against it. Apportioning receipts from advertising
that is broadcast to New Mexico listeners and to out-of-state listeners is just too
difficult. PTSC elected for a second option allowing the print media to deduct
advertising receipts from out-of-state advertisers. This structure permits all
advertising to be treated equally. 7
7 Under a TRD private letter ruling, magazines can apportion advertising based on in- and out-of-state
circulation.
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The sale of printed material presented a different problem. Presently, the
receipts from the sale of books, magazines and similar printed materials are subject
to the gross receipts tax. At the same time, receipts from the sale of newspapers are
not subject to the gross receipts tax. To eliminate this inequity in GRT, PTSC
recommends that the retail sale of newspapers, sold by subscription, at the counter
and by vending machine, be subject to GRT.
( 4) PTSC found disproportionate tax treatment with respect to persons
who earn commissions. Generally, commission receipts for services are taxable.
However, GRT presently provides deductions for commissions earned by real estate
agents, § 7-9-66.1, travel agents, § 7-9-76, and retail sellers of lottery tickets. § 79-87. These deductions are industry specific and therefore create inequities
between individuals who earn these particular commissions and other individuals
who earn their living by other types of commission income. PTSC recommends that
these deductions be repealed. PTSC, however, does not recommend repeal of § 79-66, which allows a deduction for commissions on the sale of property that is not
subject to the gross receipts tax. These sales of property occur when the property
has been purchased for resale or for use in manufacturing. In either instance, the
deduction prevents pyramiding because it allows the commissions earned on the sale
of property also to be excluded.
PTSC recommends the repeal of the remaining deductions that benefit a
specific business.· Those deductions include: 50 percent sales of unregistered
vehicles or aircraft, §§ 7-9-62, -77; sale of property used in the manufacturing of
jewelry, § 7-9-74 (most sales of this property will still be deducted as property sold
for manufacturing purposes);and 40 percent of the receipts from the sale or use of
jet fuel. §§ 7-9-83, -84.
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(e) Nonprofit organizations
GRT has a number of provisions that provide exemptions or deductions that
benefit nonprofit organizations and related persons. Table 2 describes those
provisions. Without doubt, §§ 7-9-29 (A) and 7-9-60 are the most important. PTSC
therefore, concentrated on those sections.
Section 7-9-29 (A) exempts gross receipts earned by organizations that have
attained tax-exempt status under § 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
exemption, however, does not apply to gross receipts derived from an unrelated
trade or business as defined in § 513 of the Internal Revenue Code. § 7-9-29 (C).
Section 50 1(c)(3) organizations encompass most charitable, educational and
religious institutions, and include private schools and universities, nonprofit
hospitals, other nonprofit health care organizations, private social services
organizations, organizations dedicated to the arts and churches and religious
organizations.
Section 7-9-29(A) is inconsistent with the equity, and possibly the adequacy,
tax policy criteria. Section 7-9-29 (A) exempts § 501(c)(3) organizations' gross
receipts from commercial activity-their sales of property and services. For-profit
businesses, on the other hand, that engage in the same commercial activity must pay
gross receipts taxes. Persons engaging in the same activity are taxed differently, the
distinction grounded solely on the status of the one not taxed.
The exemption, if left in place, also will cause GRT tax base to shrink.
Section 501(c)(3) organizations engage generally in service activity. Our economy
is moving from one dominated by sales of property to an economy involving the
sale of services. As § 501(c)(3) organizations expand and capture more of the
services market, under § 7-9-29(A), a larger portion of gross receipts will become
non-taxable. The reduction of GRT base will affect its adequacy.
PTSC has attempted to learn the extent to which § 501(c)(3) organizations
are engaging in non-taxed commercial activity. Comprehensive, easily accessible
infonnation does not exist. TRD does not collect such infonnation, and it would
take much too long to acquire the data from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
assuming the IRS would give the data to PTSC. To help fill the void, PTSC sent a
questionnaire to more than forty, different organizations (for example, hospitals,
private schools, health clubs, youth organizations). A copy of the questionnaire
19
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TABLE 2

LIST OF SECTIONS PROVIDING ECEMPTION OR DEDUCTION FROM GROSS
RECEIPTS TAXATION TO NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS OR RELATED PERSONS

(A) Charitable Organizations
(1) Section 7-9-29(A) exempts receipts by §SOl(c) (3) organizations
(charitable organizations),
except receipts derived from an
unrelated trade or business activity.
(2) Section 7-9-60 allows sellers to deduct receipts from sales of
tangible personal property to §SOl(c) (3) organizations if the
latter give NTTC's to the former. The deduction is not applicable
to receipts from property
(a) that will become an ingredient or component part of
a construction project;
functionally
that
is
not
organization's exempt purposes; or

related

(b)

to

the

(3) that is used in the conduct of an unrelated trade or
business.
(3) Section 7-9-1S exempts § SOl (c) (3) organizations from the
compensating tax, except if the property is used in an unrelated
trade or business.
(4)
Section 7-9-41 allows ministers of §SOl (c) (3) religious
organizations to deduct receipts from individuals for religious
services.
(S) Section 7-9-73.1 allows for-profit
percent of their gross receipts.

hospitals

to deduct

SO

B. Business Leagues
Section 7-9-29 (B) exempts receipts by a §SOl (c) (6) chamber of
commerce or a business league to the extent that the business
league performs functions of a visitor bureau or a convention
bureau. 1
The exemption does not apply to receipts from an

1Section 7-9-29(B) does not specify that the organization
must be a business league; it states that the organization must
be tax exempt under §SOl(c) (6). However, to be exempt under

unrelated trade or business.
C. Other Organizations
(1)
Section 7-9-16 exempts receipts received by nonprofit
retirement homes.
Since receipts of tax-exempt retirement homes
are exempt under §7-9-29(A) , §7-9-16 applies to a very limited
number of organizations, if any. The organization must nonprofit
but not tax exempt under §501(c) (3).
(2) Section 7-9-20 exempts membership fees, dues assessments
received by homeowners associations exempt under §528(c) (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code from members who are owners of residential
units.
(3) Section 7-9-39 exempts dues and registration fees received by
social,
fraternal,
political,
trade,
labor,
or professional
organizations and business leagues.
(4) Section 7-9-85 allows an organization exempt under §501(c),
other than a §501(c) (3) organization, to deduct receipts from two
fundraising events. 2 This deduction includes fundraisers by labor
organizations, clubs, and fraternal organizations.

§501 (c) (6) the organization must be a business league.
2 A bill that may be introduced this session would change
the two fundraiser limintation to $80,000 a year.

appears in Appendix E. However, PTSC received an insufficient response to allow
it to use the questionnaire to reach valid conclusions. TRD, however, did provide
PTSC with a summary of infonnation supplied to the Attorney General by nonprofit
organizations for 1994 under the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act.
N.M. Stat. Ann. § 57-22-1 (Repl. Pamp. 1995). Bar graphs depicting the number
and size of the organizations that have reported to the Attorney General appear in
Appendix F. Although that summary proved extremely valuable, it is necessarily
incomplete.
The Attorney General's lists do not include all tax-exempt
organizations; the Charitable Organizations and Solicitations Act does not apply to
religious or educational organizations and organizations which do not receive more
than $2,500 a year in contributions (no matter the amount of their gross receipts).
Id. at § 57-22-4. TRD summary does indicate that exempt organizations received
$618 million in program revenues (program revenues are gross receipts). Added to
that amount should be part of the $129 million received from governments.
Government payments generally are contract fees for services perfonned by the
exempt organizations for governmental agencies. The point is that the amount of
untaxed gross receipts earned by § 501(c)(3) organizations is substantial. In fact,
PTSC estimates that, at the present time, the amount of gross receipts taxes
foregone by the state is at a minimum $100 million.
PTSC also reviewed the history of § 7-9-29(A) to learn whether the reasons
for tax exemption could be discerned from a historical perspective. Section 7-929(A)'s statutory history is summarized in Appendix G.
PTSC also studied recognized theories for granting tax exemption to' §
501(c)(3) organizations. Very little literature deals with sales or gross receipts
taxes; most of the material explains the reasons for exemption to income and
property taxes. Those theories are abstracted in a memorandum from the chair to
PTSC members, included in Appendix H. Finally, PTSC reviewed infonnation from
many tax-exempt organizations,' including the hospital association, arts groups,
private schools, and social service organizations.
After review of this infonnation and debating the issue for over a year, PTSC
concluded that sound tax policy does not support a blanket gross receipts tax
exemption for § 501-(c)(3) organizations. Consequently, the Committee, with
Janice Ahem dissenting, initially decided to recommend repeal of § 7-9-29 (A). The
primary reason for the Committee's decision is that § 7-9-29 (A) violates the equity
principle by granting tax relief to certain persons solely on their status c whether the
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entity is exempt under § 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. This inequity is
illustrated by comparing for-profit health care providers with tax-exempt providers.
The former pay taxes on their receipts for medical services. The latter do not pay
gross receipts tax on the receipts for the same procedure.
PTSC presently is considering a special exemption for selected § 501 (c)(3)
organizations. The exemption would apply to organizations that meet certain
conditions. The kinds of conditions the Committee is currently discussing require
that the § 501 (c)(3) organization: (1) provide certain services, like social services
or health care; (2) dedicate most of its efforts to serving individuals who are at or
below the federal poverty line; (3) not have gross receipts, on the average for a
period of about three years, that exceed a certain amount (for example, $1.5
million); (4) receive a minimum percentage of its gross receipts from a governmental
agency; (5) not have a net worth in excess of a specified amount; and (6) apply for
exemption on a periodic basis.
PTSC is of the opinion that the exemption described in the prior paragraph
does not violate tax policy principles. The organizations are relatively small, serve
individuals who are indigent, and receive the bulk of their funds from a
governmental agency. Those § 501 (c)(3) organizations are not engaged in business
in the sense anticipated by GRT. Instead, the organizations are acting for state or
federal governmental agencies in fulfilling governmental functions. Moreover, they
are organizations that generally do not compete with comparable for-profit
businesses.
PTSC is not changing the law with respect to gifts, donations, or
contributions to § 501(c)(3) organizations. No one pays gross receipts taxes on
those items. GRT taxes only gross receipts from a sale of property and services.
PTSC also recommends that § 7-9~72.l be repealed. That section permits
for-profit hospitals to deduct 50 percent of their gross receipts. Since PTSC intends
that nonprofit hospitals pay gross receipts taxes on all their gross receipts, PTSC
saw no reason to permit for-profit hospitals a 50 percent deduction.
PTSC further recommends the repeal of § 7-9-41, allowing ministers of §
501(c)(3) religious organizations to deduct receipts for religious services. If a
minister, or his or her church, receives a donation in gratitude for the religious
ceremony, it will not be taxed. A donation is not a gross receipt. If, on the other
21

hand, the minister, as a condition of perfonning the religious services, charges a fee,
the fee is a gross receipt and should be taxed.

Consistent with its decision that § 7-9-29(A) should be repealed, PTSC also
recommends that §§ 7-9-60 and 7-9-15 be repealed. Section 7-9-60 permits sellers
of tangible personal property to § 501(c)(3) organizations to deduct those sales from
their gross receipts. Section 7-9-15 exempts § 501 (c)(3) organizations from the
compensating tax on their use of tangible personal property. These sections create
inequitable results. Section 501(c)(3) organizations are treated differently from forprofit businesses that purchase or use the same property. The cost of the property to
them is cheaper than similar property purchased by for-profit organizations.
After deciding that GRT provisions benefiting § 501(c)(3) organizations
should be repealed, the Committee concluded that exemptions and deductions
provided for other nonprofit organizations that are not exempt under § 50 1(c)(3),
should also be repealed. Again, the benefits are extended because of the
organizations' status, and not because the transactions producing the gross receipts
deserve special treatment. PTSC therefore recommends repeal of §§ 7-9-16 and 7-929 (B). PTSC is not proposing the elimination of § 7-9-20, which exempts fees,
dues and assessments paid to homeowners' associations, because this section
eliminates pyramiding and does not extend a special tax benefit to those
associations. Similarly, the Committee retained § 7-9-39, exempting dues paid to
fraternal-type organizations. Moreover, PTSC recommends an amendment to § 7-939 to include dues paid to § 501(C)(3) organizations.
To allow § 501(c)(3) organizations the capacity to raise revenues through
limited fund-raisers, the Committee is suggesting the expansion of § 7-9-85 to
include § 501(c)(3) organizations. Section 7-9-85 presently allows tax-exempt
organizations other than § 501(c)(3) organizations to conduct two fund-raisers
without tax.
Finally, there are many small § 501(c)(3) organizations that do not generate
large amounts of gross receipts. The costs, both to the organizations and TRD
requiring those organizations to report and pay gross receipts taxes probably exceed
the potential gross receipts taxes collected.
As such, the Committee is
recommending a de minims for organizations described in § 501(c)(3), below which
they are exempt from GRT. The de minimis is $25,000.
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t Other excise taxes
Sales of registered motor vehicles and boats are not subject to GRT. See §§
7-9-22, -22.1,23.1. Motor vehicles are subject to the Motor Vehicles Excise Tax, §
7-14-1, and boats are subject to the Boat Excise Tax, § 66-12-6.1. The Motor
Vehicles Excise Tax is imposed whenever any vehicle, subject to the Motor Vehicle
Code, is registered. The tax rate is 3 percent and is generally assessed against the
sales price of the vehicle. The Boat Excise Tax is 5 percent and is imposed on the
registration of certain boats. § 66-12-6.1.
A special tax is also assessed against the leasing of certain vehicles. § 7-14A1. Under the Leased Vehicle Gross Receipts Tax, a gross receipts tax is imposed
upon any person who is in the business of leasing a passenger car for six months or
less. §§ 7-14A-2 (D), (F), -3 (A). The tax rate is 5 percent and is imposed on the
receipts from the leasing of the vehicle. §§ 7-14-2 (C), -3 (B). In addition, a $2 a
day surcharge (the "Leased Vehicle Surcharge") is added to the lease price of a
vehicle. § 7-14A-3.1. The Leased Vehicle Surcharge translates into a tax rate of
approximately 5 percent.
The Leased Vehicle Gross Receipts Tax and the Leased Vehicle Surcharge
apply in addition to the gross receipts tax. Thus, a lessor of passenger cars is
obligated to pay total gross receipts taxes of approximately 16 percent: 6 percent for
gross receipts tax; 5 percent for leased vehicle excise tax; and 5 percent for leased
vehicle surcharge. These taxes are added to the lease price for the automobile and
are borne by the lessee.
PTSC found that these different excise taxes create inequities in that different
tax rates apply to both vehicles and boats. The sale of motor vehicles is taxed at 3
percent; the short term leasing of motor vehicles is taxed at 16 percent; and the sale
of boats is taxed at 5 percent. The sale or leasing of all other property is taxed at
approximately 6 percent. These disparate tax rates cause inefficiencies in the
market by making the price of cars and boats more or less expensive than alternative
products. Different rates also mean that tax burdens are unfairly distributed among
taxpayers. As such, PTSC recommends that the sale of registered vehicles and
boats and the rental of cars be subject only to the rate imposed under GRT, the
same as all other property.

In addition, the Committee recommends that the Motor Vehicle Excise Tax,
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the Boat Excise Tax and the Leased Vehicle Gross Receipts Tax be repealed and
that the selling and leasing of vehicles and the selling of boats be incorporated into
GRT. The registration provisions for vehicles and boats will be retained. And, the
payment of GRT on the sale of motor vehicles will be similar to the method of
payment already in place.

In making this recommendation, PTSC recognizes that the Leased Vehicle
Excise Tax and surcharge are usually paid by tourists. Tax exportation, however, is
not an acceptable determinant in creating an equitable tax structure. Under a fair tax
system, the sale or leasing of all property, no matter its character, should be taxed in
a similar manner.
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g.

Governmental gross receipts

GRT contains a separate gross receipts tax entitled the governmental gross
receipts tax, (GGRT) that applies to New Mexico governments. § 7-9-3.2. The
rules applicable to GGRT generally trail the statutory principles applicable to gross
receipts and compensating taxes. GGRT rate is 5 percent; it is imposed on any
agency, instrumentality or institutions of government or any political subdivision
(collectively "agencies"), except school districts and health care providers licensed
by the Department of Health, that engage in certain activities. §§ 7-9-3.2, -4.3. The
taxable activities under the GRTare the:
(A)

sale of taxable personal property other than water, from
facilities open to the general public;

(B)

recreational, athletic or entertainment services or events in
facilities open to the general public;

(C)

refuse collection, disposal, or both;

(D)

sewage services; and

(E)

sale of water by a publicly owned entity.

§ 7-9-3.2.

The policy reason behind the enactment of GGRT is to equate agencies with
private institutions when the former venture into the private market. Agencies, that
engaged in the listed activities competed unfairly with private business.
Many agency activities, however, are not subject to tax. For example,
receipts for health care services by a public hospital, or tuition received by public
education institutions are not taxed. Agencies, therefore, compete with private
organizations which engage in similar activities without paying taxes on their gross
receipts.
As discussed above, PTSC also recommends that § 501(c)(3) organizations
be taxed on all their gross receipts (subject to the exception under consideration).
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The activities that generate those gross receipts are similar to agency activities that
are presently not taxed.
Therefore, PTSC recommends that agencies be taxed on all their receipts that
meet the general definition of gross receipts. Those gross receipts would include
receipts from educational, health care, recreational, artistic, athletic, entertainment,
and similar activities.
PTSC proposes the repeal of § 7-9-13, to the extent it exempts taxation of
agencies. The consequences of this proposal is to tax agencies the same as any
private organization. However, the Committee has also decided to revisit GGRT
and consider whether agencies should be taxed at all. Agencies generally engage in
private-type activities when no private organization does so or when government
decides to subsidize partially the activity to make it affordable to all citizens.
Hence, agencies may not be "engaged in business," as that term is meant by GRT.
The Committee disagrees with the present statute that taxes only certain activities.
It believes that agencies should be taxed like other entities that generate gross
receipts, or not be taxed on any of its receipts.
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h. Nontaxable Transaction Certificates
Possession of Nontaxable Transaction Certificates (NTTC) is a condition for
taking certain deductions (but not all) under GRT. See § 7-9-43. The purpose of
the NTTC program is to improve compliance with the state's gross receipts tax
statutes and to improve taxpayer registration. For example, the deductions of many
unsophisticated taxpayers are disallowed because the taxpayers accepted the wrong
NTTC from buyers. However, an NTTC, taken in good faith, provides a taxpayer
with a safe harbor when questions arise as to the validity of a deduction. Currently,
the NTTC program has fourteen (14) different certificates available to taxpayers.

In its review of the NTTC program, PTSC tried to create a more equitable
and simple system. It felt that a deduction afforded to taxpayers under the NTTC
program should not automatically be disallowed if a taxpayer accepts the incorrect
type of certificate or fails to have it in hand if audited. Furthermore, the Committee
did not believe that the NTTC program should prevent a taxpayer from presenting
other evidence of the validity of the claimed deduction. The determination of
liability of a taxpayer should not be based upon whether that taxpayer had the
correct certificate or followed the proper procedure; instead liability should be
determined by the transaction or the validity of a particular deduction.

In order to eliminate the disadvantages to taxpayers created by the current
NTTC system, the Committee recommends changing the number of certificates
available to taxpayers from 14 to 2 certificates. One certificate will be for taxable
transactions that occur inside the state and the second certificate will be for taxable
transactions that are considered interstate transactions. If a taxpayer takes one of
the two certificates in "good faith" the certificate will provide a "safe harbor"
against a challenge of its validity by TRD. In addition, a taxpayer, who does not
have a NTTC or who possesses the wrong NTTC, may sill claim a deduction
provided that the taxpayer satisfies the substantive terms of the deduction.
PTSC has attempted to amend § 7-9-43, the NTTC statute. The Committee,
however, believes that § 7-9-43 should be replaced with a less complicated section.
Thus, the Committee intends to re-draft § 7-9-43 so that the statute communicates
more simply and clearly the NTTC rules.
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4. Insurance Premiums Tax

Insurance companies, regulated by the superintendent of insurance, pay a
premiums tax in lieu of all other taxes imposed by the state. § 59A-6-6. Insurance
companies do no pay the gross receipts tax or the corporate income tax. The
premiums tax is 3 percent of the gross premiums earned by the insurance company.
§ 59A-6-2. In New Mexico, insurance companies include nonprofit health care
plans, health maintenance organizations (HMO's) and prepaid dental plans. § 59A6-6. Laird Graeser and Tom Clifford of TRD, Tax Research and Statistics Office
and Jerry Fickes, Chief Actuary, New Mexico Department of Insurance, summaried
the history and policy considerations of the Insurance Premiums Tax, raised
concerns about the different tax treatment of insurance companies, which raises
equity questions, and discussed issues surrounding the incorporation of health
insurance premiums into GRT. This material is included in Appendix 1.
The ,committee spent a substantial amount of time reviewing the materials
presented by Mr. Graeser, Mr. Clifford and Mr. Fickes. Of primary concern to the
committee, is the different effective tax rates applied to the health insurance
industry.
For example, if a patient has purchased a health insurance policy,
individually or through an employment benefit plan, the premiums are subject to the
3 percent premiums tax. If that same patient visits a for-profit heath care provider,
the fee charged by the provider, paid in part by the patient and in part by the health
insurance plan, is subject to GRT. The total tax in the second scenario approaches
9 percent, assuming an average GRT of 6 percent. If the provider is a for-profit
hospital, the tax imposed on the hospital is approximately 3 percent. Under § 7-973.1, for-profit hospitals are entitled to deduct 50 percent of their receipts in
determining gross receipts tax. The effective rate in this case is approximately 6
percent (3 percent premiums tax and 3 percent GRT). On the other hand, if the
patient is a member of a provider HMO, GRT does not apply to the medical
services delivered to the patient. The provider HMO is an insurance company and
thus under § 59A-6-6, is not subject to any taxes other than the premiums tax. In
that case, the total tax is 3 percent. Still further, if a patient with a health plan who
is not a member of a provider HMO visits a non-profit health care provider, GRT
taxes are exempt and the only tax is the premiums tax (a 3 percent tax). The
constant in all these cases is that the patient receives the same health care services.
Depending on the status of the provider, however, the effective tax rate on the price
of those services differs.
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PTSC believes that these varying tax possibilities are unfair. The committee
has not completed its study of the Insurance Premiums Tax and has no
recommendation at this time. In the next year, PTSC will return to the Insurance
Premiums Tax taking into consideration the issues raised by the Taxation and
Revenue Department and the Department of Insurance as well as consider how to
create a more equitable tax.
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5. Economic Development Tax Incentives

PTSC is considering whether tax incentives should be employed in New
Mexico to attract business. Assuming that tax incentives provided to business are
wise tax policy, the committee also is considering whether New Mexico's particular
array of tax incentive devices accomplishes their purposes without undue tax loss to
the state. Brian McDonald prepared a paper describing New Mexico's various
incentive provisions and compared that information with incentives provided to
business in other states. His paper is included as Appendix J. Dr. McDonald's
paper exposes some important points. First, confusion exists nationwide whether
tax incentives benefit states in the long term. Second, New Mexico has competed
favorably with other states in attracting new business to New Mexico, suggesting
that the state's tax incentives are adequate. Third, the ability of business to purchase
equipment with Industrial Revenue Bonds (IRBs) as well as to receive an
investment credit for the purchase of that equipment may be too rich an incentive to
afford to corporations.
Specifically, IRBs are issued by local governments to attract out-of-state
business into their communities. With the bond proceeds, facilities are constructed
and equipment is purchased for new business. Moreover, the local governments
own the facilities and equipment and rents them to the business. The rent is used to
payoff the bonds. Because the local government owns the facilities and the
equipment, those properties are not subject to the property tax. And, because local
government purchases the equipment, the seller is not required to pay gross receipts
taxes on those sales. § 7-9-54.
The initial purpose of the investment credit is to remove the disadvantage to
which local manufacturers are exposed when they purchase manufacturing
equipment. That equipment is subject to either the gross receipts tax or the
compensating tax. Other states generally do not impose a sales or use tax on the
purchase of manufacturing equipment. As a consequence of this difference, New
Mexico manufacturers incur larger manufacturing costs than out-of-state
competitors.
This difference creates a disincentive for non-New Mexico
corporations who want to move to New Mexico. Corporations that meet the
conditions of the Investment Credit Act are granted a credit based on the purchase
price of their equipment. That credit approximates the gross receipts or
compensating tax rate.
30

In 1991, the Investment Credit Act was amended to cover Industrial Revenue
Bond-financed equipment. Corporations can now take the credit even if they have
not paid gross receipt or compensating taxes on the acquisition of the equipment.
PTSC is reviewing the investment tax credit to determine if it should be limited only
to non-Industrial Revenue Bond-financed equipment. In addition, the Committee
will consider next year whether the better approach is to eliminate the investment
tax credit and replace it with an exemption to GRT, excluding the acquisition of
manufacturing equipment. Presently, only very large manufacturers enjoy the
benefits on the investment tax credit: small manufacturers generally are not entitled
to the credit. The proposed GRT exemption will help all manufacturers, large or
small, local or out-of-state and thinking about moving to New Mexico.
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6. Corporate Income Tax
PTSC just begun its discussion of the corporate income tax. Appendix K
contains an article by Allen Maury and Laird Graeser, from the February 1, 1993
issue of State Tax Notes, describing New Mexico's corporate income tax. PTSC
has learned that the corporate income tax will generate approximately $160 million
in tax revenues for the current fiscal year, which represents about 7 percent of all
tax revenues. Further, 50 corporations pay approximately 75 percent of all
corporate income taxes. The corporate income tax affects large corporations.
Small, closely-held corporations pay very little of the tax. Small corporations have
little taxable income, or can elect planning techniques, like S Corporation, that avoid
the corporate income tax.
PTSC has listed the issues that it will consider next year when it continues its
review of the corporate income tax. Those issues are:
(a) Whether New Mexico should require mandatory combined reporting for
all corporations. The present separate reporting option allows for shifting of income
to tax-haven states, like Nevada and Delaware.

(b) Whether the election to use the double weighted sales factor to apportion
income should be repealed or made mandatory. See Appendix K.
( c) Whether the top corporate income tax rates are too high and whether the
tax brackets cause a taxpayer to reach the higher rates too quickly.
(d) Whether the formula to apportion income between New Mexico and other
states should be applied to taxable income instead of the corporate income tax.

(f) Whether the throwback·rule should be applicable when a taxpayer's sales
occur in a state without a corporate income tax.
(g) Whether, to prevent tax avoidance, TRD should be given the authority to
allocate or apportion income, deductions, credits or other allowance among
corporations controlled by the same interests, similar to the authority the· Internal
Revenue Service has under § 482.

(h) How should foreign dividends be taxed?
32

PTSC plans to review all these issues, and others that arise, beginning next
year. Our objective is to propose a corporate income tax that is not unduly
burdensome, fair, and not easily avoided.
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PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO NEW MEXICO
GROSS RECEIPTS & COMPENSATING TAX AC'r

Proposed MQdification

Effect on GRO'A TM Base

(1) Repeal moratorium on

Expands Tax Base

Committee Action
Approved'No action on

reporting and penalty

collection of compensating tax

on personal purchases of
tangible personal property
purchased from out of state
vendor. Collect undc:r
combined Personal
Income/Compensating Tax
Form filed annually. Provide
fOI strict no fault penalties for
failure to report or pay proper
amount of tax. Institute
information return reporting

Ta,;,Policy

Moratorium vrolates equity
principle of tax policy. Repeal
places imports on equal footing
. with instate sales ot tangible
personal property

requirement for out of state
vendors.
(2) Enact compensating tax on

Expands Tax Base

in. state use by persons in New
Mexico of services performed
outside New Mellico. Exempt
ce;rtajn inter-company cost

Approved(withrnodifications)/
No Action on separate statement
proposal

Exemption violates equity

principJe of tax policy

sales for affiliated companies
(in a manner similar to that of

current Section 7-9-69).
Impose requirement that outof-state vendors who pass on
(or pay) gross receipts tax or
collect compensating tax

separately state the tax on its
invoice for goods.
(3) Eliminate taxable

Shrinks Tax Base

subsequent sale requirement
for sales of services for
resale.·
(4) Repeal gross recejpts tax

Expands T~ :Base

exemptions (deductions)for

the following selected
industries and special interests:

• Assumes ooncomltant repeal of gross receipts tax ~emptlon for SOl(c)(:3)'a.

Approved

Repeal eliminates taX pyramiding
on sel~ resales of services

Proposed Modi[ication

Effect on Tax Base

Committee Action

(a) Section 7-9-16

(receipts of non-profit
retirement facilities);
(b) Section 7-9-18
(receipts from sale of
agriculture products);
(c) Section 7-9-19B;
7-9-19C. (receipts
from penning.
handling or training
livestock);
(d) Section 7-9-23.1

TaxPQli£Y

Approved

Exemption violates equity
principle of tax policy

Approved as to
retail sales: Sales for re.sale
converted to deduction
Approved

Exemption for retail sales
violates et.)uity
priociple of taX policy
E}(emption violates equity
principle of tah policy

Pending

NA

NoCbange

NA

Pending

NA

Pending

NA

App.roved

Exemption violates eq1Jily
principle of tax pOlicy

Approved

Exemption violates equity
principle of tax policy

Sunsets-1996

NA

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of tax policy

(receipts from sale of
boats)
(e) Section 7-9-26
(receipts from

selling/use of gasoline
or special fuel;
(1) Section 7-9-33B.
(receipts from storing
crude oil, natural gas,

and liquid
hydrocarbons)
(g) Section 7-9-36
(receipts from sale of
fuel for pipeline
transport);
(h) Section 7-9-40A
(race purses and
commissions) ;
(i) Section 7-9-41
(receipts of ministers
of tax exempt religious
organizations);
0) Section 7-9-51.1
(receipts f(Om sale of

railway roadbed
materials);
(k) Section 7-9-58B.
(receipts of auctioneers
from sales of livestock

and agricultural
products)

2

Proposed Modification

Qmunittee Action

Effect on Tax Base

(I) Section 7-9-59A.

(receipts from
warehousing
agricultural products)
(m) Section 7-9-62
(fifty percent of
receipts from sale of
agricultural equipment)
(0) Section 7-9-63
(teceipts from
publishing newspapers
or magazines);
(0) Section 1-9-64
(receipts from selling
newspapers);
(P) Section 7-9-65
(receipts from selling
chemicals and

Approved

De<luction violates equity
principle of tax policy

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of tax policy

Approved

Publishers qualify for
another deduction

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of tax policy

Retained (wich Modifications)

~uctionelinrlnates

reagents)

Approved

(q) Section 7-9-66.1

(commissions on sale
of new construction)
(l') Section 7-9-76
(travel agents'
commissions from sale
of certain maritime and
interstate transportation
sexvices)
(8) Section 7-9-83
(receipts from selling
aviation fuel)
(5) Repeal compensating tax
exemptions fot the following
selected industries and special

TaxPoJiCX

tax pyramiding on
raw materials used in oil and
gas industry
Deduction violates equity
principle of tax policy

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of tax policy

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of tax policy

Pending

NA

Pending

NA

Expands Tax Base

interests:

(a) Section 7-9-30 (use
of railroad equipment
and commercial
aircraft)

(b) Section 7-9·37 (use
of fuel for pipeline
transportation)

3

proposed Modification

Effect Oil Ia;c; Bas~

Q>mrnittee Action

Tax Polio:

Pending

NA

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of tax poUcy

ApprovedlNo actioD on Credit

Exemption violates equity

Alternative

principle of laX policy

No Change

Deduction eliminates

(c) Section 7-9-38 (use
of electricity for
production and
transmission of
electricity)
(d) Section 7·9-84

(use of aviation fuel)
(6) Repeal Section 7·9·29

Expands Tax Base.

gross receipts tax exemption
for receipts derived froIn
501(c)(3) non profits engaged
in business in New Mexico.
Retain exemption foc
contributions/donations
qualifyjng under IRC Section

1

110. fQliliiWe Alternatil:!<;
Replace the exemption with a

deduction for value of no cost
or below cost indigent health
carelsubsistence provided by
non profits to qualifying
individuals (similar to rrC).
(7) Repeal Section 7-9-66

Expands Tax Base.

tax pyramiding on

deduction for CQmmlssions on
wholesale sales of tangible
personal propeny.
(8) Repeal Section 7-9-60

wholesale sales of tangible
personal property

Expands Tax Base.

Approved

Deduction violates equity
principle of laX policy

Shrinks Tax Base.

Pending

NA

deduction fot" sales of tangible
personal property to
SOl(c)(3)'s.
(9) Enact gross receipts tax
d~uction for the sale of fuel to

produce power or fuel, such as
the sale of coal or natural g~
to an etecttic utility (or c0-

generation facility) to fire a
coal or gas fired plant.

4

Tax.PoJicy

Proposed Modification

Effect on Tax Bas~

(10) Repeal premium tax on

EJtpands Tax. Base.

Pending

NA

Expands Tax Base.

Approved

No tax policy reason for

Heallh Maintenance
Organizations (''HM:O's'').
Impose gross receipts tax on
premiums received by HMO's
("Brings HMO's into line with
other health care providers).
(11) Repeal Motor Veroc1e
Excise Tax. l.tnJ?<>se gross
receipts tax on receipts from
sales of motor vehicles (Brings
sales of motor vehicles in line
with sales of other tangible
personal property).
(12) Expand Investment Tax.

Committee Action

separate tax on motor
vehicles; reduced rate·
violates equity principle of .
raxpoIicy

Shrinks Tax. Base.

Pending

NA

Expands Tax Base.

Pending

NA

Expands Tax Base.

Approved

Exemption violates equity
principle of tax policy

Expands Tax Base.

Approved

Exemption violates equity
principle of tax policy

Expands Tax Base.

No ChangelExports addressed
in definition of New Mexico

NA

Credit ("ITC'') to cover

equipment purchases for
selected growth service
businesses, such as software
design and biotechnology
research and development
companies.
(13) Eliminate ITC on
equipment financed with
Industrial Revenue Bonds
('1RB's").
(14) Repeal the Section 7-956 deduction for gross teceipts
tax for intrastate portion of
interstate transportation of
persons and property.
(15) Repeal Section 1-9-56
deduction for intrastDte portion
of transportation of persons or
property under single inrerswe
contract.

(16) Modify Section 7-9-55

deduction for exports to
provide deduction if product
(a) physically delivered outside
the state, and (b) initially used
out of state.

sale

5

Proposed Modification

(17) Modify Section 7·9·55

Effect on Tax Base

Qmunittee Action

TaxPolic,x

Expands Tax Base.

No Action

NA

Shrinks Tax Base.

Pending

NA

Shrinks Ta~ Base.

Approved(with modifications)

Eliminates procedural tax.
trap for taxpayers

deduction for exports to
ellciude retail sales from
deduction. Provide statutory
definition of retail sales.
<B3ample: Sales by person

who derives more than 50% of
gross receipts from retail sales
of tangible personal property
to individuals.) Apply test on
a combined entity basis.
(18) Expand (or clarify
availability of) Section 7-9-57

deduction for exported
services for gross .cece.ipts tax
derived from various types of
other services which do Dill
produce a "product".

CExarrwle: Mutual fund
management companies

providing management
services to mutual funds,
substantially all of whose
shareholders are domiciled out
of state.)

(19) Enact N1TC "savings
clause" pursuant to which
distributors/subcontractors
who have failed to obtain (or
otherwise are unable to
produce at audit) an
appropriate N1TC to
document an inteanediate
deduction. may still claim the
deduction by establishing by a
preponderance of the evidence
that the transaction otherwise
qualifies (without regard to the
NTIC requirement). Require
Tallation and Revenue

Department to print

requirements fot' deduction on
each type ofNTIC.

6

Froposed Modification

Effect on Tax Base

(20) Enact compensating tax

Expands Tax. Base.

on in state use by individuals

Committee Action

Tax Policy

Approved(with modifications)!

Exemption violates equity

No Action on tepllrting ot penalty

principle of tax policy

proposal

of selected entertainment
services (such as satellite
tele...ision or on line computer
services delivered from outside
the stare by an out of state
vendor). Collect under a
combined Personal
Income/Compensating Tax
Form filed annually. Provide
for strict no fault penalties for

failure to report Ot pay proper
aDlountofco~nsadngt~

Institute infonnation reporting
requirement for out of state
vendors.
(21) Repeal Section 7-9-62

Expands Tax Base.

Approved

50% gross receipts ta;(

Deduction violates equity

principle of taX policy

deduction for receipts from
sale of certain off road
vehicles.
(22) Repeal Section 7-9-68

E~pands Tax Base.

No Change

NA

Expands Tax Base

Approved

Deduction violates equity

deduction for receipts from

furnishing goods or services to
fulm) warranty obligations.
(23) Repeal Section 7·9·77
50% compensating tax.

principle of tax policy

deduction for certain off road
vehicles.
(24) Impose compensating tax

Expands Tax Base.

Pending

on use of transportation

equipment in New Mexico.
Enact apportionment
proYjsjons, pursuant to which
use in more than one state may

be apportioned among the
states for compensating tax

purposes. (Example:
Apportion tax based on prior
year's New Mexico UDITPA
percentage).

7

NA

Proposed Modification

Effect on Tax B~

(25) Repeal Section 7-9-73.1

Expands Tax Base.

Committee Action
Approved

Tax Poliey
Deduction violates equity

principle of tax policy

deduction for fifty percent of

receipts of "for profit"
hospitals.

BCR/PTSClGRCTAlP-mods
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New Mexico Taxation & Revenue Department
Special Report

New Mexico's Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Act:
Exemptions and Deductions
Page

Statute

Repeal Impact
( $ Millions)

Category

1a. Avoidance of Pyramiding-Channels of Commerce

I

34

7-9-46

Deduction for ProQertv Used as an Ingredient in a
Manufactured Product

$50

35

7-9-47

Deduction for the Seles Qf PrQQerty for Resale

$100's

36

7-9-48

Deduction for the Sale of Services for Resale

$30-40

37

7-9-49

Deduction for the Sale of Property for Subsequent Lease

Unknown

38

7-9-50

Deduction for the Lease of Property for Subsequent
Release

Small

39

7-9-51

Deduction fo.r Materials IncorQorated into a Construction
Project

$25-30

40

7-9-52

Deduction for Sales of Construction Services to
Construction Businesses

$30-35

69

7-9-78

Compensating Tax Beduction for Sale of Property for
Subsequent Lease

$5

1 b. Avoidance of Pyramiding-Specific Situations
9

7-9-19

Exemptions for Receipts from Feeding, Penning, and
Handling of Livestock

Unknown

10

7-9-20

Exemption of Certain Receipts of Homeowners
Associations

Small

21

7-9-30

Compensating Tax Exemption for Railroad Equipment and
Certain Commercial Aircraft (also in category 41

Unknown

28

7-9-36

Gross Receipts Exemption for Pjgeline Euel

Unknown

29

7-9-37

Compensating Tax Exemption for Pipeline Fuel

Unknown

30

7-9-38

Compensating Tax Exemptions for Electricity IIsed in
Production and Transmission of Electricity

Unknown

46

7-9-58

Deduction of Certain Sales to Farmers and Ranchers

$3-5

47

7-9-59

Deduction for Certain Agricultural Services

$.5-1

p. 8

New Mexico Taxation & Revenue Department
Special Report

New Mexico's Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Act:
Exemptions and Deductions

·••

Repeal Impact.
_($MillionsJ

Page

Statute

Category

50

7-9-62

50% Deduction for Agricultural Equipment and Vehicles
Not Registered under the Motor Vehicle Code (to extend
purchased by businesses) (also in category 8)

53

7-9-65

Deduction for Certain Chemicals and Reagents

$1

54

7-9-66

Deduction for Commissions on Sale of Tangible Property
Not Subject to Gross Receipts Tax

Small

55

7-9-66.1

Deductions for Commissions on the Sale of New
Construction

$1-2

57

7-9-68

Deduction for Goods and Services Provided under a
Manufacturer'S Warranty

$.5-'

58

7-9-69

Deduction for Receipts from Services Provided an Affiliate
Corporation

Small

60

7-9-71

Deduction for Certain Trade-ins

$5-10

64

7-9-75

Deduction for Services Performed on a Manufactured
Product

$1-2

66

7-9-76.1

Deduction for Sale of Mobile Homes Subject to Gross
Receipts Tax on Initial Sale

$3

67

7-9-76.2

Deduction for Leasing and Licensing of Theatrical Tapes (

68

7·':. 77

\

~1~

~

~5-1

50% Compensating Tax Exemption for Some Agricultural\ 1\$5
Equipment and Vehicles Not Registered under the Motor
Vehicle Code (also in category 8)

i'-

I

•

1-'
I

2. Income Payments
6

7-9-17

Exemption for Wages, Salaries, Commissions, Personal
Remuneration

$480
(3.65%)

16

7-9-25

(Part) Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Interest and
Dividends (also in category 5)

Unknown

p. 9

New Mexico Taxation & Revenue Department
Special Report

New Mexico's Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Act:
Exemptions and Deductions
Page

Statute

Category

Repeal Impact
(SMillions)

23

7-9-32

(Part) Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Receipts from
Mineral Leases (also in category 5)

$450-90
(5%)

41

7-9-53

(Part) Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Receipts from
Lease of Real Property (also in category 5)

$100

3. Receipts Under Other Statutes
11

7-9-22

Exemption for Sale of Vehicles Subject to Registration
under Motor Vehicle Code

$42

12

7-9-22.1

Gross Receipts Exemption for Sale of Boat Excise Tax

$.5

13

7-9-23

Compensating Tax Exemption for Vehicles Registered
under the Motor Vehicle Code (also in category 7)

Small

14

7-9-23.1

Compensating Tax Exemption for Boats Registered under
the Boat Act (also in category 7)

Small

15

7-9-24

Gross Receipts Exemption for Insurance Premiums

None

17

7-9-26

Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Exemption for
Gasoline and Special Fuels

$38

32

7-9-40

Gross Receipts Exemption for Jockeys' and Horsemen's
Purses and Race Track Commissions (Commission are a
portion of the Parimutuel handle, taxed under separate
law. Purses are distributed largely from the commission.)

$1-2 (4%)

61

7-9-72

Deduction for Sale of Special Fuel to Tax Excluded Users

Small

4. Sales in Interstate Commerce
Exemption for Services Performed Out-of-State with Initial
Use in New Mexico

Hypothetical
$20-30

7-9-30

Compensating Tax Exemption for Railroad Equipment and
Certain Commercial Aircraft (also in category 1b)

Unknown

7-9-55

(Part) Deduction for Sales in Interstate Commerce and
Certain Radio and TV Broadcast Time

$150-200
(5%)

2

7-9-13.1

21
43
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New Mexico Taxation & Revenue Department
Special Report

New Mexico's Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Act:
Exemptions and Deductions
Repeal Impact·
($Millions)

Category

Page

Statute

44

7-9-56

Deduction for Certain Intrastate Transportation and
Related Services and Interstate Telephone Transmissions

$20-30 (5%)

45

7-9-57

Deduction for Out-of-State Sales of Services

$10-20 (5%)

59

7-9-70

Deduction for Leasing Certain Vehicles Used in Interstate
Commerce

$1-2

65

7-9-76

Deduction for Certain Travel Agents' Commissions

Unknown

5. Real Property and Certain Intangibles
16

7-9-25

(Part) Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Sale of Stocks
and Bonds (also in category 3)

Unknown

23

7-9-32

(Part) Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Sale of Mineral
Lease Interests (also in category 2)

Unknown

41

7-9-53

(Part) Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Sale of Real
Property (except new construction) (also in category 2)

Unknown

6. Governments and Nonprofit Organizations

,

1

7-9-13

Exemption for Receipts of Governmental Agencies

$25

3

7-9-14

Compensating Tax Exemption for Use of Property by .
Governments

Small

~

7-9-15

Compensating Tax Exemption for Use of Property by
501 (c)(3) Organizations

$5-10

5

7-S-16

Gross Receipts Tax Exemption for Nonprofit Facilities
Providing Accommodations for the Elderly

$2-3

Exemption for Food Stamps (the food program is
supported by the federal government)

$3

Gross Receipts Exemption for Sales by 501 (c)(3)
Organizations

$50-60

Gross Receipts Exemption for Selling Property by Base
Exchanges

None

8

7-9
.

20
22
--

I

I
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Repeal Impact
($Millions)

Page

Statute

Category

31

7-9-39

Gross Receipts Exemption for Dues and Registration Fees
of Nonprofit Organizations

$1

33

7-9-41

Gross Receipts Exemption for Certain Receipts of
Ministers of 501 (c)(3) Organizations

Small

42

7-9-54

Gross Receipts Deduction for Sales of Tangible Property
to Governments

$25-30

48

7-9-60

Deduction for Sale of Tangible Property to 501 (c)(3)
Organizations

$10-15

7. Administrability
7

7-9-18

Exemption for Receipts from Sales of Farm Products by
Producers, Growers

$2-3

13

7-9-18

Compensating Tax Exemption for Vehicles Registered
under the Motor Vehicle Code (also in category 3)

Small

14

7-9-23.1

Compensating Tax Exemption for Boats Registered under
the Boat Act (also in category 3)

Small

18

7-9-27

Compensating Tax Exemption for Personal and Household
Property

Small

19

7-9-28

Gross Receipts Exemption for Occasional Sales

Unknown

24

7-9-33

Gross Receipts Exemption for Certain Oil and Gas
Products

Unknown

25

7-9-34

Gross Receipts Exemption for Certain Products Subject to
Natural Gas Processors Tax (also in category 8)

Unknown

26

7-9-35

Gross Receipts Exemption for Certain Products Subject to
Resources Excise Tax

$.7 (5%)

56

7-9-67

Deduction for Uncollectible Debts

Unknown

62

7-9-73

Deduction for Prosthetic Devices

Small

63

7-9-74

Deduction for Property Incorporated into Jewelry

Small
-
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Page

Statute

Repeal Impact
($Miflions)

Category

8. Others

25

7-9-34

49

7-9-61.1

50

Gross Receipts Exemption for Certain Products Subject to
Natural Gas Processors Tax (also in category 7)

Unknown

Deduction for Loan Origination or Assumption Fees

$1-2

7-9-52

50% Deduction for Agricultural Equipment and Vehicles
Not Registered under the Motor Vehicle Code (also in 1b)

$10

51

7-9-63

Deduction for Publishing Newspapers

See Below

52

7-9-64

Deduction for Selling Newspapers at Retail

$2

68

7-9-77

Compensating Tax Deduction for Agricultural Equipment
and Vehicles Not Registered under the Motor Vehicle
Code (also in category 1b)

$5

p.13
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING
TAXATION OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
TRANSACTION

(1)

SALES
(a)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail sale of intra-state transportation
services in New Mexico

Tl

(b)

Sales of inter-state transportation services
where transportation begins, passes through
and ends outside of New Mexico
NT

(c)

Sales of inter-state transportation services
where transportation begins in and ends
outside of New Mexico

NT

(d)

Sales of inter-state transportation services
where transportation begins outside and ends
in New Mexico
NT

(e)

Sales of transportation services to Indians
on Indian Reservation

NT2

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of subcontracted transportation
services resold in New Mexico

NT3

(b)

Purchase of subcontracted transportation
services of persons or property by interstate
carrier; persons or property transported
in interstate commerce under single contract NT4

(c)

Purchase of capital equipment

TICS

(d)

Purchase of supplies

T

(e)

Purchase of fuel for trucks

NT

(f)

Purchase of general business services

T6

(g)

Rent for distribution center

NT

1 Excludes certain air transportation of persons.
2 See Laguna Industries vs. New Mexico Department of Taxation and Revenue, _ N.M._ (1993)
3 Assumes resale of transportation services is. taxable. Applies irrespective of whether the purchaser is in
the transportation business or another line of work.
4 The next sale need not be taxable.
S Investment tax credits are not available for transportation equipment.
6 General business services would include such things as legal, accounting and advertising services.
KAClGRCfAlfransportation Services

l.N

(q)

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
PRINTERS
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Sales of finished products
within New Mexico for resale

NT

Sales of finished products
@ retail

T

Sales of finished products
outside of New Mexico (Exports)

NT

Sales of printing services at retail in New
Mexico

Tl

Sales of printing services for resale in New
Mexico

NT2

Sales of printing services for export outside
NT3
New Mexico

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of raw materials

NT4

(b)

Purchase of powerlfuel

T

(c)

Purchase of subcontracted printing
services

NT5

Purchase of transportation services
to plant

NTIT6

(e)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C7

(f)

Purchase of supplies

T

(d)

1 Assumes the printing job constitutes a service under the predominant ingredient test.
2 See footnote 1 above.
3 See footnote 1 above. Assumes product of service delivered and initially used outside New Mexico.
4 Assumes sale of product and not service.
5 Assumes next sale taxable.
6 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: extremely
unlikely that "transport in" will qualify for sale of service for resale deduction.
7 Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in N.M.) and
under Investment Tax Credit Act (if requirements of that act satisfied).
KA0GRCfA Printers

(g)

Purchase of general business services

T

(h)

Purchase of transportation services
from plant

NTrr8

Purchase of in house labor

NT

(i)

8 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under a single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: may qualify
for sale for resale deduction to avoid double taxation on intrastate transportation.
KAGGRCTA Printers

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
MEDICAIJDENTAL SERVICESl
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail sale of medical or dental services
in New Mexico

T

Sales of medical or dental services
outside of New Mexico

NT

Sales of medical or dental services to Indians
on Indian Reservation

NT

Sales of drugs and medical or dental
supplies

T2

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services (teL/e1ec.)

T

(b)

Purchase of subcontracted medical
or dental services (e.g. anesthesia)

NT3

(c)

Purchase of laboratory/diagnostic services

NT

(d)

Purchase of medical/dental and other capital
equipment

T/C4

Purchase of drugs and medical or dental
supplies

T5

(f)

Purchase of general business services

T

(g)

Rent

NT6

(h)

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(e)

1 Includes medical and dental services provided by licensed physicians and dentists directly to patients. Excludes
services provided as an employee of a hospital, HMO, PHO or similar organization.
2 Refers to drugs and supplies used to treat patients.
3 Assumes resale of services ~ taxable.
4 Credit available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
5 With a few practice specific exceptions, medical and dental supplies are generally taxed both on the sale to the
physician/dentist and again on resale to the patient. Exceptions include: (i) oncologists and (ii) radiologists
(radioisotopes). A request for a regulation providing for similar treatment for urologists is pending before the
Taxation and Revenue Department.
6 Rent for the use of real property is not subject to gross receipts tax; build to suit real estate partnerships, which
are common devices for group as well as sole practitioner medical practices, likely will pass on tax on construction
materials and services to tenants in the form of higher rent.

KACJGRCT AlPMediD<n. Sem=

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION
OF 501(c)(3) NON PROFIT HOSPITALS
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

(2)

TAX TREAlMENT

Retail sale of health care services
in New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of health care services
outside of New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of prescription drugs
to non patients

TI

Retail sale of prescription drugs
to hospital patients

NT

Retail sale of medical supplies
to hospital patients

NT

Retail sale of medical supplies
to non patients

T2

Retail sale of prosthetic devices

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of gas, water and
electric utility services

NT3

(b)

Purchase of contract health care services4

T5

(c)

Purchase of capital/diagnostic equipment

NT

(d)

Purchase of supplies

NT

(e)

Purchase of general business
services (legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(g)

Purchase of improVed real estate
or payments of rent

Nf6

(h)

Purchase of laboratory services

T

(i)

Purchase of drugs for resale

NT

I The sale of prescription drugs by a hospital pharmacy to non patients is unrelated business income and subject to gross receipts tax
unless sold to Medicaid recipients pursuant to taxation and revenue regulation GR 54: II. Note: It is very unlikely that taxable sales
of prescription drugs represent a material portion of a 501(c)(3) hospital's revenue.
2 The sale of medical supplies by a hospital pharmacy to non patients is unrelated business income subject to gross receipts tax. The
reasoning of GR 54:11, however, may apply to exempt receipts from sales to Medicaid patients from gross receipts tax. Note: It is
very unlikely that taxable sales of medical supplies represent a material portion of a 50 I (c)(3) hospital's revenue.
3 Although generally viewed as a service, gas, water and electricity are treated as tangibles for gross receipts tax purposes and, thus,
sales to 501(c)(3)s are deductible under §7-9-60. Telephone service is a treated as a service and subject to tax. Leaco Rural Tel Coop.
v. Bureau of Revenue. 86 N.M. 629 (Ct. App. 1974).
4 The hospital may act as a billing agent for non staff physicians, so that the physician's bill is rendered directly to the hospital
patient instead of to the hospital and passed on to the patient. The physicians services are still subject to tax.
5 An increasing trend in the health care industry is the integration of medical practices into non profit hospital systems. The effect is
the elimination of gross receipts tax on those types of contract services.
6 The sale of construction services to 501(c)(3)s is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, the fee for constructing a new
hospital wing or office building (excluding real estate and equipment) is subject to tax.
BCRlGRCfAfHC-Services

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION
OF NON-PROFIT LONG TERM HEAL1H CARE PROVIDERS
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)

Retail sale of long tenn health care (nursing homes)
services in New Mexico
NT

(b)

Retail sale oflong tenn health care (nursing homes)
NT
services outside of New Mexico

(c)

Retail sale of prescription drugs
to nursing home residents

NT

Retail sale of medical supplies
to nursing home residents

NT

Retail sale of rehabilitation services in
New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of rehabilitation services outside
New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of nursing home management services
to nursing homes located in New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of nursing home management services
to nursing homes located outside New Mexico

NT

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(2)

TAX TREA1MENT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of gas, water and electric utility
services (NM)

NTl

Purchase of contract health care/supply
services for resale

1'2

(c)

Purchase of capital equipment

NT

(d)

Purchase of business supplies

NT

(e)

Purchase of general business
services (legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(g)

Purchase of real estate or payments of rent

TINT3

(h)

Purchase of lab services (for resale)

T4

(i)

Purchase of drugs for resale

NT

(b)

1 Although generally viewed as a service, gas, water and electricity are treated as tangibles for gross receipts tax purposes and, thus, sales
to 501(c)(3)s are deductible under §7-9-60. Telephone service is a treated as a service and subject to tax. Leaco Rural Tel. Coop. v Bureau
of Revenue. 86 N.M. 629 (Ct. App. 1974).
2 Sales of health carelsupply or other services for resale are not deductible under §7-9-48 because the next sale is not taxable as required by
§7-9-48.
.
3 The sale of construction services is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, the fee for constructing a new nursing home or
office building (excluding real estate) is subject to tax.
4 Sales of lab services for resale are not deductible under §7-9-48 because the next sale is not taxable as required by §7-9-48.
KAClGRcr A1P=onal Services

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION
OF 5Q1 (c)(3) NON PROFIT EDUCATIONAL INSTmJTIONS
TRANSACfIQN
(1)

~

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Tuition for educational services perfonned
in New Mexico

NT

Tuition for educational services perfonned
outside of New Mexico

NT

Tuition for correspondence courses perfonned
in New Mexico for students outside New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of textbooks/gifts/accessories
to students

NT

Retail sale of textbooks/gifts/accessories
to non students

TI

Retail sale of tickets to sporting!
arts and entertainment events

NT

Retail sale of food and beverages to students
at school snack bar

NT

Retail sale of food and beverages to students
at school snack bar

'f2

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of gas, water and
electric utility services

NT3

(b)

Purchase of contract services (resale)

T4

(c)

Purchase of capital equipment

NT5

(d)

Purchase of supplies

NT

(e)

Purchase of general business
services (legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(g)

Purchase of real estate or payments of rent

NT6

(h)

Purchase of textbooks/gifts/accessories
for resale

NT

Purchase of food and beverages for resale

NT

(i)

I The sale of books/gifts/accessories to non students is unrelated business income and subject to gross receipts tax. As a practical matter, compliance is
likely to be minimal or nonexistent.
2 The sale of food and beverages to non students is unrelated business income and subject to gross receipts tax. As a practical matter, compliance is likely
to be minimal or nonexistent.
3 Although generally viewed as a service, gas, water and electricity are treated as tangibles for gross receipts tax purposes and, thus, sales to 50l(c)(3)s are
deductible under §7-9-60. Telephone service is a treated as a service and subject to tax. Leaco Rural Tel Coop y Bureau of Reyenue. 86 N.M. 629 (Ct.
App.1974).
4 Given the nature of the industry, it is unlikely that contract services are a big component of the typical school budget. As such, very little tax would be
generated by these types of transactions.
5 The purchase of capital equipment for use in an unrelated business is subject to gross receipts tax. Given the low level of unrelated business activity
reported by 50 1(c)(3)s, it is doubtful that very much, if any, capital equipment sold to 50 I (c)(3)s is actually taxed. If, in an audit, an activity is determined
to be unrelated, the entity could (and likely would) be hit not only with the gross receipts tax (interest and, possibly, penalties) on the receipts derived from
that activity, but also compensating tax (interest and, possibly, penalties) on the equipment (and other items) purchased (with) and used in that activity.
6 The sale of construction services is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, receipts (including ·.~ceipts for construction materials) for
constructing a new classroom, lab, gymnasium or office building (excluding real estate) are subject to tax.
BCRfGRCTAlHC·Services

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
PERSONAL SERVICESl
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)
(c)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail Sale of personal services
in New Mexico

T

Sales of personal services
Outside of New Mexico

NT

Sales of personal services for
Indians on Indian Reservation

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services

T

(b)

Purchase of transportation services
to transport supplies to business

NTff2

(c)

Purchase of tools and equipment

T/C 3

(d)

Purchase of supplies

TINT4

(e)

Purchase of general business
services

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor

NT

(g)

Rent

NT

1 Includes most types of non-professional services, such as, for example, personal grooming, laundry,
cleaning, and landscaping.
2 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate.
3 Credit available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
4 May be nontaxable if purchased for resale; taxed on retail sale; taxable if used in connection of the
performance of a service.
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICESl
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail sale of professional services
in New Mexico

T

Sales of professional services
outside of New Mexico

NT

Sales of professional services to Indians
on Indian Reservation

NT

Sales of professional services performed in
New Mexico, product delivered and used
outside New Mexico

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services

T

(b)

Purchase of subcontracted professional
services

NT2

Purchase of transportation services
to transport products of services to
customers

NTrr3

(d)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C4

(e)

Purchase of supplies

T

(f)

Purchase of general business services

T

(g)

Rent

NT

(h)

Purchase of in house labor

NT

(c)

1 Professional services generally include legal, accounting, engineering and consulting services (medical
and dental services covered under health care outline).
2 Assumes resale of services lli taxable.
3 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate.
4 Credit available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail sale of research and development
services in New Mexico

T

Sales of research and development
services performed outside of New Mexico
the product of which is delivered and
initially used outside New Mexico

NT

Sales of research and development
services performed in New Mexico
(for out of state customer) the product
of which is delivered and initially used
outside of New Mexico

NT

Retail Sale of research and development
services performed outside New Mexico,
the product of which is delivered and
initially used in New Mexico

T

PURCHASESl
(a)

Purchase of tangible personal property

TJNT2

(b)

Purchase of power/fuel

T

(c)

Purchase of research and development
services (from sub-contractors)

NP

Purchase of transportation services
to transport tangible personal property
to research and development facility

NT/T4

(e)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C5

(f)

Purchase of supplies

T

(g)

Purchase of general business services

T

(h)

Purchase of "in house" labor

NT

(d)

I As applicable to New Mexico based company.
2 May be nontaxable, in certain circumstances, if trade practice is to separately bill for materials and labor,
and if separately billed ~ GR 47:3).
3 Assumes next sale of research and development service is. taxable.
4 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate ~ sale for resale.
S Credit available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING
TAXATION OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

(i)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Sales of electricity within New Mexico
at retail

TI

Sales of electricity outside of New Mexico
(exports)

NT

Sales of electricity to Indians for use on
Indian reservations

NT2

Sales of electricity to governmental units
in New Mexico

NT

Sales of electricity to non profits
in New Mexico

NT

Sale of power management services
performed in New Mexico

T

Sale of power management services
performed outside New Mexico

NT

Sale of power management services
performed in New Mexico, the product
of which is delivered and initially used
outside New Mexico

NT

Charges for installing, connecting, and
disconnecting service (in New Mexico)

T

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of fuel to generate electricity

T3

(b)

Purchase of electricity for resale

NT

(c)

Purchase of transportation services
to transport fuel to power plant

NTfT4

1 Although commonly viewed as a service by most consumers, the sale of electricity actually constitutes
the sale of a tangible under the gross receipts and compensating tax act.
2 See GR Reg. 4:4.
3 Fuel obtained from a utility's own reserves (i.e., its own mineral interests) and used to generate
electricity is not taxable.
4 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: May, in
certain circumstances, qualify for sale of service for resale deduction to avoid double taxation.
KAClGRCfAlElectric Utilities

(d)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C 5

(e)

Purchase of supplies

T

(f)

Purchase of general business services
(legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

Purchase of in house labor (including
salary and benefits)

NT6

(g)
(3)

USE
(a)

Use of electricity in production of electricity NT

(b)

Use of electricity in the transmission of
electricity

NT

5 Credits are available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in NM.).
6 Some employee benefits may be effectively taxable. For example, receipts from the sale of medical
services generally are taxed under the gross receipts and compensating tax act. If a patient obtains
reimbursement under a medical reimbursement plan - an employee benefit - such benefit is effectively taxed.
Of course, the same is true if the employee purchases the service directly with own funds.
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF RETAIL SALES OF MOTOR
VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBll..E SERVICES
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)

Sales of motor vehicles within New
Mexico at retail

NT!

Sales of motor vehicles outside of
New Mexico (exports)

NT

(c)

Sales of additional equipment

TfNT2

(d)

Sales of repair services and parts within
New Mexico

T

(e)

Sales of automotive service contracts

NT

(f)

Repairs under automotive service contracts

T3

(g)

Repairs under warranty obligations

NT4

(b)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of motor vehicles for resale

NT

(b)

Purchase of utility services (dealership)

T

(c)

Purchase of transportation services to
dealership

NTff5

(d)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C6

(e)

Purchase of supplies

T

(f)

Purchase of general business services

T

(g)

Purchase of parts for resale

NT

(h)

Purchase of partsllabor to fulfill obligation
under automotive services contract

T7

(i)

Purchase of in house labor (including salary
NT8
and benefits)

Nontaxable under GRcrA; taxable at lower rate under Motor Vehicle Excise Tax Act.
2 Nontaxable if the additional equipment (e.g. camper shell) is included in the computation of the motor vehicle excise tax.
3 Taxed on the retail value of parts and labor furnished to repair the vehicle and on any deductible or co-payment amount. Note:
May not be taxable if the contract obligor is "paid" from a reserve established by the obligor with an auto service contract
administrator or insurance company if certain requirements met.
4 No deduction allowed for co-payments or deductibles or for non-warranty payments.
5 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in interstate commerce under
a single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. If in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate
portion of transportation in interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: may.
depending on the facts. qualify for sale of service for resale deduction to avoid double taxation.
6 Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
7 Per GR 3(F):79; 47:32. and 48:22. The Regulations are of questionable validity.
8 Some employee benefits may be effectively taxable. For example. receipts from the sale of medical services generally are taxed
under the gross receipts and compensating tax act. If the patient obtains reimbursement under a medical reimbursement pl.ID - an
employee benefit - such benefit is effectively taxed.
KAOGRCTNAUTOMOBlLE

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (BANKS)

TRANSACTION
(1)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

REVENUES
(a)

Receipts from interest on loans

NT

(b)

Receipts from originating, making, or
assuming loans

NT

(c)

Receipts from handling loan payments

NT

(d)

Sales of other service in New Mexico

T

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services

T

(b)

Purchase of capital equipment

TIC I

(c)

Purchase of supplies

T

(d)

Purchase of general business services

T

(e)

Purchase of in house labor (including
salary and employee benefits)

NT2

Rent

NT

(f)

I Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in N.M.).
2 Some employee benefits may be effectively taxable. For example, receipts from the sale of medical
services generally are taxed under the gross receipts and compensating tax act. If a patient obtains
reimbursement under a medical reimbursement plan - an employee benefit - such benefit is effectively taxed.
KAC/GRCf AlFinancial Institutions

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING
TAXATION OF GAS UTILITIES
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)

Sales of gas within New Mexico at retail

TI

(b)

Sales of gas outside of New Mexico
(exports)

NT

Sales of gas to Indians for use on
Indian reservations

NT

Sales of gas to governmental units in
New Mexico

NT

Charges for installing, connecting, and
disconnecting service

T

Sales of gas to be consumed as fuel in
pipeline transportation of gas

NT

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(2)

(3)

TAX TREATMENT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of gas for resale

(b)

Purchase of transportation (including
pipeline transportation) services to transport
NTff2
gas to customer

(c)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C3

(d)

Purchase of supplies

T

(e)

Purchase of general business services

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor (including
salary and benefits)

NT4

Use of gas in pipeline transportation
of gas

NT

NT

USE
(a)

1 Although commonly viewed as a service by most consumers, the sale of gas actually constitutes the sale
of a tangible under the gross receipts and compensating tax act.
2 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: May,
depending on facts, qualify for sale of service for resale deduction to avoid double taxation.
3 Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in NM.).
4 Some employee benefits may be effectively taxable. For example, receipts from the sale of medical
services generally are taxed under the gross receipts and compensating tax act. If a patient obtains
reimbursement under a medical reimbursement plan - an employee benefit - such benefit is effectively taxed.
KAClGRCfNGas

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
MANUFACTURING
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)

(c)
(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Sales of finished products
within New Mexico for resale

NT

Sales of finished products
@ retail

T

Sales of finished products
outside of New Mexico (Exports)

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of raw materials

NT

(b)

Purchase of power/fuel

T

(c)

Purchase of subcontracted manufacturing
services

NT

Purchase of transportation services
to plant

NTITI

(e)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C2

(f)

Purchase of supplies

T

(g)

Purchase of general business services

T

(h)

Purchase of transportation services
from plant

NTIT3

Purchase of in house labor

NT

(d)

(i)

1 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: extremely
unlikely that "transport in" will qualify for sale of service for resale deduction.
2 Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in N.M.) and
under Investment Tax Credit Act (if requirements of that act satisfied).
3 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under a single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: may qualify
for sale for resale deduction to avoid double taxation on intrastate transportation.
KAClGRCfA Manufacturers

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING
TAXATION OF RETAIL TRADE
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Sales of finished products
within New Mexico at retail

T

Sales of finished products
outside of New Mexico (Exports)

NT

PURCHASES
.(a)

Purchase of products for resale

NT

(b)

Purchase of utility services (retail space)

T

(c)

Purchase of transportation services
to store

NTrr l

(d)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C2

(e)

Purchase of supplies

T

(f)

Purchase of general business services

T

(g)

Purchase of transportation services
from store

NTrr3

(h)

Purchase of in house labor (including salary
and benefits)
NT

1 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: may,
depending on facts, qualify for sale of service for resale deduction to avoid double taxation.
2 Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in N.M.).
3 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under a single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate.
KAC/GRCfNRetail

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
WHOLESALE TRADE
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Sales of finished products
within New Mexico for resale

NT

Sales of finished products
outside of New Mexico (Exports)

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of products for resale

NT

(b)

Purchase of utility services (office space
or warehouse)

T

Purchase of transportation services
to Warehouse

NTrr l

(d)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C2

(e)

Purchase of supplies

T

(f)

Purchase of general business services

T

(g)

Purchase of transportation services
from warehouse

NTrr3

(h)

Purchase of in house labor

NT

(i)

Purchase of public warehousing services

TINT

(c)

1 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate. Note: may,
depending on facts, qualify for sale of service for resale deduction to avoid double taxation.
2 Credits available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and put to use in N.M.).
3 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under a single contract; taxable iftr;lnsportation entirely intrastate. Note: may,
depending on facts, qualify for sale for resale deduction to avoid double taxation on intrastate transportation.
KAC/GRCT AlWholesale

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPfS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION
OF FOR PROFIT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(2)

TAX TREA1MENT

Tuition for educational services performed
in New Mexico

T

Tuition for educational services performed
outside of New Mexico

NT

Tuition for correspondence courses performed
. in New Mexico for students outside New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of textbooks/gifts/accessories
to students

T

Retail sale of textbooks/gifts/accessories
to non students

T

Retail sale of tickets to sporting!
arts and entertainment events

T

Retail sale of food and beverages to students
at school snack bar

T

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of gas, water and
electric utility services

T

(b)

Purchase of contract services (resale)

NTI

(c)

Purchase of capital equipment

T

(d)

Purchase of supplies

T

(e)

Purchase of general business
services (legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(g)

Purchase of real estate or payments of rent

NT2

(h)

Purchase of textbooks/gifts/accessories
for resale

NT

Purchase of food and beverages for resale

NT

(i)

I Given the nature of the industry. it is unlikely that contract (resale) services are a big component of the typical school
budget
2 The sale of construction services is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, receipts (including receipts for
construction materials) for constructing a new classroom. lab. gymnasium or office building (excluding real estate) are
subject to tax.
BCRlGRCfAlHC-Services

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)

(b)
(c)
(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail sale of construction services
in New Mexico (except underlying
real estate)

T

Sales of construction services
outside of New Mexico

NT

Sales of construction services to Indians
on Indian reservation

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of construction materials

NTI

(b)

Purchase of power/fuel

T

(c)

Purchase of subcontracted construction
services

NT*

Purchase of transportation services
to transport materials to construction
site

NTff2

(e)

Purchase of capital equipment

T/C3

(f)

Purchase of supplies

T

(g)

Purchase of general business services

T

(h)

Purchase of architectural and engineering
services

NTff4

Purchase of in house labor

NT

(d)

(i)

1 Assuming "retail" sale of construction service is. taxable
2 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in
interstate commerce under single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate unless sale for resale.
3 Credit available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
4 Nontaxable if purchase for resale; taxed on retail sale.

KAC/GRCTAfContractors

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION
OF FOR PROFIT HOSPITALS
TRANSACTION
(1)

SALESl
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(2)

TAX TREATMENT

Retail sale of health care services
in New Mexico

PT

Retail sale or health care services
outside of New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of prescription drugs
to non patients

PT2

Retail sale of prescription drugs
to hospital patients

PT

Retail sale of medical supplies
to hospital patients

PT

Retail sale of medical supplies
to non patients

PT3

Retail sale of prosthetic devices

PT

flIRCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services

T

(b)

Purchase of contract health care services

NT4

(c)

Purchase of capital/diagnostic equipment

T

(d)

Purchase of business supplies

T

(e)

Purchase of general business
services (legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

(f)

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(g)

Purchase of real estate/rent

T5/NT

(h)

Purchase of lab services (for resale)

NT

(i)

Purchase of drugs for resale

NT

1 For profit hospitals may deduct fifty percent of gross receipts from taxable gross receipts under § 7-9-73.1.
2 Receipts derived from the sale of prescription drugs by a hospital pharmacy to Medicaid recipients are ~
deductible pursuant to taxation and revenue regulation OR 54: II.
3 The reasoning of OR 54: 11 may apply to receipts from the sale of medical supplies by a hospital to Medicaid
patients.
4 Sales of health care services for resale may be deductible under §7-9-48 if the statutory requirements are met. The
deduction appears to apply even though for profit hospitals may deduct fifty percent of their gross receipts under §7-973.1.
5 The sale of construction services is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, the fee for constructing a new
hospital or office building (excluding real estate) is subject to tax.
KAClGRCT AlPersonal Services

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS BY PRODUCERS

TRANSACTION
(1)
SALES

(2)

TAX TREATMENT

(a) Sales livestock, live poultry, unprocessed agricultural
products, hides or pelts in or out of New Mexico.

NT

(b) Sales of dairy products at retail in New Mexico

T

(c) Sales of dairy products at retail out of New Mexico

NT

PURCHASES

(a) Purchase of feed. 1

NT

(b) Purchase of seed, roots, bulbs or plants. 1

NT

(c) Purchase of soil conditioners, fertilizers, insecticides.1

NT

(d) Purchase of fungicides, germicides and irrigation water. 1

NT

(e) General agricultural services that are an integral part of
producing products or raising livestock such as ginning
cotton or shearing sheet.

NT

(f) General business services.

T

(g) Hauling or loading of agricultural products.

T

(h) Hauling that is an integral part of harvesting.

NT

, (i) Purchase of agriculture implements and unregistered

vehicles. 2
(An agriculture implement is an article of equipment
essential to the production of crops or livestock on a
commercial farm or ranch.)

T

1 A nontaxable transaction certificate is not required; however, a signed,
written statement that the buyer is regularly engaged in the business of
farming or ranching is required.
20nly have to pay tax on 50% of agriculture implements and
unregistered vehicles.

)
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF
OIL AND GAS MINERAL INTERESTS

TRANSACTION
SALES
(1)

TAX TREATMENT

(a) The sale or lease of oil and natural gas or mineral interest.

NT

(b) Products that are subject to the oil and gas emergency
school tax and are sold for resale.

NT

(c) Products that are subject to the oil and gas emergency
school tax and are sold outside of New Mexico.

NT

(d) Products that are subject to the oil and gas emergency
school tax and are sold for other than resale in state.

T

(e) The sale or use of oil, natural gas, or liquid hydrocarbons
consumed as fuel in the pipeline transportation of such
products.

NT

(f) The sale of natural gas, liquid hydrocarbons, and their
by-products, whose processing is subject to the natural gas
processors' tax and sold for resale.
NT
(g) The sale of natural gas, liquid hydrocarbons, and their
by-products, whose processing is subject to the natural gas
processors' tax and sold outside of New Mexico
NT
(h) The sale of natural gas, liquid hydrocarbons, and their
by-products, whose processing is subject to the natural gas
processors' tax and sold for use as an ingredient or
component part of a manufactured product.
NT
(i) The sale of natural gas, liquid hydrocarbons, and their
by-products, whose processing is subject to the natural gas
processors' tax and sold for other purposes
T

OJ The sale or processing of timber and minerals subject to
the resources excise tax.

NT

(k) Sales of nonfissionable natural resources only for resale
and subject to resources excise tax.

NT

(I) Sales of nonfissionable natural resources for use as an
ingredient or component part of a manufactured product
and subject to resources excise tax.

NT

f: \ 123wp\joan\nonchg\salestx2. wk4

(m) Sales of processed natural resources.
(2)

T

PURCHASES
(a) Storage of crude oil, natural gas, or liquid hydrocarbons.

NT

(b) Fuel used in the operation of a production unit.

T

(c) Products used on the production unit where they are
p~u~d.

m

(d) Chemicals or reagents for use in processing ore or oil, or in
acidizing an oil well.
NT
(e) Chemicals or reagents for use in treating oil wells to inhibit
corrosion. (Less than 18 ton lots.)
T
(f) Well drilling mud, explosives and other non chemicals.

T

(g) Cost of clearing land for mining operations.

T

(h) Oil and ga~ well servicing and drilling

T

(i) General business services

"

f
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SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION
OF FOR PROFIT LONG TERM HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
1RANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)

Retail sale oflong tenn health care (nursing homes)
services in New Mexico
TINT1

(b)

Retail sale of long tenn health care (nursing homes)
NT
services outside of New Mexico

(c)

Retail sale of prescription drugs
to nursing home residents

P'"f2

Retail sale of medical supplies
to nursing home residents

P'f3

Retail sale of rehabilitation services in
New Mexico

T

Retail sale of rehabilitation services outside
New Mexico

NT

Retail sale of nursing home management services
to nursing homes located in New Mexico

T

Retail sale of nursing home management services
to nursing homes located outside New Mexico

NT4

(d)
(e)

(0
(g)
(h)

(2)

TAX TREAlMENT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services (NM)

T

(b)

Purchase of contract health care/supply
services

N'f5

(c)

Purchase of capital equipment

T

(d)

Purchase of business supplies

T

(e)

Purchase of general business
services (legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

(0

Purchase of in house labor (i.e. wages)

NT

(g)

Purchase of real estate/rent

TfNT6

(h)

Purchase of lab services (for resale)

NT7

(i)

Purchase of drugs for resale

NT

I The sale of long tenn health care services is subject to gross receipts tax under §7-9-4 and §7-9-3(F). If, however, the long tenn health
care facility qualifies as a "hospital" licensed by the department of health, fifty percent of the its receipts would be deductible under §7-973.1. If a portion of the payment to the nursing home constitutes rent for real property, it may be deductible under §7-9-53.
2 Receipts derived from the sale of prescription drugs to Medicaid recipients are deductible pursuant to taxation and revenue regulation OR
54: II.
3 The reasoning of OR 54: II may apply to receipts from the sale of medical supplies to Medicaid patients.
4 If the services are perfonned outside the state they are not taxable. If the services are perfonned in New Mexico and the product of the
service is delivered and initially used outside New Mexico, it may be deductible under §7-9-57.
5 Sales of health care/supply or other services for resale may be deductible under §7-9-48 if the statutory requirements are met
6 The sale of construction services is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, the fee for constructing a new nursing home or
office building (excluding real estate) is subject to tax.
7 Sales of lab services for resa.:': may be deductible under §7-9-48 if the statutory requirements are met.
KAClGRcr AlPersonal Services

SUMMARY OF GROSS RECEIPTS AND COMPENSATING TAXATION OF GOVERNMENT CONfBACTING

TRANSACTION
(1)

SALES
(a)
(b)

(2)

TAX .J:.REA.1MENT

Retail Sale of contracting
services in New Mexico

T

Retail Sale of contracting
outside of New Mexico

NT

PURCHASES
(a)

Purchase of utility services

T

(b)

Purchase of flrst tier subcontracted
services

NT!

Purchase of second tier subcontracted
services

T2

Purchase of transportation services
to transport equipment or supplies
to business (where transportation
purchased separately by the contractor)

NTff3

(e)

Purchase of tools and equipment

T/C4

(D

Purchase of supplies

TfNT5

(g)

Purchase of general business services
(legal, accounting, advertising, etc.)

T

Purchase of in house labor (including
salary and beneflts)

N'f6

Purchase of real estate/rent

'f71NT

(c)
(d)

(h)
(i)

1 Under CWTent law, a sale of services ~ taxable unless the resale (i.e. next sale) of the services is taxable. Typically this will not be the
case for Sandia National Laboratories ("Sandia") subcontractors because Sandia generally purchases such services for resale to the
Department of Energy. The practical effect of this problem is that second tier Sandia contractors cannot sell their services free of tax to
first tier Sandia contractors resulting in a significant pyramiding problem for Sandia contractors and increasing the price of Sandia
contracts.
2 See footnote I.
3 Nontaxable if in interstate commerce or if transportation represents intrastate portion of transportation in interstate commerce under
single contract; taxable if transportation entirely intrastate.
4 Credit available for tax paid to another state (if equipment purchased outside and used in N.M.).
5 May be nontaxable if purchased for resale and sold separately; taxable if used in connection of the performance of a service.
6 Some employee benefits may be effectively taxable. For example, receipts from the sale of medical services generally are taxed under
the gross receipts and compensating tax act. If a patient obtains reimbursement under a medical reimbursement plan - an employee benefit
- such benefit is effectively taxed. Of course, the same is true if the employee purchases the service directly with his own funds.
7 The sale of construction services is subject to gross receipts tax. Thus, for example, the fee for constructing an office building
(excluding real estate) is subject to tax.
BCRlGRCTAIGov Services
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New Mexico Professional Tax Study Committee
c/o University of New Mexico, School of Law
1117 Stanford, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1431
(505) 277-0068
An Equal Opportunity Employer

November 15, 1995

To non-profit organizations operating in New Mexico:

The Professional Tax Study Committee (PTSC) was formed last year by the state Legislature. Its
mission is to study all aspects of the state's tax system and to propose needed changes. The
Professional Tax Study Committee needs your help!

I
i

~

\l

II

~

The PTSC is debating if the state's gross receipts tax should apply to activities of non-profit
organizations. On one hand, many untaxed activities of non-profit organizations are in direct
competition with profit-making businesses. This is not fair to taxpaying entities. On the other hand,
many non-profit organizations provide needed services to state citizens. If non-profits did not supply
these services, governments might have to provide similar services funded by tax dollars. Clearly,
this issue is not simple and "fairness" has many meanings.
The Professional Tax Study Committee is developing policy recommendations in this area and many
other areas. We would like to give clear, balanced responses to the Legislature but we need much
more information than is currently available. We are asking you to help us by completing the
attached survey. The focus of the survey is to measure tax consequences and economic impact on
your organization based on various changes in tax treatment.
The Professional Tax Study Committee has accepted the Taxation and Revenue Department, Tax
Research Office's offer to help compile the information received. Tax Research is bound by
confidentiality requirements of the Tax Administration Act. The Office will not release any
information you provide to other personnel or divisions of the Department. This information will
not be used against your organization. The only use of the data obtained will be in providing a
comprehensive profIle of the state's non-profit organizations and the fiscal and economic
consequences of a change in tax policy. The PTSC will use Ithe information only for legislative
policy recommendations. You will have the opportunity to support or reject any recommendations
in public hearings.
Taxation and Revenue Department representatives will be happy to meet with you to explain or
assist in completing the survey, or to reassure you of the purpose to which the survey information
is directed.

New Mexico Professional Tax Study Committee
When completed, please return the survey to:
Tax Research and Statistics Office
Post Office Box 630
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87509-0630
505-827-0690
Thank you for your assistance!
Sincerely,

cL~~
!l

i
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Robert J. Desiderio
Chairman, Professional Tax Study Committee

November 1, 1995

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

Special Report

Questionnaire
Please fill in the following spreadsheet for sources and types of income. Use actual figures if available.
otherwise estimate categories to the best of your knowledge. Please feel free to submit copies of balance sheets
and profit and loss statements to supplement the survey.

Description of Income
Source

State &
Local Gov'tSource
Income

Federal
Gov't-Source
Income

Grants for specified activities
or projects - no direct
benefits received by grantor
except a fmal project report.
Restricted or unrestricted
donations - no direct benefits
received by donor.
Membership incomeabsolutely no direct benefits
received by member.
Grants for specified activities
or projects - small value
benefits received, such as free
or discounted tickets,
merchandise awards, etc.
Donations - small value
benefits received, such as free
or discounted tickets,
merchandise awards, etc.
Membership income - small
value benefits received, such
as free or discounted tickets,
merchandise awards, etc.
Membership income payment of fee entitles
member to use of facilities or
programs not available to nonmembers.

- 1-

Other
Income
Source

Value of
In-Kind
Donation

I

Total

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

November 1, 1995
Special Report

Description of Income
Source

State &
Local Gov'tSource
Income

Federal
Gov't-Source
Income

Program revenue & fees for
services/operating income, but
not fund-raising apart from
exempt purpose.
IRS classified Unrelated
Business Income Tax (UBIT)
Sale of tangible personal
property except as reponed as
fundraising
Lease of real or tangible
property
Net Investment income including sale of capital assets
and other capital gains
Advenising
Other fund-raising income not
listed above
Unclassified income

Total

-2-

Other
Income
Source

Value of
In-Kind
Donation

Total

November 1, 1995

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

Special Report

Questionnaire - Page 3
Please fill in the following spreadsheet for types of expenses. Use actual figures if available, otherwise estimate
categories to the best of your knowledge. Please feel free to submit copies of balance sheets and profit and loss
statements to supplement the survey.

Description of Spending
Category

Cash

Volunteer
& In-Kind
Services

Wages & salaries - operating
personnel
Wages & salaries - fundraising
staff
Wages & salaries - management
Employee benefits, including
employer's share of payroll taxes
Consultants & contract expenses
Tangible personal property
purchased for resale
Lease of real property.
Lease of tangible personal
property.
Other operating expenses,
excluding taxes, wages, salaries
and benefits, consultants, cost of
leases, fundraising expenses &
tangible personal property for
resale.
Tangible personal property
purchased for fund-raising
Other fundraising costs

Memo: State personal income tax
withholding payroll taxes reported
toTRD

Capital expenditures

-3-

Total

November 1, 1995

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

Special Report

Description of Spending
Category

Cash

Volunteer
& In-Kind
Services

Other expenses by type

a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

Total Expenses

- 4-

Total

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

November 1, 1995
Specuu Report

Questionnaire - Page 5
Economic Impact Section:
This section of the survey allows you to quantify the effect of any change in taxes imposed on your
organization or activities. It is important to be as quantitative as possible. Please express your answers in
percent of total activity, as well as dollars of impact. The fmal two questions allows qualitative input to the
committee. For all the following questions, assume that there would be a tax increase on your activities of
$50,000 a year. What is the likely economic impact on your organization of a tax increase of this magnitude
imposed on your organization's receipts or expenses. We will scale down your answer to various levels of
possible tax changes.
1. the tax increase would largely be
passed forward to customers ...

DTrue

D False

2. the tax increase would largely result
in decreased services ...

DTrue

D False

3. the tax increase would result in layoffs
or work week reduction for employees ...

DTrue

D False

4. quantified employment impact (percent of total employement, and change in $ of payroll): _ _ _ __

5. quantified service (program) delivery changes (percent of total program and change in $ of services): _

6. Qualitative explanation of changes in organization's mission delivery driven by change in tax treatment of
receipts or expenses: ________________________________

-5-

New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

November 1, 1995
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Questionnaire - Page 6
7.

Ofuerconunen~:

______________________________________________________________

-6-
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New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department

Special Report

Questionnaire - Page 7
To make this survey useful and relevant, we must be able to identify your organization. Please complete
the following identification section:
Organization Name:
Mailing Address:

Physical Location of
major buildings or
facilities:

Your Name:
Your Telephone:
Your FAX #:
CRS ID # (e.g. 01-133450-004):
Alternative CRS ID#:

Please mail or FAX completed survey to:
Galen Garcia
Tax Research & Statistics Office
New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department
P.O. Box 630
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0630
Telephone: (505) 827-0906
FAX: (505) 827-0331
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History of § 7-9-29
An early version of § 7-9-29 is found in the Laws of 1935, ch. 73, § 212. The section
exempted from the Emergency School Tax:
(a) The business of societies and other organizations not operated for gain or
profit;
(b) Gross receipts of hospitals, infirmaries or sanitariums;
( c) The proceeds of the sale of school books where the price is fixed by the state:
and
(d) Gross receipts from dormitories and dining halls of state educational
institutions.
Those exemptions remained in place until 1961, except that in 1937 the legislature changed (a) to
read: "All sales or services made or performed by societies and other organizations not organized
or operated for gain or profit." In 1956, The New Mexico Supreme Court held that this
exemption applied to the University of New Mexico with respect to the operation of its golf
course. The state attempted to tax UNM's gross receipts derived from public use of the golf
course and purchase offood, and other products from the pro shop. Regents of the University of
New Mexico v. Bureau of Revenue, 62 N.M. 76,304 P.2d 878 (1956). The Court stated:
[T]he University is an institution not organized for gain or profit. Hence, the
statute is controlling. Clearly, it is the institution itselfwhich is exempt from the
tax. The fact that some incidental activity of the institution may produce revenue in
excess of its cost, and which is applied to operation expense, does not alter ...
[UNM's] tax status.

Id At 77, 304 P.2d at 879.
In 1961, however, the legislature deleted the exemption for nonprofit societies and
organizations, while retaining the exemptions for hospitals, sale of school books and dormitory
and dining hall receipts of state education institutions. Laws of 1961, ch. 190. In 1969, the
legislature again enacted major changes. First, it introduced an exemption from the compensating
tax for the "use of property by nonprofit schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, religious or
charitable organizations in the conduct of their regular ... [exempt] functions." Laws of 1966,
ch.47, § 12 (c). The exemption for hospitals was retained, but the exemption for the cost of
books was deleted and the exemption for state education institutions was expanded. The new
exemption exempted:

[R]eceipts of public, parochial or private nonprofit schools, colleges or
universities received from tuition payments, fees, dormitories or dining facilities.
Id. § 12 (Q).
In 1970, the legislature enacted the present version of the Gross Receipts and
Compensating Tax Act. The exemptions from the gross receipts tax and the compensating
tax for § 501(c)(3) organizations were added to the Act; at the same time the specific exemptions
for hospitals and educational institutions were repealed. Finally, in 1988, the legislature added the
exemption in § 7-9-29 (B) for § 501 (~)(6) organizations (trade associations).
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PTSC

MEMORANDUM

Robert j. Desiderio
Tax-Exempt Organizations
November 13, 1996

In this memo. I will attempt to explain the options the committee has with respect to
the tax-exempt organization issue. We have discussed some of these options; others have
surfaced as a result of my research.
Before presenting the alternatives, however, I thought it would be helpful to focus on
the reasons for granting tax-exemption to certain organizations. Throughout our discussions,
different explanations for tax exemptions have been posited. A review of the history of taxexempt organizations, literature discussing that history and tax policy behind exempt status,
indicate that there is no one value supporting tax exemption. Experts, however, continue to
provide justification for tax exemption of certain organizations, assuming that tax exemption
can be justified.
Professor john D. Colombo of the University of Illinois College of Law, recently
summarized differenttheories of tax exemption. john D. Colombo, Why is Harvard Tax
Exempt? ( And Other Mysteries of Tax Exemption for Private Educotionallnstitutions), 35 Ariz. L.
Rev. 841, 857-881 (1993). I am attaching a copy of Professor Colombo's abstract. Although
his article's main thesis deals with educational institutions, Professor Colombo's summary of
the theories applies to tax-exempt organizations in general.
Theories of tax exemption usually are submitted to support exemption from an
income tax, and a property tax. I have found no literature that concentrates on the taxexemption of gross receipts taxes. The reason probably is that few jurisdictions impose gross
receipts taxes on receipts from the sale of services; hence, the question of tax exemption for
§50 I (c)(3) organizations has not become a national issue.
Although there does not exist separate analysis for exemption from gross receipts
taxation, my opinion is that the same theories that pertain for income and property taxes also
apply to gross receipts taxes. Gross receipts taxes are a form of gross revenue (income) tax
and, as such, any theory that supports exemption from the income tax should justify
exemption from the gross receipts tax. I would appreciate your thoughts on theories of gross
receipts tax exemption for §50 I (c)(3) organizations.
One's view of tax exemption depends on the theory to which he or she espouses.
Bittker's Income Measurement Theory and Atkinson's Altruism Theory provide the most
liberal bases for tax exemption. The subsidy theories, other than the Donative Theory, may
justify tax exemption, depending on how one resolves the definitional problems. The
Donative Theory is a suggested pol icy to provide support for tax exemption. I do not believe
that we could propose a provision that bases tax exemption on a minimum amount of
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donations that an organization receives, unless Congress would make this a condition of granting an
organization tax emption.
The options available include the two extremes: maintaining the status quo and repealing

§7 -9-29. I can discern no principle for maintaining the status quo, other than a "lesser of two evils"
decision. Assuming that we cannot recommend a middle position between maintaining the status
quo and repealing §7 -9-29, we could conclude that the lesser evil is to maintain the present
exemption rather than impose the gross receipts tax upon all transactions of all §50 I (c)(3)
organizations.
The tax policy reason for repealing §7 -9-29 is equity. Tax-exempt organizations are engaging
in transactions that are the same as transactions engaged in by for-profit organizations. Yet, the latter
organizations are liable for gross receipts taxes, while the former are not. We have been searching
for values that might override the equity violation that lead us to options that do not repeal §7 -9-29,
but limit the application of tax exemption to certain activity by tax-exempt organizations.
The first option, offered by Laird Graeser, borrows from the government gross receipts tax.
Section 7-9-3.2 imposes a gross receipts tax on sales by government agencies of sales of goods,
entertainment offered in facilities open to the general public, refuse collection and disposal, sewage
services and sale of water by a public utility. Tax-exempt organizations that sell the same goods or
services do not pay gross receipts taxes. Laird's argument is that the legislature has articulated policy
applicable to government agencies, which policy is equally applicable to tax-exempt organizations.
The policy states that government agencies which engage in activity more akin to private commercial
activity, should pay the same transactional tax to which the non-government organization engaging in
like activity is subject. The underlying goal is to prevent government from having a competitive
advantage over non-government organizations. The same policy applies to commercial activity of
exempt organizations.
Although this option could be applied easily to the sale of goods and entertainment services,
its application is more troublesome with other services. Laird suggests that we attempt a definition of
the membership to whom sales would not be taxed, other than the "open to general public" rubric
adopted in § 7-9-3.2(B). But who are the members of a hospital; its patients or the community at
large? Who are the members of a youth organization that receives state funding; the youth, their
parents, the state, or the community at large? In other words, can we define membership so as to
draw the bright line between taxation and exemption?
A second option is to attempt to limit exemption to organizations that serve the poor.
Following the lead of Bob Dole, see Albuquerque Journal, May 24, 1996, p. A-I, organizations that
dedicate a certain percentage (Dole used 75 percent) of their total revenues (these could include
donated as well as earned revenues) would be tax exempt. I see three concerns with this approach.
First, the TRD may have an enforcement problem iri trying to discover whether an organization in
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fact has dedicated the requisite resources to help the poor. Second, although charity is generally
associated with relief of the poor, tax exemption has not been so limited. Third, exemption would be
based on "good works" and not on a particular transaction; that is, the exemption would not be
transaction based.
The third option, which I have already proposed and which is similar to Laird's idea discussed
above in option I, is to limit tax exemption to an organization's receipts from government contracts
or contracts with other §50 I (c)(3) organizations so long as the other organizations' funds from a
government agency Ifor the performance of the service. The theory is that the organization is
performing a service that the government would have been performed without taxation; thus the
§50 I (c)(3) organization should not be taxed. The problem with this approach is that this option is in
part entity based, and not solely transaction based.
A fourth option would be to attempt a stricter definition of unrelated trade or business.
Under the federal definition of unrelated trade or business, which §7-9-29(C) accepts, an activity that
is functionally related to an exempt purpose is related. However, the IRS and the courts have
adopted a liberal interpretation of functionally related so that relatively few organizations are held to
conduct unrelated trades or businesses. We could attempt to require that an exempt organization's
gross receipts must come from the sale of goods or services that are more directly related to the
organization's exempt purpose. The problem is defining activity that is "more directly related."
The final option is to attempt a listing of the particular transactions that we believe should be
exempt. For example, we could decide that tuition for education services, receipts by hospitals, or
receipts by social service organizations should be exempt. The problem is that without an entitybased limitation (§50 I (c)(3) organization), the exemption may exclude too much.

I This is a variation of my original proposal in which I suggested exemption for receipts
under a contract from another §50 I (c)(3) organization. I now believe that was too broad; if
the transferor organization would have been taxed if it had performed the services, the
transferee organization should be taxed. My present idea adopts the converse. If the
transferor organization would not have been taxed had it performed the service, the
transferee organization should not be taxed.
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May 29. 1996

Impacts of Repealing Insurance Premium Taxi
Report to the Professional Tax Study Committee

Executive Summary
Present law treatment of insurance company sales creates significant tax inequities including
double taxation of expenses reimbursed through insurance, and also uneven treatment of
similarly situated entities (especially medical providers).
Gross receipts taxation of insurance premiums--with an accompanying deduction for expenses
reimbursed through insurance--would eliminate double taxation. and also eliminate unfair
treatment of providers of reimbursed medical services.

...

•.

Whole life and annuity business would be separated, and not taxed under the GRT. in order to
preserve comparable treatment with banks and other financial intermediaries. These lines could
continue to be taxed under the premium tax, or exempted, so that all corporate income of the
insurance company could be taxed under the corporate income tax.
Revenue impacts of the proposal appear to be modest, although reliable data are not available
to provide a precise estimate. State revenues would decrease by less than $30 million per year,
while local government revenues would increase by less than $20 million per year. Possible
revenue gains from imposing GRT on term life insurance policies have not been included. Also
not included are possible gains from imposing corporate income tax on insurance companies.
If adopted, the CIT could possibly raise enough revenue to completely offset the negative
impacts on the state.

IThis report was prepared at the request of the Professional Tax Study Committee. The analysis in the report does not
necessarily reflect the position of the Taxation and Revenue Department.
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Impacts of Repealing Insurance Premium Tax
Prepared for the Professional Tax Study Comminee
by Laird Graeser and Tom Clifford
Tax Research and Statistics Office:
Background
A tax equal to 3 percent of gross premiums is owed by all insurance companies--including HMO's and
bail bondsmen--with policies in force in New Mexico (59A-6-2). Gross premiums include membership
and policy fees on contracts covering risks within the state, reduced by return premiums--including
dividends paid or credited to policyholders--and by premiums received for reinsurance on New Mexico
risks. Payment of the premium tax--as well as other licenses and fees in the Insurance Code--are in lieu
of all other taxes imposed by the state or its subdivisions, excepting only property taxes and income
taxes on agents and solicitors {59A-6-6}.
Quarterly estimated payments of premium tax liabilities are required, with flnal adjustment for the prior
year due April 15. Premium taxes are collected by the superintendent of insurance and credited to the
insurance department suspense fund. Net amounts attributable to property and vehicle insurance are
transferred to the fire protection fund. 10 percent of receipts derived from life, general casualty and
title insurance are transferred to the law enforcement protection fund (29-13-3). Remaining amounts
are transferred to the general fund (59A-6-5). The fire protection fund, less appropriations for the
expenses of the flre marshall's office, is distributed annually to county and municipal fire districts. The
balance in the fund at the end of the year is transferred to the general fund. In the current fiscal year,
transfers from the fire protection fund to the general fund are expected to reach $20 million, while the
general fund transfer from other insurance will be about $49 million.
The insurance premiums tax was first imposed--at a rate of 2 percent of gross premiums--as a substitute
for all other taxes on insurance companies in 1909. In 1955 a reduced rate of 0.5 percent was
introduced to benefit companies with 50 percent of admitted assets invested in New Mexico ("domestic"
companies). Tax rates for both "domestic" and "foreign" companies were raised over time until finally
equalized in July, 1993 at 3 percent. Specific exemptions apply to insurance purchased by the state,
and also to payments received by an HMO from the federal government under the medicare program.
According to representatives of the American Council of Life Insurers, at 3 %, New Mexico has one
of the highest rates of premium tax in the country.

2This report was prepared at the request of the Professional Tax Study Committee. The analysis in the report does not
necessarily reflect the position of the Taxation and Revenue Department.
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Tax policy implications of premium taxes
Insurance premium taxes have been adopted by a majority of states as a surrogate for other forms of
taxation. Rates are usually low in nominal terms--2 to 3 percent of gross premiums--but represent a
significant component of total state and federal tax liabilities. Life insurance companies alone reported
a total of $2.3 billion of state premium taxes paid in 1990. According to one industry analyst. these
taxes are equal to or greater than life insurance companies' federal corporate income tax liabilities in
some states.
The primary advantage of premium taxes appears to be administrative simplicity. Income taxation of
insurance companies is a notoriously complex area of federal tax law. A separate subchapter of the
Internal Revenue Code is dedicated to special rules applicable to income taxation of insurance companies
(Chapter 1, Subchapter L). Were states to "piggyback" on federal income taxation of insurance
companies. determining the appropriate allocation of income among the states would add to the
complexity. Since a significant portion of insurance company income is derived from investment
income. allocation issues would be proportionately greater than for other, non-financial enterprises.
Premium taxes, in contrast, are based on an easily measured, and easily apportioned category of
income. 3 Insurance companies argue that this simplicity--plus the low nominal rate--have lead states
to an over-reliance on premium taxes. Premium taxes in some states amount to several times the state
corporate income tax that would be owed on federal taxable income at prevailing state tax rates.
In New Mexico, of course, the premium tax at 3 percent is well below the amount that would be
collected if insurance premiums were subject to the gross receipts tax (GRT). The following section
presents a preliminary analysis of some possible ramifications of removing the premiums tax in favor
of gross receipts taxation of insurance premiums. The analysis assumes that present law exemptions
for interest and dividend receipts would continue to apply. The imposition of corporate income tax is
not directly addressed. This would also result if the blanket exemption from other taxes in section 59A6-6 is repealed. 4 Most of the discussion is in terms of administrative issues. Analysis of the revenue
implications of the changes described has not yet been completed.

3Premium taxes do not elude all of the definitional and analytical complexities that plague income taxation. One issue that
has divided the industry and puzzled Congress is the appropriate treatment of policyholder dividends paid by mutual insurance
companies. Stock companies have argued that these dividends represent returns to ownership of the company. and should
be taxed as corporate income and should be taxable to the recipient. as are their dividends paid to shareholders. Under the
present law premium tax. these dividends are netted out of the premium base. thus avoiding the premium tax and
compounding the tax advantage enjoyed by the mutual companies relative to stock companies. This advantage could be
eliminated under the proposal outlined herein by defining the base for the GRT as gross premiums.
4Another specific exemption from the gross receipts tax. section 7-9-24. would also have to be repealed.
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Gross receipts taxation of insurance premiums
The initial step in making insurance premiums gross receipts taxable would be to include the insurance
. of risks as taxable under section 7-9-3. One possibility would be to include the insurance of risks as
one' of the types of intangible "property" under 7-9-3(1), along with patents, copyrights. licenses and
franchises. In addition. it may be necessary to establish a new category of non-taxable transactions.
for sales reimbursed through insurance. Nexus issues should be addressed. presumably along the same
lines as present law treatment for the premium tax, i.e. "insurance or contracts covering risks within
this state. "5
Health insurance
Because the insurance company serves as an intermediary in the health care market, imposition of gross
receipts tax on health insurance premiums would require a deduction for medical expenses reimbursed
by insurance companies to avoid double taxation. Since there is no sufficiently similar deduction under
present law, a new category of non-taxable transaction would have to be established. This approach
has two important advantages over present law:
(1) the potential for double taxation of health care is removed. Individuals purchasing health
care from taxable providers through health insurance are paying as much as 9 percent tax (6
percent GRT plus 3 percent premiums tax). Under the proposal, the total tax rate would be
reduced to 6 percent.
.
(2) tax treatment of health care by different types of entities would be made more uniform--as
long as the care is reimbursed through insurance. Under present law, some health care is
subject to the gross receipts tax while other care--HMO's and non-profit hospitals for example-is tax exempt. Under the proposal, all such care that is reimbursed through insurance would
become deductible. In the case of HMO's, the tax on their premiums would increase, and would
correspond more closely with that on traditional insurance plans.
The proposal would not directly affect the tax status of health care which is not reimbursed through
insurance. Such care would continue to be taxable or exempt depending on the status of the provider.
From the standpoint of economic efficiency, the proposal seems likely to reduce the net distortions
introduced by taxes into the health care market. According to the Insurance Department, one problem
with the proposal is that, by increasing the tax on premiums, the proposal would increase the incentive
for qualified groups to self-insure. Such groups are subject to less regulation, and according to the
Insurance Department, are more likely to experience financial stress in anempting to meet their
obligations to insured parties. A memo outlining this argument is attached to this report.

5Section 59A-6-2(B) NMSA 1978.
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Because the proposal would reduce gross receipts taxation only for expenses reimbursed through
insurance, it appears that it should reduce total taxation of such care relative to care reimbursed through
self-insurance. This would not be true, however, for insured care that is currently not subject to gross
receipts taxation (e.g. HMO's). Such care will be taxed through premiums at a higher rate under the
proposal:

Life insurance and annuities
Term life insurance should be treated differently from whole life and annuity premiums. In the laner
case, the analogy to banking is close enough that the treatment should be parallel. Thus, premiums for
whole life (less the term insurance component) and annuity premiums would not be defmed as taxable
gross receipts, just as these are not taxable under the premium tax. In addition, the exemption for
interest and dividend income would be available. Term insurance. on the other hand. would constitute
a type of taxable insurance under the new defmition.
The Insurance Department notes in the attached memo that a significant increase in the taxation of term
life would impose a burden on existing contracts because the premium rate promised to consumers has
been premised on prior tax treatment. If a proposal were designed to affect only new policies, there
would be a long phase-in period until all business is covered by the new rules.

Property insurance
Most types of property insurance would be included in the defmition of taxable insurance. Thus, as in
the health insurance market, a deduction for reimbursed expenses would be made available. Again. this
would have the effect of reducing double taxation in the case of reimbursed expenses on which GRT
is currently paid.
In the case of the transaction directly between the insured and the repair company, an additional
mechanism--perhaps a credit--may be needed to avoid double taxation. If the insured shows proof to
the insurance company of GRT paid on reimbursed expenses, then that proof could serve as the basis
for a credit to the insurance company for taxes paid.
Revenue effects
A preliminary analysis suggests that the proposal would reduce state revenues by less than $30 million
per year and would increase revenues to local governments by less than $20 million per year. Based
on current premium tax receipts, a doubling of the tax rate should increase revenues by about $90
million per year. The distribution of these revenues would shift--unless modified--so that local
governments generally would receive more, although amounts earmarked for certain local agencies
would fall. Because of the shift of revenues to local governments, the loss of revenue from GRT on
insured expenses would not be fully offset for the state, but would be more than offset for local
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governments. These estimates are only approximate since reliable data on several key parameters are
not available at this time.
The estimate does not take into account any revenues from increased taxes on tenn life insurance
policies. The policy arguments for increasing tax on these policies are not as strong as in other market
segments. If an exemption is allowed for existing contracts, the revenue gain is likely to be quite small
in the short run. Another potential source of revenue increase is imposition of the corporate income
tax on insurance company operations in the state. If imposed on all lines of business of insurance
companies, this tax could raise enough revenue to balance the loss to the state, and possibly enough to
raise a small amount.

Retaliatory taxes
A complication for this proposal is the existence in almost all states of "retaliatory taxes" on insurance
companies. New Mexico has such a statute 6 which provides that an insurer is subject to "additional
fees or charges" whenever any "fonn or rate-filing fees in excess of those imposed by the laws of this
state are charged to insurers in New Mexico doing business in another state or whenever any condition
precedent to the right to issue policies in another state is imposed by the laws of that state over and
above the conditions imposed upon insurers by the laws of New Mexico." In such cases. "the same
fonn or rate-filing fees shall be imposed upon every insurer from every other state transacting or
applying to transact business in New Mexico so long as the higher fees remain in force in the other
state." Such statutes could lead to an increase in taxes on New Mexico-based companies on their
operations in other states. Whether this would occur in practice is unclear at this time. 7

Conclusions
Replacing the insurance premiums tax with a gross receipts tax--accompanied by deductions for
expenses reimbursed through insurance--addresses some important conceptual and procedural inequities
in the current tax system. The double taxation of health care and also of reimbursed property damage
claims could be eliminated. Inequities in the treatment of different categories of health care providers
would be eliminated to the extent that these expenses are reimbursed through insurance.
Revenue effects of the proposal appear to be modest. State revenues would decrease because a larger
portion of the GRT on premiums would be shared with local governments than is presently the case with
the premium tax. Certain local government agencies would lose a dedicated revenue source, but overall
local government revenues would increase. The loss of revenue for the state could possibly be offset
. by imposing the corporate income tax on insurance company operations.

6Section 59A-6-l(W) NMSA 1978.
7

0ne possibility would be that companies could organize as separate entities in each state. thus avoiding the tax increase.
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While the reaction of insurance companies to this proposal may be predictable, it is apparent that in
many cases the overall rate of taxation on insured risks would decrease. A detailed examination of the
incidence of the taxes involved has not been undertaken. If, as seems likely, most of the incidence of
these taxes flows forward to the ultimate consumer, the overall burden on insurance companies may not
increase. Meanwhile, from an economic efficiency standpoint, the dual goals of reducing double
taxation. and of equitably treating similar taxpayers would be served.
This analysis does not address certain equity implications of imposing tax on premiums rather than on
the medical services themselves. Obviously. the proposed tax falls more heavily on the individual who
makes fewer claims during a given year than does the status quo. However, the purchase of insurance
constitutes more than the purchase of the medical services themselves, it includes the value of spreading
risk. As such, the proposed GRT treatment is consistent with the treatment of other services under
present law, and, of course, with the present law treatment of insurance under the premium tax.
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May 28, 1996
Mr. Torn Clifford
New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department
1100 St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0630
RE: Impact of Repealing Insurance Premium Tax
Dear Mr. Clifford:
You asked if ! could comme~~ o~ your above refere~ced paper
by the end of this month.
I've read the report many times and it
has raised some concerns that you maybe compounding the problem
of the unfairness of the current tax system, not correcting it.
This in turn could encourage insurance moving in a method unfair
to all but those that benefit from it.
This is true primarily in
the field of health insurance, which includes Non Profit Health
Plans and H.M.O.'s
Today most people fall under one of four general categories
in this state for health insurance. They are:
.(1) Insured by insurance companies, HMO's, or non profit
health insurers.
(2) Insured by the state or federal government under
medicare or medicaid.
(3) Self-insured through an employer or a legal labor
organization or a legal employee welfare arrangement
exempted from state regulation.
14) Un-insured or individually self insured.
These groups are roughly the same size. However, every year·the
first group gets smaller and the other three groups grow. Only
the first group pays premium taxes.
The others do not. By group
their taxation including gross receipts tax would be as follows:
(1)

9%

(2)

6%
6%
6%

(3)
(4)

both gross receipts and premium taxes
gross receipts tax only
gross receipts only
gross receipts if the person pays otherwise nothing.

page 2
Mr. Clifford
May 28, 1996
Removal of the premium tax and the placement of a gross receipt
tax on the premiums instead, would cause the first group to pay
6% and the others nothing.
This would encourage more movement to
the third group and this is the group that has caused most of
the problems over the past years.
G~oup 3, the se:f-insured groups are exemp~ea :rom s~ate :aw
by E.R.I.S.A. They do ~ot pay premium taxes, nor are they
required to adhere to the states mandated benefits. Even though
groups that insure more than one employer are required to file
information with the superintendent, few have, and almost all of
those who have been reviewed have been found to be in financial
stress with the providers and the insureds and are having
problems getting their bills paid.

Additionally, these self-insureds can exclude or limit
benefits as they desire.
A famous case was a self-insured firm
who found an emp~oyee with an HIV positive condition. They
immediately changed the benefit p:an to li~i: AI~'s re:a~ed
sickness to a life time maximum of $5,000. This was allowed
federally and, since the state has no jurisdiction, it can not
protect the individual as it would if the group had been a part
of the first group. This group also lacks pertection from the
guaranty association, an association of the states insurers that
guarantee the coverage, to a limit, in the event of an
insolvency.
Because of the exemption from premium taxes and the benefit
freedom from mandates more and more small groups are being lured
from the group I, insured by insurance companies to this self
insured group 3. Since the group is really too small to take the
risk of fluctuation an insurer then provides stop loss coverage
for a small premium.
The company also uses its provider net
work, collects the premium and pays the claims. Because only a
small part of the cost is insurance premium very little premium
tax is paid. No gross receipts tax are paid on the fee of the
insurance company since they are exempted from other taxes by our
law.
Any other company doing third party administration (T.P.A.)
would pay gross receipts tax on their fees.
Your suggestion will increase this activity, not decrease
it. Also, the premiums falling into this third grouping do not
support the Comprehensive Health Insurance Pool or the Health
Insurance Alliance. Only the small groups that buy insurance
directly from insurers would pay taxes, support the guaranty
fund, support the Health Insurance Alliance and support the
Comprehensive Health Insurance Pool.
The suggested gross receipts tax on insurance premiums and
removal of the gross receipts tax on providers would indicate
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Mr. Clifford
May 28, 1996
that big business (those who are the primary ERISA exemptees)
and government should be protected from taxation at the expense
of small business and individuals.
If gross receipts tax is
retained on providers and premium tax is removed from medical
cost or reimbursement insurance premiums the four groupings would
be placed on a more uniform paying field. Gross receipts o~
providers can be passed thr~ugh to the insurer (at least :~e
majority of it) except for ~hose i~ the second groupi~g.
- is
this group (Medicaid and Medicare) that should be exempt from
gross receipt taxes since the amount the provider can receive
from government is limited and the provider is not allowed to
pass through the cost of the gross receipts tax. The lost
revenue from removing the premium taxes on this health business
(premium taxes should remai~ on disability income and limited
benefit plans). Gross receipts should be charged upon income to
insurers acting as T.P.A's ~r conducti~g any other business
activity other than insurar.=e. This would also address your
hospital problem.
Another area of concer~ is to apply gross receipts to term
insurance.
If this is done, current policies would have to be
grandfathered since the co~panies have guaranteed premiums that
often by contract can not be adjusted in future years. An
increase in the taxation of these plan would not be a taxation
upon the individual but directly upon the insurer, who would have
no way to react.
Few states have higher premium taxes than New Mexico for
life and health insurance. An increase to gross receipts tax
rate would almost assure that indemnity insurers would lose their
market and stop writing in New Mexico.
HMO's and non profits
would direct most of their business to look-a-like self
insurance.
In all probability tax revenues would decrease in
total, not increase.
Please do not hesitate to call me if you wish to discuss any
of these matters.
Sincerely,

n

Jerry W. Fickes, MAAA, FLMI
Actuary
cc: Chris Krahling,
JWF:eb

Superin~endent

of Insurance
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TAX INCENTIVES IN NEW MEXICO AND
OTHER STATES
Brian McDonald, Director
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
University of New Mexico

Introduction
Today, state and local governments offer an array of economic development incentives
which include both expenditure and tax incentive programs. Examples of economic
development incentives include tax abatements, exemptions, and credits, subsidized
labor and training costs, site infrastructure improvements, free land, low interest rate
loans or loan guarantees, and outright cash subsidies.
The policy of economic development incentives offered by state and local governments
to relocating and expanding firms has come under fire recently. Critics argue that these
incentives amount to nothing short of corporate welfare 1, while proponents argue that
they expand business activity and ultimately the tax base. Economic research has found
little empirical support for the proposition that tax incentives and/or low business taxes
make a difference in terms of regional economic development. 2 Properly funded public
services such as education, police, fire, and roads may have as much to do with
economic development. A state which erodes its business tax base in the name of
economic development may find itself unable to provide these vital public servcies. Or
residents and existing business will find themselves with a higher tax burden to fund
public services.
In 1992 the National Association of Corporate Real Estate Executives (NACORE)
surveyed its membership on the relative importance of 28 individual site selection
criteria, including relocation incentives offered by state and local governments. Out of
the 28 criteria, tax incentives ranked only 23rd in terms of importance. Low lease
rates, access to major highways, educated labor force, low construction costs, and
access to primary consumer markets were the top five in importance. 3 Low property
taxes ranked 8th, while low corporate and business taxes ranked 10th.
1 See, for example, Robert B. Reich, "Bidding Against the Future," a report presented at the conference,
The Economic War Between the States, May 21 and 22, 1996, sponsored by Minnesota Public Radio and
the Ford Foundation, and "Congress Should End the Economic War Among the States," Melvin L.
Burstein and Arthur J. Rolnick, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, 1994 Annual Report, The Region,
March, 1995, Volume 9, Number 1.
2 See, for example, Therese J. McGuire, "Jobs and Taxes: Do State Taxes Affect Economic
Development?", Institute of Government and Public Affairs Policy Forum, University of Illinois, Volume
6, Number 2, 1993.
3 Note that property taxes affect lease rates as wel1 as construction costs, while in-plant training programs
provide a subsidy to educate the local labor force.
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Since all states offer some form of economic development incentives in what has
become a very competitive bidding war for new industry, a key rationale for such
incentives today is to be competitive with other states. A single state or local
government would likely lose a competitive edge, if it unilaterally stopped offering
them. Other rationale4 for economic development incentives include: (1) compensating
for unique disincentives in the existing tax code that are a deterrent to economic
growth. An example would be a state with very high property taxes and/or corporate
income taxes which fall heavily on capital intensive industries; (2) offsetting economic
disadvantages of a community such as long distance from markets, lack of a supplier
base, and high land and construction costs; and (3) development of regions which
suffer from high unemployment and underutilization of capital resources due to recent
downsizing and economic recession.
Supporters of economic development incentives point to numerous benefits from the
use of these incentives including employment, earnings, and training for unemployed
workers, better quality jobs for the existing labor force, higher wages for all workers
due to the greater demand for labor in the region, an increase in property values, an
increase in profits of local businesses, higher state and local tax collections, the
expansion of the local supplier base, and diversification of the local economy.
Opponents of economic development incentives note several negatives or costs of these
incentive programs including an increased tax burdenS on other taxpayers, a reduction
in local public goods and services per capita, profit losses to local businesses as a result
of higher wages and rents, higher local cost of living, particularly for housing,
environmental and traffic congestion costs, and a deterioration in the quality of local
public schools and other public services. Before any community uses economic
development incentives, it should have a strategic plan which governs the use of
incentives and an economic model which measures these benefits and costs of economic
development over time.
States offer a bewildering array of economic development tax and expenditure
incentives. This makes empirical analysis of their effects unreliable, and it makes
comparisons of offers across states difficult, as well. This chapter has attempted to
catalogue economic development tax incentives offered by states, primarily in the west,
which have recently attracted a high tech manufacturer such as Intel or Micron.
Through an analysis of state legislation as well as interviews with state and local
economic development officials, we have identified the major incentives offered by the
different states. See Table 6.1 for a state-by-state summary of major tax incentive
4 Another rationale for offering incentives is to make companies locating facilities in any of the 50 states
competitive on an international basis. To keep jobs in the U.S. states must be competitive with foreign
countries which often offer significant incentives to attract investment. However, if this is the case, these
incentives should be offered and funded by the federal government, and not by state and local
governments.
5 This assumes that the tax base expansion from the economic development does not pay for the cost of
the incentives themselves as well as the public service requirements of the new population associated with
growth.
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programs. At the end, generalizations and conclusions are drawn which provide a
policy context and perspective for evaluating the economic development incentives
offered by New Mexico.
New Mexico
New Mexico offers a number of economic development tax incentives which are
discussed below. Because of the State Constitution's anti-donation clause, New Mexico
does not have a tradition of offering economic development expenditures on behalf of a
new or expanding business. The state does offer in-plant training expenditures which
represent a subsidy of labor and training costs for the business during a start-up phase.
And in November, 1994 a constitutional amendment (Amendment 9 - Local Economic
Development Act) passed which allows a local government in New Mexico to provide
free land and buildings to a qualifying business as well as up to 5.0% of its general
fund for infrastructure improvements.
IRB Property Tax Exemption
At a city or county government's option, property acquired under the (Municipal)
Industrial Revenue Bond Act (3-32-1 NMSA 1978), the County Industrial Revenue
Bond Act (4-59-1 NMSA 1978), and/or the Pollution Control Revenue Bond Act (359-1 NMSA 1978) may be exempt from some or all property taxes as long as there is
an outstanding bonded indebtedness under the terms of the bond. 6 Property financed
with IRBs in New Mexico is titled in the name of the local government, and it is this
feature which provides the tax exemption, since local governments do not pay property
tax on their own property.
There are two types of industrial revenue bonds in New Mexico--tax free IRBs and
taxable IRBs. Both are exempt from property taxes. However, the tax free IRBs are
also exempt from the payment of federal and state income tax on the interest on the
bonds. This feature provides an additional subsidy in the form of a lower interest rate.
There is a federal cap on the annual issuance of tax free IRBs by states. In New
Mexico the cap is $150 million and of this amount only 15.0% ($22.5 million) has
been allocated to industrial projects. The balance is allocated to low income housing
and educational projects. In New Mexico the tax free IRBs must also be approved by
the State Board of Finance. There is no similar cap on the taxable IRBs. 7 The vast
majority of IRBs issued in New Mexico have been of the taxable variety.
The property tax exemption may apply to all property taxes paid to state and local
governments, which varies by county and by city depending upon the mill levies. The
property tax exemption also impacts the bonding capacity of the county, the city, and
the local school district, since there is a constitutional limitation in New Mexico on
outstanding general obligation bonds as a percentage of net taxable property value. At
the local government's option, some of the property taxes may be excluded from this
6
7

But not for more than 30 years from the date of the first issuance.
The State of New Mexico does exempt the interest of the taxable IRBs from the state income tax.
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exemption. For example, the City of Rio Rancho does not exempt the school district's
property tax. And the term of the property tax exemption is also negotiable, as
Sandoval County did with the 1993 $2.0 billion Intel IRB. Finally, local governments
also have the option to negotiate other conditions such as payments in lieu of taxes,
water conservation, and environmental liability protections before approving an IRB.
The property financed by the IRBs can be held under a lease from a county or
municipality, or the property can be sold to a person and remains free of property tax
so long as the county or municipality has a mortgage lien on the property. The local
government may not use IRBs to acquire property which it uses itself.
IRBs are not the general obligation of the municipality or county and the bonds are
payable solely out of the revenue derived from the projects. An eligible IRB project
includes real and personal property deemed necessary for: (1) manufacturing,
processing or assembling of any agricultural or manufactured products, (2) storing,
warehousing, distributing or selling agricultural, mining or industrial products (but not
for retail, or the distri-bution of a public utility), (3) supplying services to the general
public or to governmental agencies, (4) water distribution or irrigation system designed
to provide water to any vineyard or winery, (5) hospitals and non-profit health care
corporations including nursing homes, and (6) non-profit and/or private institutions of
higher education.
IRBs are approved only by the county or the city government in which the property
will be located. However, the property tax exemption may apply to all governmental
organizations which share in the property tax, e.g., school district, community college,
county, University of New Mexico Hospital (in Bernalillo county only), and the state
of New Mexico. These latter, property-tax losing organizations have no say in the
approval or disapproval of the IRB. For example, in the City of Albuquerque the city
mill rate on nonresidential property is only 11.518 mills out of a total of 40.183 mills
on all units of government.
Finally, in New Mexico there is no requirement to report taxable IRB approvals to a
central organization. Thus, there is no quantitative accounting by city or by county of
the total amount of IRB approvals outstanding. The total amount of IRBs approved in
New Mexico since the inception of this law in 1975 is unknown.

Gross Receipts Tax Deduction for IRB-Financed Tangible Personal Property
The receipts from selling tangible personal property to any New Mexico governmental
unit may be deducted from gross receipts or from governmental gross receipts. Since
under the IRB the municipality or county is the purchaser of the tangible personal
property e.g., manufacturing equipment, the gross receipts tax or the compensating tax
is not due. The statute, 7-9-54, specifically states that this deduction does not apply to
the sales of construction material nor to the sales of services to the governmental unit.
Thus, under the IRB the gross receipts tax is not charged on the equipment which goes
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into the plant, but is charged on the construction of the plant including the labor for the
installation of the equipment.
Investment Tax Credit
An investment tax credit is offered by New Mexico equal to the percent of the
compensating tax rate provided for in the Gross Receipts and Compensating Tax Act
(currently 5.0%) applied to the purchase price of qualified equipment used in a
manufacturing operation in New Mexico. The equipment must be owned by the
taxpayer or owned by the United States or the state or a political subdivision thereof
and leased or subleased to the taxpayer. The latter phrase was added in 1990, effective
January 1, 1991, in order to qualify manufacturing equipment purchased by a local
government using IRBs and leased to the taxpayer.
What constitutes tangible personal property has been subject to some TRD rulings and
now may include flooring material, non-strucutral building components, and building
mechanical systems.
There is an employment requirement in order to qualify for this credit. Until January
1, 1998 the taxpayer must employ one new FTE employee for every $250,000 on the
first $2.0 million of qualified equipment; one new FTE employee for every $500,000
of qualified equipment over $2.0 million up to $30.0 million; and one new FTE
employee for every $1,000,000 of qualified equipment over $30.0 million.
After January 1, 1998 the employment requirement becomes one new FTE employee
for each $100,000 of qualified equipment. And after January 1, 1998 there is also a
$2,000,000 limit per year on the amount of qualified equipment for which the credit
can be claimed. This would limit the investment tax credit to $100,000 per year.
Currently, there is no such limit.
The investment tax credit is taken as a credit against the taxpayer's compensating tax,
gross receipts tax or employee withholding tax due to the state of New Mexico (these
are filed and paid on the CRS form). The credit can be carried forward to future years,
if the taxpayer cannot realize all of the credit on its annual CRS tax obligations.
The restriction of the credit to the tax obligations due to the state of New Mexico holds
the municipalities and counties harmless from this credit in the state distributions of
gross receipts tax to local government.
The objective of the investment tax credit is to level the playing field for manufacturers
in New Mexico. Most other states do not impose or specifically exempt the gross
receipts/compensating tax on equipment purchases by manufacturers, or provide a
similar credit. Thus, it was conceived as a way to rebate the compensating tax paid by
New Mexico manufacturers on their capital equipment purchases. Note, however, that
the amendment in 1990 broadened the investment tax credit to IRB-financed
manufacturing equipment, which is already exempt from the gross
receipts/compensating tax under 7-9-54 NMSA 1978. Thus, the investment tax credit
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on IRB-financed manufacturing equipment is not just the rebate of a tax already paid,
but it represents a true out-of-pocket subsidy by the state of New Mexico.
Data from the New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department show that the
investment tax credit has become an expensive economic development program. Before
1991 when IRB-financed equipment was not eligible, the highest claims under the
program were only $268,184 in FY 1989 at an average cost of $4,470 per job. After
1991, the claims accelerated so that by FY 1995 the annual claims were $29.8 million
in total and $44,833 per job. 8 Over the life of the investment tax credit program total
claims have totaled $83.3 million. The investment tax credit is paid up front to the
taxpayer-manufacturer, and there is no provision to re-pay (claw back) the credit, if the
taxpayer later leaves the state laying off the employees.
Double Weighted Sales In Apportioning Corporate Income To New Mexico For
Multi-State Corporations
Before January 1, 1995 multi-state corporations apportioned corporate income to New
Mexico based upon a three factor formula using the sales, payroll, and property located
in New Mexico as a percentage of total corporate sales, payroll, and property. Each
factor got an equal, one-third weight in the distribution formula. Now at the
corporation's option the formula provides a double weight for sales. Thus, sales has a
one-half weight, while payroll and property have one-quarter weights each. This
provides a reduction in state corporate income taxes for corporations which are exportoriented, i.e., with the majority of sales outside New Mexico. These corporations
have a small percentage of total corporate sales in New Mexico and this small
percentage of sales now gets a double weighting in the apportionment of corporatewide
income to New Mexico.
Many states now offer double weighted sales, particularly the industrial states of the
midwest. In the west, Arizona and Oregon offer the double weighted sales formula for
apportioning corporate income, while Colorado provides for a two factor weighting
using only sales and property. Texas, whose franchise tax is a corporate income tax in
disguise, allows for a single factor--sales--in the apportionment of corporate income.
Gross Receipts Tax Exemptions/Deductions That Are Economic Development Tax
Incentives
The 1992 State Legislature provided a deduction for gross receipts from WATS, 800
numbers, and certain private communication services in order to attract
telecommunication services to the state. This has been a successful tax incentive.
8 The claim that the investment tax credit is self-financing is dubious. Assuming an average salary of
$35,000 per job and an average state and local tax rate of 10.0% of salary, each job associated with the
investment tax credit would generate only $3,500 per year in state and local taxes. At a cost of $44,833
per job it would take many, many years to pay for this tax credit program, and all the while the workers
and their families would be making demands for public goods and services.
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Southwest Airlines reservation center, Trace-Miller Technologies, Intuit's telephone
support center, MCI, Taco Bell, Baxter Healthcare, and most recently America Online
have all added or expanded telemarketing or back office accounting centers. Oklahoma
has a similar tax incentive.
In 1989 the State Legislature enacted a bill that expanded the deduction from gross
receipts to include any R&D service produced by a business with a New Mexico office,
but sold to an out-of-state buyer, if the initial use of the service was out-of-state and the
buyer does not take delivery in New Mexico. At the same time the gross receipts tax '
base was expanded to include R&D services performed outside of New Mexico, but
initially used within the state. The initial bill was enacted as a four year experiment.
The 1993 State Legislature made this tax change permanent.
In 1992 in order to attract a major military space systems activity the Legislature
passed a bill which would have granted a phased-in deduction from gross receipts for
certain R&D services. The bill was contingent upon a relocation announcement by the
US Air Force by July 1, 1995. As amended in 1993, the law limits the deductions to
non-profit entities and any potential operator of a New Mexico space port, and removes
the contingency language.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TAX INCENTIVES IN OTHER STATES
The review of tax incentive programs in other states which follows includes those states
which have recently attracted a major semiconductor manufacturing facility. Incentives
do not always take the form of tax incentives so that in some cases non-tax incentives
are mentioned. In New Mexico the most significant non-tax incentive is the in-plant
training program which pays for a share of labor and training costs for an initial
employee training period. Local governments also may pay some infrastructure
development costs to bring roads, water and sewer to the project's property.
Economic development tax incentives offered in New Mexico were reviewed above.
The discussion which follows concerning the incentives offered by other states is
frequently on a project basis, i.e., a new semiconductor project. In order to provide a
better basis for comparison to New Mexico the tax incentives provided to Intel Rio
Rancho are summarized first.
Intel Corporation has received industrial revenue bond authority from Sandoval
County, New Mexico since at least 1980. In 1993 Intel received $2.0 billion in IRB
authority for its new Fab 11 plant, which would employ up to 1,500 new workers. In
1995 Intel applied for and received $8.0 billion in IRBs which would be used over the
next 10 years for equipment modernization/replacement and some expansion involving
up to 1,000 new workers. The IRBs have provided 100% property tax abatement to
Intel 9 as well as a gross receipts tax exemption on manufacturing equipment purchases.
For the 1993 $2.0 billion IRE, the property tax exemption extends to the year 2010 for $750 million
(used to refurbish the existing Intel plant) and to the year 2023 for the balance which was used to
construct the new Feb 11.
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Intel also qualifies for the state investment tax credit program. However, because of
confidentiality considerations the state Taxation and Revenue Department cannot
release company-specific information on claims under this program. Finally, in 1993
Intel did agree to make payments in lieu of taxes to Sandoval County in the amount of
$500,000 per year until 1998 and then $250,000 per year until 2010. For the 1995
$8.0 billion IRB, Intel agreed to $500,000 payments in lieu of taxes. However, it is not
clear whether these are incremental payments or the same payments as negotiated in
1993.
Arizona
On April 21, 1994 Intel announced a $1.3 billion computer chip plant in Chandler,
Arizona. This plant is similar to the one Intel recently built in Sandoval County.
Arizona enacted the following specific tax incentive programs to attract the Intel
facility:
*exemption for materials and other tangible personal property used directly in the
manufacturing process from the transaction privilege (sales) tax.
*exemption from the sales/use tax on overhead (indirect) materials used or sold in
performing a contract with the U.S. government.
*income tax credit for purchase of pollution control devices. This credit is up to 10.0%
of the purchase price, or a maximum of $750,000. After two years, the maximum
drops to $500,000. There is a five year carry forward provision.
*income tax credit for purchase of new construction materials used to build or expand
a qualifying facility used predominantly for manufacturing, fabricating, mining,
refining, metallurgical operations, or R&D. The maximum credit is 5.0% of the direct
cost of the materials purchased by the taxpayer from a supplier for incorporation in the
facility. The credit is available as long as the total construction cost exceeds $5.0
million. There is a five year carry forward.
*a permanent accelerated depreciation for commercial and industrial personal property
which affects the assessed value of personal property for property tax purposes.

Intel can also take advantage of the following existing tax incentive programs in
Arizona:

*research and development income tax credit equal to 20.0% of R&D expenses. There
are annual caps imposed for the first five years and expenses must also exceed a base
amount.
*sales and use tax exemption for R&D equipment.
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*an 80 % property tax reduction for location within a foreign trade zone. Intel located
the warehousing portion of the Chandler, Arizona plant within a foreign trade zone.
The warehousing portion represents 100,000 square feet out of the total 1.5 million
square feet for the Chandler facility. Note that Arizona established the foreign trade
zone legislation in 1995 to attract Sumitomo.
*a personal property tax reduction on commercial and industrial property. The first
$50,000 will be assessed at only 1.0% of market value; 25.0% of full cash value above
$50,000.

Oregon
Intel also has a $2.2 billion semiconductor plant under construction in Hillsboro,
Oregon. While there was no new Intel-specific tax legislation passed, Intel has been
able to take advantage of several existing tax incentive programs offered by Oregon:
*the Strategic Investment Program (SIP) exempts from the property tax the assessed
value of a plant in excess of $100 million. This $100 million cap is adjusted annually to
increase 6.0% per year. This property tax exemption extends for up to 15 years. The
company must make a direct payment to the local government to support the
community in meeting additional public service requirements. These payments are
equal to 25.0% of exempted property taxes not to exceed $2.0 million per year.
Oregon economists have estimated the nominal value of this property tax exemption at
$52.0 million over the anticipated 15 year life of the Intel plant.
*a R&D tax credit is offered equal to 5.0% of the increase in qualified research
expenditures over a base amount. Alternatively, the credit is 5.0% of the increased
qualified research expenditures that exceed 10.0% of Oregon sales for the year. There
is a maximum credit of $500,000 per year and the credit may not exceed one-third of
the tax liability before the credit.
Oregon also has an enterprise zone program. However, a facility is not able to take
adVantage of the tax incentives offered within an enterprise zone and those offered
through the SIP above. Within an enterprise zone there is a total property tax
exemption for a minimum of three years. This exemption can be extended for two
more years at the discretion of the local zone sponsor, if the average wage paid by the
facility is 50.0% higher than the average wage paid in the county.
Oregon also has a Special Works Fund financed by Oregon lottery funds. This provides
loans of up to $10 million and grants up to $500,000. The particular financing is
negotiated among the state, the community, and the property owners. Oregon also has
an employee training program where the state will match 50.0% of the company
provided funds for training either on site or at a community college.

Utah
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In early 1995 Micron announced a $1.7 billion semiconductor manufacturing plant to
be located in Lehi, Utah employing 3,400 people. Utah provided a package of
incentives which included an assistance loan, sales tax exemptions, and $61. 7 million
in plant site infrastructure funded by a property tax increment financing program. The
latter included the cost to provide water, sewer, power, natural gas and roads to the
plant site. Utah is one of the few states which conduct a fiscal impact of economic
development incentive projects on state and local governments. Utah also has specific
economic development criteria which a project must meet before incentives are
approved.
The following incentives were offered to the Micron facility in Utah:
*there is a pre-existing sales tax exemption for manufacturing equipment for new or
expanding businesses in Utah. In 1995 it was extended to include replacement
equipment and parts. The Utah Governor's Office of Planning and Budget estimates
the cost of this tax incentive at $16.4 million per year for the Micron plant, assuming
$800 million in total equipment and a three year average replacement.
*the Industrial Assistance Fund (lAF) was created specifically for Micron. The state of
Utah will loan $3.0 million to Micron, which pays the loan back out of earned credits
based on payroll and in-state purchases. If sufficient credits are earned, the cost to the
state is $3.0 million. If insufficient credits are earned, Micron must pay back the loan
with cash.
*an "economic development project area" was established at the plant site to provide
infrastructure development, estimated at $61. 7 million. This $61. 7 million will be
funded by a property tax increment finance program where property taxes generated
within the project area (Micron plant site) will be used to pay for improvements desired
by the firm. Annual property taxes are estimated at $13.0 million per year. Micron
will loan the "project area" $30.0 million upfront to be paid back with 3.0% interest
using the property tax increment in the future.
Note that Utah did not provide a general property tax exemption to Micron, but rather
provided that Micron's property taxes could be used to finance site infrastructure. The
Micron plant development was suspended in early 1996 due to market conditions in the
memory chip market. Micron is at risk rather than the state of Utah for the
infrastructure costs to-date because of the Micron $30.0 million loan, which was to be
paid back out of future property tax revenues.
Utah also provided non-tax incentives to Micron including a "custom fit" training
program where the state pays $350 per employee for an estimated 25.0% of the Micron
labor force. The Utah Department of Employment Security provides job
search/screening assistance, estimated at $180 per new hire.

Washington
Intel announced on September 15, 1995 that it would build a manufacturing and
research complex in Du Pont, Washington (population 600). The initial portion of the
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plant is expected to cost $50 to $100 million. This will be a less capital intensive plant
than Intel's semiconductor chip manufacturing plants in Arizona, Oregon, and New
Mexico. The Washington facility will assemble computer systems and perform research
functions.
There are no Washington ordinances which would allow for the exemption of this plant
from property taxes. Thus, Intel has sought tax incentives in the sales/excise tax area.
Washington imposes a sales tax on the construction of the plant including labor and
equipment purchases. This sales tax is exempted for investments made within
"distressed zones." While DuPont, Washington is not a distressed zone, Intel plans to
hire up to 75 % of their employees from one of these nearby zones, thus qualifying for
this sales tax exemption. There is an employment requirement of one new job per
$750,000 investment to receive this sales tax exemption on the labor component.
Washington also offers a tax credit against the Business and Occupation Tax for
manufacturing and research and development firms in distressed zones. The
Washington B&O tax is an excise tax on business activity, primarily imposed by the
state. The rates vary from 0.011 % to 3.3% depending on the type of business.
Manufacturers pay 0.00515 of the value of output. A tax credit of $1,000 per new job
is offered, if the number of FTEs during the year of application for the credit is 15.0%
greater than the preceding year. There is a maximum credit of $300,000.
A credit equal to 2.5 % of R&D expenditures is also offered. This credit goes against
the Business and Occupation Tax owed. The B/O tax on R&D is currently 7.5 % so that
this credit effectively lowers it to 5.0%. There is a maximum credit of $2.0 million or
the amount of the tax liability per calendar year.
Washington also recently enacted a statewide sales tax exemption for manufacturing
and R&D machinery and equipment. The equipment must be used in the manfacturing
process and have a useful life of over one year. Cogeneration equipment integral to the
manufacturing operation and replacement equipment are also covered by this
exemption.
Like most states, Washington offers worker training incentives including a premanufacturing employment program at community colleges.
California
California provides tax incentives primarily through the enterprise zone, but also has
an R&D tax credit program. Enterprise zone incentives are available for firms that
located within one of these zones, which include (1) accelerated depreciation of
qualified property, (2) tax credits for wages paid to employees who live within the
zone, (3) income tax credits for the purchase of the first $20 million in machinery,
which is equal to the sales/use tax paid, (4) interest paid on debt is deductible, and (5)
there is a 100% carryover of credits for 15 years.
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California also offers an R&D tax credit against the corporate income tax in an amount
equal to 8.0% of the excess of qualified expenses over a base period and 12.0% of
basic research payment.
A new manufacturing tax credit rebating the sales/use tax (5.0% after 1994) on
purchases of equipment used in manufacturing, processing, refining, fabrication,
recycling, or research and development was recently enacted. This credit is earned in
addition to the enterprise zone credit for a business located in an enterprise zone. The
credit can be carried forward for seven years. This incentive is a credit for the
sales/use tax imposed on equipment purchases in California.

California also offers employment training-funds to California businesses.
Colorado
Like California, the state of Colorado provides most of its economic development tax
incentives through the use of enterprise zones. Tax incentives for firms locating in such
zones are:
*a 3.0% investment tax credit on purchases of equipment
*$500 job tax credit; doubled for agricultural processing, and a $200 credit for
employer health insurance.
*a 3.0% R&D tax credit
*a rehabilitation credit for vacant buildings
*a credit for contributions to the zone, equal to 50.0% of the contributions
*sales/use tax exemption for the purchase of manufacturing, mining and aircraft
equipment.

Colorado also recently enacted an income tax credit provided to new or existing
companies moving into a new facility, although details of this new credit are not
avai lable. In 1995 Colorado passed a sales/use tax exemption on the purchase of
machinery, machine tools, and parts by a for-profit manufacturer on purchases greater
than $500. Previously, a business had to be located in an enterprise zone to receive this
exemption.
Colorado has a direct state loan program for expanding businesses with state loans of
$5,000 provided per new job. However, only 35.0% of the project can be funded by
the state and the business must provide 10.0% equity investment. Colorado also offers
customized employee training programs with the state picking up some of the costs.
Local governments in Colorado can negotiate an incentive payment or credit to a new
or expanding business where the credit must not exceed 50.0% of the local property
tax liability for four years (a greater percentage if located in a foreign trade zone). The
local school board must be notified of the property tax credit and must also approve.
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Local governments may also issue industrial development bonds where the facility is
exempt from property taxes. However, payment in lieu of property taxes is required.
Rockwell International recently announced that the company would locate a
semiconductor plant in Colorado Springs. According to officials of the Colorado
Economic Development Department, Rockwell located within an enterprise zone and is
entitled to all the state tax incentives noted above. In addition, Colorado Springs
provided a property tax reduction as a tax rebate up to 90.0% of property taxes due
over the first four years.

Oklahoma
Oklahoma offers a wide variety of tax incentive programs. New businesses can choose
between the Quality Jobs Program or the Investment 10bslIncome Tax Credit Package.
The Quality Jobs Program consists of a ten year cash back incentive where the
quarterly incentive payment is equal to 5.0% of new taxable payroll. The payments are
made for no longer than ten years, and the firm must be engaged in manufacturing,
R&D, or a service company with 75.0% of sales made outside of the state. A central
administrative office also qualifies. New taxable payroll must be at least $2.5 million
for the first four quarters of the first three years of the program. Employees must be
offered health insurance, and 80.0% of new employees must work 25 hours or more
per week.
The Investment Jobs/Income Tax Credit Package offers a choice between an investment
tax credit which is a 1.0% corporate income tax credit for new investment in qualified
depreciable property or a job tax credit of $500 for each full-time job created in
manufacturing or processing. The investment must be greater than $50,000 in the first
year and the credit doubles if the facility is located within an enterprise zone. This
credi t program is available for five years. Firms which choose the Investment
10bslIncome Tax Credit are also eligible to receive other sales tax refund and income
tax exemptions and credits offered by the state of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma offers a sales tax refund for R&D or computer services companies on the
purchase ofcomputers, data processing equipment, related peripherals, telegraph or
telecommunications services or equipment. Certain revenue and employment
restrictions apply.
Oklahoma also offers a sales tax refund to new and expanding facilities on the purchase
of construction materials where the definition of construction materials includes
equipment and personal property incorporated into or consumed into a new or
expanding manufacturing facility.
Like New Mexico, Oklahoma offers a sales tax exemption for telecommuciations which
appl ies to W ATS lines, 800 numbers, and business telecommunications systems.
Local governments in Oklahoma may provide property tax abatement in certain cases:
for new, expanded, or acquired manufacturing facilities, distribution centers, R&D
facilities, data processing, and some computer services. The exemption, however, is
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limited to five years. There are certain investment and job requirements. A local
government is also allowed to build a facility and lease it back to the company. In this
case the facility is free of property taxes (similar to the New Mexico IRB example
above). Subject to voter approval, local communities may also tax themselves to
provide specific economic development incentives to relocating businesses. Tulsa, for
example, passed a half cent sales tax increase to attract Whirlpool Corporation.
The state of Oklahoma also offers direct loan programs as well as employee training.
Texas
Texas provides the following tax incentives to firms locating in an enterprise zone:
*sales/use tax exemptions on machinery, equipment and building materials equal to
$2,000 for each job created up to $1.25 million over a five year period.
*the state franchise tax is reduced by 50% of the increase in apportioned taxable net
worth if the tax is calculated based upon net worth, and 5.0% of apportioned earned
surplus income if the tax is calculated on corporate income, for a period of five years.
Texas recently enacted a sales/use tax exemption for the purchase or lease of tangible
personal property that is necessary or essential to manufacturing, processing, or
fabrication. Texas also has economic development incentive programs which involve
loan guarantees, loans, and industrial development training.
At the local level communities may establish property tax abatement/reinvestment
zones. This designation is for five years which may be renewed for another five years.
The property tax exemption (up to 100%) applies to the property value for that year
which exceeds its value for the year in which the zone was established. Local
governments may also establish tax increment financing programs to pay for
infrastructure improvements or other costs to promote development. School districts,
cities and counties must agree to the abatement.
Austin, Texas offered property tax abatement to attract a $1.3 billion Samsung
Semiconductor plant recently. Forty percent (40%) of the property tax on real and
tangible personal property was exempt for five to ten years. To qualify, Samsung had
to invest at least $50 million and there must be $250,000 invested per employee. If
Samsung hires from a pool of workers earning 80% less than the median household
income, the company can be eligible for an additional 15 % property tax abatement.
Amarillo, Texas offers grants to companies based upon the number of new jobs and the
average wage paid. If the average wage is $12/hr., then the company receives $10,000
per job; if the average wage is $9/hr., then the company receives only $7,500 per job.
The grant can be used to finance new facilities, equipment, employee training, or
relocation costs. The source of the grant money was a half cent sales tax increase voted
in 1989. Amarillo raises about $8.5 million per year.
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Generalizations and Conclusions
Most states place a maximun amount or a cap on the dollar value of many tax
incentives. This limits the fiscal impact to state and local goverments and makes the
fiscal impact more predictable for revenue estimating purposes. In New Mexico the
investment tax credit program has no maximum dollar value amount (except by 1998
under the current statutue). Also, the IRB program in New Mexico has no limits so that
the state's exposure in terms of lost gross receipts/compensation tax on manufacturing
equipment is unlimited and unknown.
Most states provide a credit/rebate of the sales/use tax paid on manufacturing
equipment purchases. In New Mexico the IRB financing accomplishes this. Or if the
company is eligible for the investment tax credit (but not IRBs), this use/comp tax is
rebated, assuming the company also meets the new employment criteria.
Most states do not provide 100% property tax abatement, as New Mexico does. And
most states provide the property tax abatement for a short, limited time period. In New
Mexico IRB-financed facilities may receive 100% property tax abatemeneo for the life
of the bonds, which is usually 20 to 30 years. In Arizona property tax abatement is
provided only in foreign trade zones and even then is limited to 80%. In Oregon the
assessed value of the plant is capped at $100 million for property tax purposes, but the
law provides for payments in lieu of taxes to local governments. In Utah the property
tax abatement of Micron was dedicated to pay for site-specific infrastructure
improvements through an increment tax finance program. California offers no property
tax abatement. Colorado allows it at the local level, but the abatement is restricted to
50% ( more in a foreign trade zone) and limited to four years. In Oklahoma local
governments can provide local property tax abatement, but it is limited to five years.
And in Texas local governments are allowed to offer local property tax abatement in
defined zones for five years, where the abated taxes go to pay for infrastructure
improvements within the zone.
Those states (except New Mexico) which allow some form of property tax abatement
require all affected local governments (cities, counties, school districts) to approve the
abatement. In New Mexico the local government approving the IRB has the final
determination ll • Other affected local government organizations are not involved in the
IRB approval process.
New Mexico's economy has outperformed the national economy for decades. Recently,
New Mexico has been one of the fastest growing states in terms of job and personal
income growth. This growth has largely been caused by the migration of new
10 In New Mexico there are some exceptions to this. In Rio Rancho the school district property tax was
not abated in several recent IRB issues (Intuit, Fulcrum) and in Las Cruces the Leviton IRB carried less
than 100% property tax abatement. Las Cruces and Sandoval County also negotiated payments in lieu of
taxes.
11 Except for tax free IRBs which must also be approved by the State Board of Finance.
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businesses to the state, who are attracted by the state's competitive business climate.
This competitive business climate includes an available labor force, a relatively low
wage structure, quality of life, relatively low taxes on business, and economic
development tax incentives. This evidence of New Mexico economy's above-average
performance suggests that the state is competitive today in attracting and retaining
business.
Because of the confusing array of state economic development incentives offered, it is
difficult to provide a precise answer to the question: Are New Mexico's tax incentives
adequate? But judging from the state economic performance and our recent success in
attracting new businesses to the state, one must conclude that New Mexico's tax
incentives are indeed adequate.

TABLE 6.1
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES

NEW MEXICO

ARIZONA.

.____________~OREG~O~N______

UTAH

. WASHINGTON

With industrial revenue
bonds. up to 100'% for
life of bonds applicable
to all property taxes; cityl
county may negotiate payments in lieu of taxes.

If located in foreign
trade zone, 80% property
tax reduction; accelerated
deprcciation for comlllcrcial and industrial pcrsonal
roperty.

Assessed value of plant
capped at $100 million
with allnual adjustment
for up to 15 years; payment in lieu of taxes
required; 100% within
cntcrprise zone for three
ycars.

Property tax increment
financing of infrastmcture at plant site: 100'X,
or property taxcs used to
pay for site improvements
(Micron).

Sales/Comp.
Tax Exemption.
Manutilcturing
Equipment

100% exemption if financed
with industrial revenue bonds;
otherwise, may qualify for investment tax credit subject to
employment rcquiremcnt.

Exemption for matcrials
and tangible pcrsonal property used directly in manufacturing proccss.

Imposcs no sales tax.

100% exemption for ncw
and replacemcnt manufacturing equipment.

100% exemption for manufacturing and R&D equipment; also offer exemption
on construction labor, i r
located within distresscd
zone.

Corporate Incollle
Tax Credit

No

10% or purchase of pollution control devices:
maximum, $750.000.
2. S'X, of purchase of new
constmction materials
J. 20% of R&D expenses
to excess of base amount
with annual cap.

I. 5% or qualified R&D
cxpellses ovcr a basc
amount; maximulll of
$500,000 per year.

No

I. $1.000 per ncw job
credit against Business
and Occupation Tax with
maximulll of $100.000.

Propcr1y Tax
Abatcmcnt!
Excmption

No

2. 2.5% of R&D CXPCIlSCSUP
against B&O lax up to
maxilllulll credit of $2.0
miillion.

Double Weighted
Sales, Corporate
Incomc Apportionment

Yes. at company option.

Yes

Yes

No

Loans/Subsidies

Invcstment tax credit program is direct subsidy
for IRB-financed equipmcnt, with employment
requi remen!.

No

Loans up to $10 million provided and grants up to
$500,000, funded by lottcry
funds.

Loan of$1.0 million to
Micron to be paid back
with credits earned based
on new payroll & in-state purchases; if insufficient credits,
aid back with cash.

No

No

TABLE 6.1
(continlled)
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES

CALIFORNIA
Property Tax
Abatement!
Exemption

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _CQLORADO

No
Accelerated depreciation of
ualified property in enterprise zone.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'LOKLAHO/vl..A..

50'X. of local properly lax credit
for up to four years; IRB financing
allowed with property tax exemption;
ayment in lieu of taxes required.

Local government lIlay exempt
manufacturing facility from property tax for up to 5 years wilh
investment and job requirements.

____l_'I;.XA_S_.
Property tax abatement/reinl'estment zones with up to 100% exemption for 5 to 10 years for property value exceeding base year
value.
Property tax increment financing
programs allowed. Other restrictions
may apply.

Sales/Comp
Tax Exemption,
Manufacturi ng
Equipment

Tax credit rebates tax on manufacturing equipment.

I O()'};. exemption for purchase of
machinery, machine tools and parts
greater than $5()O.

Sales tax refund for new or expanding manufacturing facility equipment

100% exemption for manufacturing
equipment.

Corporate Income
Tax Credit

I. Tax credit for wages paid to
employees living in enterprise zone.
2. 5% credit for first $20 million
in equipment in enterprise zone.
3. R&D tax credit.

If in enterprise zone:

5% of new taxable payroll for up to
10 years
or
1.0% of uew investment or $500 per
FTE job created for up to 5 years.

If in enterprise zone,
I. $2,000 per job lip to $1.25 million
over 5, years.
2. reduced franchise tax for up to 5 yeMs.

I. 3.0'Yo investment tax credit on
equipment.
2. $5(lO per job tax credit.
3. 3.0% R&D tax credit.
4. 50% of contributions to the lone.

Double Weighted
Sales. Corporate
Income
Apportionment

No

Offers two factor apportionmcnt--sales
and property

No

Sales only (franchise tax) as
apportionlllent factor

Loans/Subsidies

No

$5,OO(l per job as loan, but state loan
may represent only 35% of total fund-

Local government may build and
lease back plant free of property
taxes.

Loan guarantees and loans.

ing.

Subject to voter approval, taxes used
for incentives. Direct state loans.

Local grants financed by voter approved tax increases.
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Special Report / Viewpoint

New Mexico's Corporate Income
Apportionment Formula -- Effects of
Double. . Weighting the Sales Factor
by Allen Maury and Laird Graeser
Allen Maury and Laird Graeser work for the
Mexico Taxation and Rel"cnue DepartmenJ.

N~w

"Disagreement as to what is a reasonable method oj
assigning the net income oj a multistate or multinational
business 10 a stateJor tax purposes has existedJor as long
as states have taxed interstate businesses. ...
-James H. Peters in "Whither Unitary. Part I."

•
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Introduction and Executive Summary
In the fall of 1991 Dick Minzner, Secretary of New Mexico's
Taxation and Revenue Depanment (fRD). was approached by
representatives of Albuquerque's Economic Forum - a nonprofit institution representing business interests. Forum members wanted approval for Minzner's staff to study effects of a
"double-weighted" sales factor (DWS) corporate income tax
apportionment formula. Conducting the study represented a
sizeable task due to the (1) confidential nature of corporate
income tax data, (2) relatively large quantity of data which
required review, and (3) essentially totally "bard copy" form
(i.e., microfilm and paper return) in which the data was stored.
Minzner agreed, however, the issue was worthy of detailed
analysis before New Mexico lawmakers consider some variant
on the OWS formula in a future legislative session. Results of
the stud y are summarized in what follows.
A major justification for use of a DWS factor formula is that
use of the formula would stimulate economic development.
While of some interest to policy makers, economic development effects of a change to DWS are not easily measurable; yet
they do not appear to be great.' Probably of greater interest to
New Mexico legislators is whether total corporate income tax

'Reasons for expecting minor economic development effects of the doubleweighted sales factor proposal in New Mexico are explained later in the report.
II should be noted. however. that economic research has Lraditionally been
unable to substantiale links between business location decisions and state taX
differentials. This view is exemplified in the following quote by Roben
Wassmer and Ronald Fisher in "State-local Fiscal Policy and Ecooomic
Developmenl." NTA Forum.. Winter. 1992 (p. 3): "Research has shown that taX
differences between states or regions exen very small effects on business
location decisions. but that taX effects within metropolitan areas can be substantial.-
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revenues are likely to change if the state adopts a DWS formula.
and which types of fIrms would benefit from such a change shon-term impacts which may be readily estimated. This
repon's primary focus is therefore on the latter issues.
The study was conducted by first key-entering approximately 9,000 corporate income tax returns into personal-computer spreadsheets during the winter and spring of
1992. Spreadsheet data was then accumulated in a very large
database file. Various sorts were performed on the file to
insure major corporate income taxpayers were represented
in the database and that information regarding their returns
was accurate. A search of mainframe tax data uncovered
approximately 20 returns of major taxpayers which were not
included in the original key-entry process. These returns
were added to the sample file. Statistical tests on the file
suggested a much smaller sample, containing data from as
few as 500 returns. would be a reliable basis for inferences
regarding probable effects of a DWS formula on New
Mexico corporate taxpayers.
Simulations on the fmal sample population suggest several
conclusions. First, the DWS formula is likely to produce small
net loss in New Mexico corporate income revenues during the
foreseeable furure due to dominance of the corporate tax base
by mineral exrractive and manufacturing firms. If offered as an
optional reporting method, this total is expected to be in the
range of five percent, or about $3.5 million if corporate income
tax revenues total $70 million. Secondly, the proposal would
generate a net revenue loss of about two percent or $1.4 million
if made mandatory for firms in manufacturing activities - the
industry most often targeted by economic development efforts.
Mandatory use of a DWS formula, however, would produce tax
reductions for only about 35 percent of the state's major
manufacturers. Slightly over half the state's major manufacturers would experience tax increases under DWS, while the
remaining lO percent would be largely unaffected. Average
losses for manufacturers experiencing tax increases would be
much smaller than tax gains accruing to firms benefiting from
DWS. Making DWS optional for manufacturers would
produce an approximate 2.9-percent or $2 million loss in New
Mexico corporate income tax revenues. It is uncertain whether
positive economic development effects in the form of revenue
increases from other business and personal taxes would offset
the losses.
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Special Report I Viewpoint
DWS Formula Description
Among the most difficult problems faced by states imposing
corporate income taxes is the question of what portion of lotal
multistate corporate income should be taxed.' The most common method of rationing corporate profits among states
employs what is typically called a single-weighted three-factor
formula (SWS). The formula uses state proportions of total
corporate property, wages, and sales as an approximation for
business activity attributable to any particular stale. Each factor
is weighted equally. The three-factor formula, as employed in
New Mex:co, appears as:
NM Portion of Taxable Corporate Profits =
1 IDf Sales + 1 NM Wllies + 1 NM Propeoy
3 Total Sales 3 Total Wages 3 Total Property
A portIOn of the right -hand side of the above eq uation - the
ratio of tn·state sales to total corporate sales - is typically
referred to as simply the "sales factor"; ratios of in-state payroll
to total payroll. and in-state property to total property are
commonly called the "payroll" and "property" factors, respecti .... ely. The result of calculations shown above - the state
portion of taxable corporate profits - may be thought of as the
"stale percentage" and, on New Mexico tax forms, is called the
"average percentage." This tenn is simply the fraction of a
corporation's apponionable income subject to tax in any particular state. J
The apportionment formula illustrated above is an outgrowth of historical difficulties experienced by states in taxing
income of multijuristictional businesses. These difficulties cul.lated in a resolution by the National Governors' Conference
-iuesting a study of state income tax apportionment practices
by the Council of State Governments. The result was formulation in 1957 of the Uniform Division of Income for Tax
Purposes Act (UDITPA), which presents methodology for assigning multistate corporate income to states. UDITPA has
been adopted by 24 states. 4
Several years after development of UDITPA, " ... the act
became the center piece of the Multistate Tax Compact and
provides the apportionment scheme for the 17 states that are
members of the compact Other states have adopted similar
formulas."5 New MexicoadoptedUDITPAin 1965, in what are
now Sections 7 -4-1 through 7-4-21 New Mexico Statutes Annotated (NMSA) 1978. Allocation and apportionment by
UDITPA is required by Section 7-2A-8 NMSA 1978. In 1%7,
the New Mexico legislature adopted the Multistate Tax Compact (MTC). This action locked in New Mexico's commitment
to UDITPA as specified in article 14 of the MTC. However, the

2S ta1es do not Ire4It total (multistate) corporate profits as pan of their
corporate income laX bases for several reasons. Fi~t. if al\ states ta,ed total
profits the resulting multiple tuation of any panicular fmn's income could
easily exceed its profits. Secondly ,justification fortuation of corporate profits
by states stems essentially from either (I) services provided by the tuing
jurisdictions, or (2) the extent of income generated within each state's boun·
daries. Hence to be consistent with this rationale, each state should tu any
corporation in rough proportion to services it provides to finns, or in rough
proportion to income earned within its boundaries .
.' ..•. JBusinesses alsoallocall! income to stales; for an explanation, sa footnote
.. ~~ber 17.
- 4.·UDITPA VS 9-1 ..." Take NOle, New Yorl; State Legislative Tax Study
Commission, Volume I,No.l,p.2.
sJames H. Peters, "Whither Unitary, Part If' Slalt Tax Nores, November
4,1991, p. 310.
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compact does allow firms to elect taxation under other (nonUDITPA) taxing provisions. It would therefore be possible for
New Mexico to alter its apportionment formula without relinquishing its commitment to the MTC.
Although a formula similar to the one illustrated above is
most prevalent among states imposing corporate income taxes,
a number of variations exist. 6 Rationale underlying use of a
fonnula incorporating only property and wages stems from the
controversial method wherein sales shares appear in the threefactor formula. States (including New Mexico) that use the
three-factor approach typically identify sales location on a
destination basis, i.e., the purchaser's location. Hence, as
Fisher has indicated, in cases wherein all of a firm's assets are
located in a particular state. some portion of the firm's income
goes untaxed by the base state if its sales are to individuals
located outside its boundaries. Under such circumstances, the
three-factor fonnula fails to apportion a firm's tax base in
proportion to benefits received from base-state services. '
Other states move to the opposite extreme. Rather than
apportioning income on the basis of property and payroll, they
use a formula which effectively penalizes firms for deriving
high proportions of sales within their borders, but fail to place
high proportions of their property and labor force within the
state boundaries. Also, as is indicated in what follows, a number
of additional variations on the two and three factors are
employed by states - for example, use of a DWS factor by
fmns in some industries but not others. In any case, as Peters
has indicated: "Currently, there appears to be a movement
towards a single sales factor fonnula or one that gives added
weight to the sales factor... •

Rationale Underlying a Double-Weighted
Sales Factor Formula

•

t·

Under the double-weighted sales approach to income apportionment, the sales ratio is given a weight of one-~alf, while
weights applied to property and wage factors are reduced from
one-third to one-fourth. Applying this method in New Mexico
would produce an apportionment formula which appears as:
NM Portion of Taxable Corporate Profits =
1 NM Sales + 1 NM Wages + 1 NM Property
2 Total Sales 4 Total Wages 4 Total Property
A DWS factor formula, when imposed on a destination
basis, tends to decrease tax obligations among corporations
basing high proportions of their work force and property assets
inside the taxing state, but who generate high fractions of their
sales in other states. 9 Apportionment formulae based on
double-weighting the sales component tend to increase COTporate tax obligations among firms that station most of their
human and property assets outside the taxing state, but receive
Jarge proportions of their sales revenues from business with

6J=isher. Ronald C., Sla/~ and Local Public Finance (Glenview, Illinois:
Scott. Foresmen and Company, 1988) pp. 219-222.
'Fisher. p. 221.
IPete~. "Whither Unitary, Part II," p. 310.
9 An example of a fmn likely to benefit from a destination-based doubleweighted New Mexico sales factor fonnula is a mineral extraction company
that sells most of its product to residents of other states. An example of a ftnn
which would probably find its corporate income tax obligation increased from
a double·weighted fonnula is a venically integrated corporation producing
most onts product outside New Mexico, but who sells much of the final product
in New Mexico.
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.state residents. Many rums - typically small corporationsare, however. unaffected by an apportionment formula change
because all of their sales and assets are in the taxing state; they
therefore do not apportion income.

The Case Against Double-Weighting Sales
Perhaps the most common justification for switching to a
DWS formula is encouragement of economic development.
The DWS approach rewards multistate corporations for placing
capital and jobs in the taxing state by increasing their tax bills
to a lesser extent than would occur under a single-weighted
sales factor formula. The destination-based double-weighted
approach also rewards corporations for selling products outside
the state. because increased tax burdens resulting from the
heavily-weighted sales factor are avoided if sales are to out-ofstate residents. This type of reasoning that emphasizes encouraging exports and discouraging imports is occasionally
referred 10 as "fiscal mercantilism" due to its similarity ....ith
the mercantilist economic philosophies prevalent in Europe
from approximately 1.500 to 1.750.10 DWS opponents are
rarely convinced by the neomercantilist rationale for imposing
a DWS formula due to the demise of mercantilism as a guide
to economic policy that occurred many years ago. Opponents
also argue that it is difficult to demonstrate that policies of this
sort do, indeed. encourage business to locate in a particular
state. They also argue that if all states adopted DWS procedures. incentives for locating in any particular state would be
eliminated by actions of other states. \1
Opponents of a double-weighted approach further assert
that: (1) the scheme violates a fairly universal axiom oftaution
that taxes should be imposed evenly on a broad base. (2) use of
a DWS factor formula would impose what is. in some sense. a
somewhat arbitrary and capricious tax increase on many finns
who ha ....e established business operations in New Mexico on
the basis of a single-weighted formula, and (3) a destination-

IOSnider. Delbert A.. Introduction to Illtemariollal Economics. Sixth Edilion. Richard D. Irwin Inc .. Homewood. Illinois. 1975. p. 205.
lITo understand why this is true. consider the case of a firm whose business
activities are confined to New Mexico and a bordering state. Assume the
bordering state and New Maioo impose tradilional single-weighted three-factor apportionment systems at identical tax rates. Further. assume essentially all
the finn's property and payroll are in New Mexico. but its New Mexico s.a.les
negligible. Its New Mexico percentage is therefore 213 (i.e .• II + I + OV))
while its average percent in the bordering state is 1/3. All income is subjeCllO
taJt. Neltt. suppose New Mexico imposes a double-weighted sales fa..,or
apportionment fonnula. The film would receive an approximale 25-percent tax
reduction in New Mexico because its average percentage would fall from .66(,7
10.5000. Simultaneously. 16.67 percent of the firm's income is nOl subjeCltO
La>; and constitutes ~nowhere t.axation~ because the average percentages in the
twO states sum to .8333 rather than one. Next. suppose the bordering state
imposes a DWS formula. The average percent in the border state nOW rises
from 113 to 112 and the firm experiences a 50· percent increa.~ in taxes in the
border Slate (i.e .•.5000 - .3333 = .1667. and .1667/.3333 = .5). The "nowhere
taJtation" is elintinated. and the firm's total tax bill is identical 10 its LaX
obligation before the two states changed apportionment procedures. An inter·
esting effect of Ihis example is thaI New Mexico experiences a permanent tax
loss. while the bordering state experiences a permanent tax gain. In this
particular example. probable economic development effects are alsooegligible
because the firm initially stationed all of its capital and labor in New Mexico .
E"en if the New Mexico fonnuiD shift ~ncaurages rhe firm ro place addirional
capital and labor in th~ slare. afttr rhe bcrduing srare imposes a DWSfomwia
Ihe finn's tOlalltv: obligarion ..'Ould be unchanged; no incenril'e ,,'Ould e:rin
for the firm 10 increas~ its rotal loral invesrmml. and aggregau economic
developm~nt effeclS would be Mgligible.
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based formula emphasizing sales tends to violate the benefitsreceived principle of taxation. Finally. opponents tend to argue
that since DWS economic development benefits are difficult to
substantiate. the change would simply be a method of providing
some businesses with tax breaks at the expense of others.

The Case In Favor of Double-Weighting
The case for double-weighting may easily be couched in
terms of the case against use of the corporate income tax at the
state (and federal) level. Many analysts believe the corporate
income tax is not a particularly useful or appropriate taxing
instrument due to a number of factors. First. its burden is
unknown - that is, who actually pays the tax (Le., corporate
stockholders. corporate employees, or consumers of products
produced by corporations) depends on a number of complex
variables whose effects are difficult to measure. 1n any case,
the burden of the tax is likely to be at least mildly regressive
unless the tax is borne essentially entirely by corporate shareholders. Secondly. any form of business tax is likely to impede
development of businesses and distort resource allocation. thus
diminishing aggregate state and national income; retained earnings are more productive in the hands of corporations than
goverrunents. The negative view of corporate income taxes
among analysts is exemplified by remarks of Charles McLure,
Jr. an economist who served as deputy assistant secretary of the
Treasury for Tax Analysis during the Reagan administration:

Alwwing D WS apportionment as an optional
reporting method tends to diminish the corporate income tax base, hence the role of corpOl'ate income taxes as stale reve1lue sources.
" ... the state corporation income tax is unlikely to be
borne by shareholders (except in the short run) or by
owners of capital. as is the Federal tax. Rather. it is likely
to be born by economic agents who cannot leave the
taxing state or who own factors of production that cannot
easily leave. such as consumers. workers. and owners of
land and some kinds of capital .... If the states fully
understood this basic result of elementary economic
analysis. they would probably be somewhat less anxious
to rely so heavily on this tax. which they probably incorrectly think can be exported in large part to residents of
other states."ll
and by Therese McGuire:
'To summarize, state corporation income taxes are likely to
be inefficient because they do not approximate benefit
taxes. and they may distort decisions concerning where to
open or expand new operations. They are likely to be
inequitable because. regardless of who actually pays the tax.
the resulting burdens may differ across similar individuals
and may not vary with income in a fair manner. "1)

.

IlMcLure. Charles E .• Economic Puspecr;"es on Sralt Ta:wrion of Mulri·
jurisdicriofIQl Carporarions. p. 2.
13McGuire. Theresa J .• "Corporate Income T;u" (Chapter 6) in Slale and
Local Finanaforthe 1990s. Arizona. School of Public Affairs. 1991, p. 89.
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Allowing DWS apportionment as an optional reponing
method tends to diminish the corporate income tax base, hence.
• role of corporate income taxes as state revenue sources.
. US,tO the extent a change to a DWS formula decreases states'
reliance on corporate income tax revenues, the antipathetic
view of corporate income taxation common among economists
tends to applaud use of a double-weighted approach.
Another argument for using the DWS factor formula stems
from the extremely uneven sizes of New Mexico corporate
taxpayers. As shown in what follows, of the state's approximately 30,000 corporations filing tax returns, several
'each pay over seven percent of the state's total annual corporate
tax bill. Roughly 20,000 of the 30,000 corporations reporting
to New Mexico pay a combined total of roughly $40 million of
the 560 million to $75 million in net tax obligations. Thus.
about half to two-thirds of the corporate tax bill is borne by
(20/30,000) one-tenth percent of the corporate taxpaying
population! It is therefore not surprising that several rums who
(l) pay several million dollars annually in corporate income
taxes. (2) invest heavily in New Mexico. and (3) would receive
a tax reduction as high as 25 percent of their current obligations.
would also applaud a change to a DWS factor formula.
Additional bases for mandating a double-weighted formula
center around actions of other states. It is in some sense
desirable that states impose uniform apportionment policies; it
can easily be shown that to do otherv..ise encourages substantial
waste of resources, as well as "double" taxation and "nowhere
taxation."14 Hence. if a double-weighted approach becomes the
dominant method used by other states, uniformity considerations suggest movement to a DWS formula by nonconforming
!s. A similar claim centers around assertions by firms whose
l·"mcipal competitors are companies conducting most of their
business in states that heavily weight the sales factor. Under
these conditions, firms may face a serious competitive disadvantage if they locate in a state that uses the traditional threefactor formula. Hence, use of a DWS factor may, under some
circumstances. indeed tend to discourage a particular firm from
locating or expanding its operations in some states and, it may
be reasonably argued. impose an unfair disadvantage on the
firm's employees. It should 'be mentioned, however. that
similar claims may be made by finTlS benefiting from the
single-weighted formula facing competitors in single-weighted
formula states.

General Impacts of a Double-Weighted
Sales Factor Formula
Revenue impacts of switching to a DWS formula in any
particular state depend on (I) current and probable future
practices of other states. (2) the composition of corporations
subject to state corporate income tax liability (i.e .• each state's
"economic base"), and (3) how corporations react to the
change.
Actions of other states are important in the decision to
change the apponionment formula because inconsistent
policies among states may generate incentives for inefficient

"tTh-at is, instances wherein some corporate activities are nOI subject 10 tax
ly SLate. Nowhere taxation may, in principle, be eliminated by incorporat·
ing "throwO\ll" or "throWbaCk" rules into corporate income tax statutes. For an
explanation. su FISher's text
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economic behavior by corporations (e.g .• moving operations in
search ofw advantages rather than where resource conditions
are most profitable), as well as for legal challenges from
interests whose positions would be harmed by such a change .
If other SlateS follow suit after a major state changes its apportionment factor. the advantage of double-weighting the sales
factor to any panicular firm tends to be lost. If all states imposed
either a double-weighted or single-weighted apponionment
formula using identical rates. the tax effect would be identical;
essentially all income would be subject to corporate income
taxation at the same rate under either scheme.

•

If other states follow suit after a major state
changes its apportionment factor, the advantage of double~weiglztillg the sales factor to any particular firm tends to be lost.
The COOIposition for New Mexico corporate taxpayers is
imponant to fiscal impacts of a formula change because the
types of firms doing business in New Mexico determines (I)
whether New Mexico's corporate income tax revenues increase
or decrease as a result of the change, and (2) likely corporate
winners and losers from such a change.
Several rough generalizations are possible regarding each
of the major impact groups mentioned above. Suppose a state's
economic base is heavily concentrated on, say, manufacturing
and mineral extractive activities that make substantial use of
human and physical capital, while exporting most of their
products to other states. Under these circumstances. the state
may be characterized as an "expon" state and a switch to a
destinatioo-based DWS formula will tend to decrease corporate income tax revenues. If, in contrast. most of the state's
businesses are out-of-state retail fums that require minor
amounts of in-state workers and capital, the state may be
characterized as a "market" state and double-weighting the
sales factor tends to increase total corporate income tax
revenues. Extreme caution must be used with these types of
generalizations, however. Large retail outlets, in fact. often find
their taxes decreased when a state switches to a doubleweighted formula, while cenain firms in the mineral extractive
business discover that their taxes increase. This statement also
applies to aggregate state revenues. That is, if sales factors
average less than the averages of propeny and payroll factors
among taxpaying ftnns, their tax obligations will decline. as
will state corporate income tax obligations.
What del:ermines whether a fum gains or loses as a result of
a formula switch depends on what is in some sense an arbitrary
combination of numbers. Any particular finn will benefit (i.e.,
receive a corporate income tax reduction)from movement to a
DWS factor fonnula if its sales factor is less than the average
of its pro~rty and payroll factors. A finn will experience an
increase in its "state percentage•.. and consequently, an increase in corporate tax obligations under a double-weighted
approach if the sales factor exceeds the average of its payroll
and propel1y factors. Major determinants of gain or loss under
the DWS approach therefore include: (I) presence of apportionable Income, and (2) the ratio of sales factor to the average
of property and payroll factors. If this ratio is less than one and
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Exhibit 1: Summary of State Apportionment Practices
Apportionment Formula
ApDOrlionment Fonnula
Slale
Alabama
3·faclor simple average
3·faclor simple average
Momana
Alaska
3·factor simple average
I ()()'l. sales
Nebraslta
Arizona
3·(aclor double·wei.!:hled sales
No~eincome
Nevada
3·(aclor simple average
3·faclor i.5·weil!hted sales
Arkan~as
Ne ..... Hampshire
3·factor simple averajte
California
3·factor simDle average
New Jersey
3·factor, simple average or average
of sales and prooel1V onlv
3-factor simnle averal!e
Colorado
Ne ..... Mexico
3-(aclor double-weighted sales
3·(actor double-weil!hled sales
Connecticut
New York
Delaware
3·(aclor simple averal!e
3·(actor double-weighted sales
North Carolina
3-faclor. simple average; 2·factor option
fOf financial firms
3·faclor simple average
Disc of Columbia
, North Dakota
Florida
3-faclor double-weighled sales
3-faclor double-wei2htea sales
Ohio
GeofJ;!ia
3·faclor simple averai!e
3·faclOf simple averal!e
Oklahoma
Hawaii
3·faclor double-wci£hled sales
option 3-faclor and 2·faclor fomlUla
Ore eon
Idaho
3-faclor simple averal!e
I Pennsyh'ania
3·faclor simple averaee
llIinois
I Rhode Island
3-factor simple average
3·faclor double-wei2hled sales
3-faclor, simple average;
3-faclor, simple average for manufacturers; oplion
Indiana
double-wcil!hted sales in 1993 tax year
South Carolina
forolhers
Iowa
l·factor sales
3·faclor simple average
South Dakota
Kansas
3-factor simple average
option, 3· and 2·faclor formula
Tennessee
Kentuck-y
l·factor. gross receipts formula
3·faclor double-wei2hted sales.. options
Texas
3-factor for manufacture, merchandising;
Louisiana
2-faclor for services
3·factor simJ)le averaj!e
Utah
Maine
3-faclor simJ)le avenlJ~e
3-faClor double-weil!hted sales
Vermont
Virginia
J-factor simnle aver~e
Maryland
3-factor 2- & I-factor OPtions
No corporate income tax impo~
Massachusetts
Washington
3-factor double-v.'Cil!hted sales
3-factor, value-added tax,
; Michil!an
3·factor double-weil!hted sales
double-weil!hted sales
West VUJ!inia
J-factor double-weil!hted sales
Minnesota
3·factor 15% prooerrv. 15% payroll 70% sales Wisconsin
3-faclor. simple average;
Mississippi
No cOl1lOrate income tax imposed
WYominl!
double-weil!hted sales for retail
Missouri
3·factor simple average; 1()()<k sales option
Source: Survey by New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department and Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Significanr Fealun:s
o[Fiscal Federalism, Volume 1,_aTlCi 1922 Multi.rlme Corporalf'Tar_Guide. Volu17U' I.
____
Slat~

the firm has apportionable income, the fum will experience a
tax reduction under DWS; if the ratio exceeds one, the reverse
will occur.
It may be fairly easily demonstrated that switching to a DWS
factor apportionment fonnula imposes tax burden changes on
any particular firm that are constrained by the numerical
relationships underlying the formula change. As a result of a
shift to a double-weighted formula, any particular firm may
experience a maximum 50-percent increase in corporate tax
obligations, or a 25-percent decrease in taxes. The former is
true because, for example, a fum whose sales are essentially all
in-state. but who places negligible numbers of employees and
property in the state, would discover its "state percentage"
increased from one-third to one-half - a 50-percent increase.
Similarly, a firm with essentially no in-state sales would experience a decrease in its "state percentage" from two-thirds to
one-half - a 25-percent decrease. 15

•
.;;

15)n fact. the maximum decrease is asymplotic to 50 percent as the sales
factor declines. assuming all thru factors are preSl!nl Similarly. the maximum
increase in the state percent -and taX increases - is 25 percent as the a"erage
of the payroll and property factors increases. Reasoning underlying these
statements is explained in Appendix B of this report.
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Finally, how corporations react to a change in the apportionment formula and resulting impacts on corporate income (and
other tax) revenues depends on a complex series of what
economists call elasticities in the finn's product and resource
markets. The DWS fonnufa change is perhaps best viewed as
a simple decrease in average costs of production in a particular
location. The result is likely to be an increase in total production
as the cost cut translates into product price reductions and
enables the firm to capture a larger share of its product market.
The extent to which this occurs - the "output effect" for
purposes of the present discussion - depends on how quickJy
the finn is able to increase its production (i.e., supply elasticity)
as well as how consumers react to reduced prices in product
markets, or price elasticity of demand. Neither of these elasticities is readily measurable. The cost reduction will also tend
to shift resources into the DWS state, an effect may occur more
or less independently of the output effect. The extent of the
resource shift depends, among other things, on costs of moving
resources into the DWS state and the fIrm's assessment of
whether other states are likely to match cost reductions from
DWS via tax rate reductions, imposing similar formulas, or any
of a host of other measures including investment tax credits and
industrial revenue bonds. Assuming the firm was employing an
essentially optimal location prior to the DWS decision, it seems
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likely that any resource move to the DWS state will result in
cost increases in at least some production factors - otherwise
firm would have placed additional resources in the DWS
.• e before the formula change. All of these factors must
therefore be compared with costs savings from the new apportionment formula.
Additionally. corporate income taxes are imposed on
profits. while gross receipts or sales taxes are imposed on
product sales. However. the decision to invest. relocate, or
expand a plant is determined by net return to shareholders after
taxes. whether imposed on property or sales. Corporations
typically do not distinguish legal burden of taxes from ultimate
burden in determining after-tax profit. since accountants and
not economists compute actual and projected profits. In any
case. the location decision is very complex; New Mexico
simply does not have the capacity to estimate these types of
impacts at the moment. No anempt was made to do so in the
present study.

Apportionment Practices of Other States
Corporate income tax apportionment practices employed by
various states in this nation are summarized in Exhibit 1. At
one extreme is Iowa. which bases its apportionment smctly on
sales; no counterparts exist, wherein sales are not part of the
apportionment scheme. States that currently employ an apportionment formula emphasizing sales are indicated by shaded
celis in the exhibit. As the table suggests, about half. or 24 of
the 51 jurisdictions employ an apportionment scheme stressing
sales. while 24 currently use a traditional single-weighted
'hree-factor formula. Others, for example Nevada. currently
-'ose no corporate income tax or. as in the case of Michigan.
make use of a tax which is similar to. but is not in the strictest
sense. a tax on corporate profits.

Approximately half the U.S. population
therefore lives in states employing the traditional approach, while a similar fraction
lives in states emphasizing the sales factor.
If apportionment practices are considered in terms of
population. similar diversity exists. Large-popUlation states
employing the double-weighted fonnula or a similar one include New York, Illinois, Indiana. Ohio. Missouri, and Florida.
Highly populous states using the traditional single-weighted
procedure include California. Pennsylvania, and New lersey.
Approximately half the U.S. population therefore lives in stales
employing the traditional approach, while a similar fraction
lives in stales emphasizing the sales factor. Texas and Michigan
impose business taxes that are not technically corporate income
taxes; yet if their populations are counted among individuals
living in states with DWS factor approaches. it may be stated
that the majority of the U.S. population currently lives in states
that emphasize the sales factor in apportionment
. __ As indicated in Exhibit I, several states. for example
~orado. Kansas, Louisiana. and Mississippi. make use of
_-r~roaches which either require a DWS factor for a particular
industry. for example. retail_trade. or allow firms the option of
employing a DWS approach.
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It is tempting to speculate regarding motivation for different
states' choices of apponionment factors. If lax revenue maximization is the objective. it might be expected that the large
"market'" states - New York and Rorida. for example. would
employ a DWS factor approach. while the "export" states
would tend to make use of the traditional single-weighted
fonnula. In contrast, if the objective is to stimulate long-tenn
economic development, one would expect export and market
states to employ a DWS approach. In fact, generalizations of
this son are tenuous at best. In New York, the double-weighted
fonnula has. by most accounts, produced a net loss in corporate
income tax revenues. Moreover. when representative.s of the
New Mexico Taxation and Re\-enue Department asked analysts
in states which recently switched to a DWS fonnula why they
thought this particular decision was made, the most common
explanation centered on the extent of lobbying effon available
to ftrms who would gain from an apponionment formula
emphasizing sales.
Nonetheless. if California and Rorida are ignored, it appears
that the stales with large populations and manufacturing sectors
tend to make use of fonnulas emphasizing the sales factor. while
moderately populated states, particularly in the South (Alabama.
Georgia. South Carolina. Tennessee, VIrginia) and upper midwest
and western ponions of the country (Idaho, Montana. North
Dakota) tend to employ the traditional single-weighted formula
Finally, if one looks to the various states in close proximity
to New Mexico with an eye toward the question of which
fonnula predominates, the double-weighted approach, used by
Colorado, Arizona. and Texas. tends to emerge. Yet Oklahoma
and Utah - also in close proximity to New Mexico - use the
traditional UDITPA formula

•
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New Mexico Corporate Income Tax Description
State income tax forms completed by most corporations
filing in New Mexico consist of the CIT-I, CIT-A, OT-B. and
CIT-C fonns. The description which follows is based on 1990
versions of these fonns.16 "Average percentage" figures, representing application of the apportionment fonnula. are entered
on the CIT-A form.
New Mexico's corporate income tax "piggybacks" on the
federal Form 1120. That is. figures from the Form 1120 represent the starting point for New Mexico corporate income tax
calculations. After several deductions are made from the Fonn
1120 taxable income. resulting "net taxable income" is subjected to a progressive rate structure ranging from 4.8 percent
for the first $500,000 to 7.6 percent for income in excess of $1
million in income. The resulting "Income Tax Computation"
figure is then multiplied by what is tenned the "New Mexico
percentage" on the CIT- I fonn to determine the New Mexico
tax obligation. The "New Mexico percentage" is essentially the
sum of two fractions. namely the proportions of income allocated and apportioned to New Mexico.17 As described in the

l6-ynis report's conclusions are based primarily on data entered on 1990
fonns.
"Under UDITPA. "nonbusiness income- or income not directly deri,-ed
from the uupayer's U1Ide or business is allocaud to the firm's stale of
commercial domicile. Differences betwccn income allocation and apponion·
ment often confuse people who are very familiar with state corporate income
uuation. A useful way 10 keep the differences in mind is 10 simply remember
thaI corporations allocate nonbusiness income. bul apponion business income.
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opening page of this report, the three-factor apportionment
formula is captured in the "average percentage" term. The
"average percentage:' in conjunction with the finn's fraction
of allocated income, comprises the "New Mexico percentage."
which deternlines the fraction of taxes paid to New Mex ico.
The procedure may be summarized as follows:

rimes:
equals:
and

times:
equals:

Form 1120 net taxable income
NM tax rates
income tax computation
income tax computation
NM percentage
New Mexico income tax

and
NM percentage =
NM allocated income
net taxable income

+

NM appol1iQned income
net taxable income

Finally, the term on the right above
NM apportioned income =
average percentage x NM apportionable income. ls

4

An unusual and somewhat controversial feature of the system sketched above is that a theoretical measure of total ta.~es
(payable to all states, based on New Mexico rates) is calculated
as the "income tax computation" tenn. This figure is then
apportioned and allocated to New Mexico. This approach
therefore in some sense allocates and appol1ions tax obligatiollS (deternlined after application of rates to a base) rather than
income. The approach is, however, used by California and other
states; the procedure has withstood a number of court challenges and is therefore likely to be a continuing feature of the Kew
Mexico corporate income tax system.

por.lte iucome tax obligation in any specilic year. Unfortunately for revenue estimation purposes. many corporations experience fairly large profits in some years, but large losses in
others. As a result., the composition of firms with tax obligations. and total corporale tax revenues. vary widely annually.
Although many of the world's largest firms file New Mexico
returns. their New Mexico corporate income tax obligations are
often modest. simply because they have little presence in the
state. As is suggested in Exhibit 2. linns in mineral-related
activities constitute the state's major corporate income tax:
payers - 14 of the top 30 tax obligations are in this classifica·
tion; their tax bills total approximately $26.67 million. or 62
percent of the $43.06 million shown as the total for the top 30
firnls in Exhibit 2. As stated in the footnote to Exhibit 2, the
classification scheme reflected in the table does not conform to
standard industrial classifications; the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) ta.~onomy does not portray a compleie picture
of business activities representing the source of income among
major New Mexico corporate taxpayers. Under the SIC code
approach. for example. oil and natural gas pipelines are I)'pically classified as "transportation, communications and utility"
firms. Amore descriptive approach seems to be to list them as
"mineral related" along with refineries and extractors of "hard"
minerals as well as oil and gas.
Exhibit 2: Tax Oblil!lltions - Too 30 Firms in SOO-Unit Samole
Catf2()rv
I Value % of Total Number % of Total
Mineral Related I 25 967 551
46.67
60.31
14
15.23
4
13.33
1'.1 3IIufaauri n2 16.557640
14.017981
9.33
20.00 1
6
Retail
Communications I 3.509.281
8.15 I
10.00
3
I 2.638.786
6.67
6.13 I
2
Utility
: 366 235
0.85
3.33
Service
I
143057474
100.00
100.00
Totals
30
Note: Indusuy categories shown above do not conform to standard industrial das~ificalion (SIC) categories.
--

Sketch of New Mexico Corporate Tax Base,
Revenue Characteristics

••

New Mexico's corporate income tax program is relatively
modest in comparison to other state revenue sources. It typically generates approximately $70 million annually, - about
three percent of the state's general fund. Annual New Mexico
corporate income tax revenues vary widely, however; net corporate tax receipts have ranged from about $50 million to S80
million during recent years. The state also collects a franchise
tax fee of $50 per business with the corporate income tax.
Franchise taxes usually total approximately $1.5 million annually. Personal income tax receipts, in contrast, typically total
about $400 million to $500 million. while gross receipts (sales)
tax revenues normally sum to about $1.1 billion annually, of
which approximately $750 million represent state revenues.
Roughly 30.000 firms file corporate income tax returns in
New Mexico; yet only about 10.000 of the 30,000 fLIers incur
a tax obligation in any particular year. The remaining 20.000
returns are filed by subchapter S corporations where profit is
reported on individual income tax returns. and by nonprofit
organizations or unprofitable for-profit firms incurring no COf-

~:
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IKOn the New Mexico CIT· I fonn. apponionable income is simply net
taxable income less income allocated to other states and New Mexico.
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Many mineral industry firms perfonn a number of related
activities - extraction. refining, transpol1. and retail sales.
Additionally. aggregating various ftnns as shown in Exhibit 2
groups "hard" mineral producers with their oil and gas counterparts, thus presening anonymity of taxpayers.
The second largest category shown in Exhibit 2. with ta~
obligations totaling about $6.5 million, is manufacturing with
four finns represented; the third largest group consists of su
major traditional retail establishments whose combined income tax obligation totaled about $4 million. Communications
fInns represent the fourth largest group in Exhibit 2. with a ta.~
obligation totaling approximately $3.5 million. Hence the picture emerging from a look at New Mexico corporate income
tax obligations is one of essentially complete dominance by
mineral-related ftnns. Although much has been said of the
state's severe dependence on defense expenditures for income
and employment., this generalization simply is not applicable
to corporale income taxes. where finns engaged in fmding.
extracting. refining. and transporting minerals assume most of
the tax burden. These are businesses with very large concentrations of plant and equipment that are not likely to leave the state
in response to a tax increase. It should. however. be emphasized
that the nature of income flows and numbers underlying fmns
in the mineral industry are extremely mixed. For example.
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profits from mineral severers, refiners. and exploration fUillS
tend to be extremely variable and depend on vagaries of inter. tional energy markets. Yet pipelines. in contrast. tend to
_..;.perience extremely stable revenues and profits. Their tax
obligations. along with those of firms engaging in the related
business 'of selling refined petroleum products. exhibit high
degrees of income and tax obligation stability similar to
revenue patterns of retail establishments. Yet since mineral
industry firms have extremely large concentrations of assets.
including pipelines and refineries, their corporate income tax
flows tend to be destabilized by corporate takeovers and
mergers. Hence with about half of the corporate tax base
subject to extreme variation. it is hardly surprising that aggregate New Mexico corporate income taxes exhibit such
annual variation.
Exhibit 3: Percent Distribution, NM Income Tax Largest 150 Obligations In 500 Unit Sample
12
10
Qj

~ 8
'0
C 15

~

CD

c.. 4
2

o
Firm

A fmal characteristic of the New Mexico corporate income
tax can best be understood with the aid of Exhibit 3. This
characteristic cannot be overemphasized. and is a key element
in many of the conclusions discussed in what follows. The
uneven distribution of tax obligations is shown by the "Lshape" of the chart in Exhibit 3. An even distribution would
appear as a horizontal line in the figure. If a figure were to be
constructed. for the entire population of corporate income
taxpayers, the result would be a chart with a very long and thin
right-hand portion or "tail." The long "tail" portrays a distribution of tax obligations which is extremely uneven, with a mere
handful of finns paying most of New Mexico's corporate tax
bill. Data are illustrated in Exhibit 3 in terms of percent of the
total tax bill paid by the largest 150 taxpayers in a 500-unil
sample of New Mexico corporate income tax bills. The ISO
firms in question had a combined tax obligation totaling
almost $S5 million. Within the sample. several firms had tax
obI igations in excess of $5 million; their returns each therefore
represenred between eight and 12 percent of the $55 mill.ion
total. These returns are near on the graph's left-hand region.
Firms whose obligations are shown near the opposite end of
the spectrum and rank near 150 are illustrated on the lower
right-hand corner of the graph above. Obligations of the later
group ranged from $30.000 to $40,000. If data in Exhibit 3
""rere extended to include the entire 500-unit sample popula~n. obligations illustrated in the lower right-hand comer of
"the graph would be as low as $5,000. Firms in the 500- unit
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sample 6scussed below thus displayed obligations ranging
from OYer S5 million to $5.000 - a factor of 1,000.
The atremely unevenly distributed distribution of corporate iacome tax obligations shown by the thin right-hand
portion of Exhibit 3 is what makes it possible to make
generaliDtions regarding New Mexico's corporate income tax
system based on an extremely small sample; essentially all of
the tax. biI is paid by a mere handful of fmns, As a result of this
characlelistic, simulations based on the SOO-unit sample and
1.500-UIIIiilsamples discussed in the following section produced
essentiaDy identical conclusions. Extending the sample
populatiaa to 30,000 returns would be unlikely to alter major
conclusioos of this study.

•

Sample Population Characteristics
Sample Population Characteristics and
Selection Procedures
A nt.mlliJer of factors suggested use of a sample population
for purposes of the present study. First, as discussed above,
distriblllions of income and tax obligations among New
Mexico rorporate income taxpayers are extremely uneven.
with most of the taxes paid by a relatively small number of
fUillS. It is therefore possible to make meaningful generalizations regarding the population of returns on the basis of a
relatively small sample. Secondly, it would have been prohibitively COSIly to recalculate the entire 30,000 returns as part of
the prCSOlllt study. Thirdly, any group of returns selected is, in
some sense. a sample of corporate income tax behavior over
•
time due to the unstable nature of the return population - with
some finE incurring very large tax obligations in one year.
.
followed by a refund request in the next one. It was therefore
clear frOlllll the outset of the study that some form of sampling
approach would be necessary.
A major concern of researchers centered on criteria for
selecting 1he sample. Returns for over 9.000 corporations were
initially uy-entered into a personal computer spreadsheet
during initial phases of the present study. Essentially all information cOllained on New Mexico CIT-I, -A. -B, and -C forms
was compiled from the returns. On viewing the return data.
however. it was determined that a very high proportion of the
tax obligations could be captured by selecting firms on the basis
of net taxable income exceeding $150.000. Under this system.
a fmn meeting the minimum taxable income sample criteria
would pay approximately $11,000 in taxes assuming all of its
income were apportioned and allocated to New Mexico. The
9,OOO-unit sample set was accordingly sorted by net taxable
income, ud only firms whose net taxable income exceeded
$ISO.OOO were selected for additional study. This procedure
produced I sample containing information on about 1.500
returns. Since a high proportion of firms perform some sort of
allocation or apportionment, this criteria captured a number of
returns conJaining tax obligations well below $11,000.
Selecting return data based on criteria described above
resulted in I sample population containing return information
submitted by approximately 1,500 firms whose tax obligations
totaled roughly $61 million. This sample set was difficult to
.}
manage, and tests using a sample containing data on only 500
flfTOS yielded similar results, as shown in Exhibit 4. In fact.
~
results roughly similar to those shown in the I,500-unit sample
can be produced with a sample whose size is as small as 150
firms_ The problem with the 150-return sample was that when
State Tax Notes. February 1,1993
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examining the effects of a formula change in tenns of industry
groups. some categories would be severely under represented.
Exhibit 4: SamDlc Data Set Comparisons
l..5O().UniI Sample SOO-UnJt Sample
Data Set Paramrtrrs:
Taxable Gross 1120 Income
S83.3 billion
$64.8 billion
Net Taxable Income
S73.9 billion
S61.4 billion
Income Tax Computation"
S5.6 billion
$4.7 billion
New Mexico Income Tax:
S61 million
S59.5 million
Sinl!le- \'s Double·Weil'hted Formula Results:
Total Chanl!e
-S3 million
·S2.9 million
-S2200
Averal!e Total Chan"e u
·S6.283
*Line 7 on 1990 crr·1 form: "unweighled bv income.

In order to further limit the sample size. yet still allow inferences about DWS effects on various industry groups. the I.500-unit
sample was sorted by New Mexico Income Tax - line 9 on the
CIT-I fonn and liillited to the largest 500 by tax obligation. lbis
procedure produced data for a group of finns whose tax obligations totaled slightly under $60 million. It is essentially impossible
to say precisely what portion of annual revenues are captured by
this figure due to the irregular nature of how corporate income tax
returns are filed. and funds are processed. Yet. since New Mexico
corporate income tax collections have averaged only about $63
million during the past several years, it is dear that the 500-unit
sample containing obligations of almost $60 million represents a
reliable basis for inferer.ces about the New Mexico corporate
income tax. To be on the safe side, then, a sample population
containing most of the state's 500 largest tax obligations was
employed in the simulations descnbed in what follows. Additional
characteristics of the 500-unit sample set are summarized in
Exhibit 5.
Exhibit 5: 500·UnJt Sample Characterisitics
Number of Observations:
500
Taxable Gross (1120) Income:
63.514470912
Net Taxable Income:
60 597 972 973
Income Tax Computation:
4.596.676881
NM lrlCome Tax:
59.488.657
Apponionable Income:
57 367 193 250
Avera2e Prooertv Factor:
.11756
.Avera£e Pa~TolI Factor:
.10731
Average Sales Factor:
.10962

Estimates by Size of Current Tax Obligation

i

Estimated Fiscal Impacts of DWS on New Mexico

-4\t

-.;

Simulations on the sample population suggest New Mexico
would have lost about five percent of its corporate income tax
revenues had the fonnula been in effect when the firms filed
their tax rerurns. The $2.881 million in tax losses in simulations
on the 5OD-unit sample represents roughly 4.8 percent of the
tax revenues paid by the flfJTIS in the sample set. Since annual
corporate income taxes are expected to total approximately $70
million during the next several years, the double-weighted
apportionment fonnula would generate a net loss of roughly
$3.4 million if conditions in the corporate world remained the
same as they were when the 500 flfJTIS filed their tax returns.
Of the 500 flfJTIS represented, 95, or 19 percent. would find
their tax bills unchanged; 143, or 29 percent. would experience
tax reductions, while over half the total - 262, or 52 percent.
would experience tax increases. The average tax changes are
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dramatically different among the gainers and losers. The
average gain per taxpayer would be in the neighborhood of
$35,000 per firm; the average loss would be roughly $7,600 per
fum.. The average gain would therefore be roughly 4.5 times
the average loss. The proposal would thus provide relatively
large tax reductions to a fairly small number of finns, while
imposing tax increases that are, on average, much smaller in
absolute tenns on a relatively large number of firms.
Effects of the switch to a double-weighted fonnula on individual firms whose returns appeared in the data set are sho\loll
in this report's appendix. In the appendix table, SIC codes are
omitted in order to preserve anonymity of taxpayers represented.
The figures are sorted in ascending order; negative amounts shO\loll
in parentheses indicate tax reductions and appear at the beginning
of the table. Tax increases are shown as positive differences, the
largest of which appear in the table's final entries.
As is indicated in the table, the absolute magnitude of the
largest individual tax reductions under the DWS approach
vastly exceed tax increases which would be experienced by
firms whose taxes would increase. Several of the largest
"gainers" would receive 25-percent tax reductions that exceed
$1 million. Yet only nine firms would receive tax breaks in
excess of $100,000, and only 30 finns would receive tax
reductions in excess of $10,000.
On the other end of the spectrum. the greatest tax obligation
increase resulting from simulations conducted during the present
study was slightly over $200,000 - a 1O.6-percent increase for
the fl!lll in question. A mere five flnTIS would find their taX bills
increase by over $100,000, while only 42 flnTIS would pay an
additional $10,000 in taxes. Although smaller in absolute terms. a
much greater range of percent increases occurs under the DWS
approach than percentage reductions in taxes; this reflects the
algebra underlying the DWS proposal. A number of fIrms would.,
in fact. ex.perience tax increases of 50 percent The largest tax
reduction is slightly under 25 percent of the finns' current obligations. As indicated above, the largest tax reductions are on the
order of 7.5 times the maximum tax increases.
Tax reductions under DWS tend to correlate closely with
size of tax obligation - which explains why the DWS proposal
would be a net revenue loser for New Mexico. This can be
shown in a number of ways. In Exhibit 6. for example, tax gains
and losses occurring in simulations perfonned on the sample
population are displayed in cumulative descending order of
New Mexico income tax obligation.
As is shown in column 8 of Exhibit 6, among the top 20
taxpayers in the 500-unit sample. the number of gainers exceeds the number of losers by a factor of 1.5 to one, i.e .. 3Jr
proximately 60 percent of the fl!llls affected would experience
a tax decrease, while 40 percent would experience an increase
under a DWS factor fonnula. When the number of firms is
expanded to 50, the number of gainers and losers is approximately equal; yet when it is ex.panded to 500. the figures
are reversed - about 40 percent of the fl!llls affected gain.
while 60 percent lose. This trend continues as the number of
fIrms expands to include all finns filing tax returns.
The gainlloss ratio is much less even in terms of dollars. Among
the top 20 taxpayers. approximately $4.3 million in gains is offset
by a mere $742,000 loss. The former figure grows by only about
11 percent to $5.3 million, while the latter increases by roughly
78 percent to over $2 million when all 500 firms are considered.
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Exhibit 6: Distribution of DWS Fonnula Gains and Losses Amon!! SO(}..Uait Sample Pop_ulalion Arrayed by Tax Obligaton
Ratio: GainerslLosers
Nel GaiD
Gainers - Tax DKre2.Se
Uaaffecled
Losers - Tax locre3Sle
Tax Obli2ation . Number
Value
Value
Value
Number
Number
Number
Value
TopIO
9.40
3864.447
4
0
3453 138
1.50
6
411309
Top_20
5.82
4322637
1.50
0
3.580 008
12
8
742.6~
Top SO
I
4.07
4623 374
1.14
3488 126
25
22
3
I 135.248
Top 100
3.35
4815.133
14
1.00
43
43
3376 122
1439.011
I
To-,,-200
0.71
2.71
4874912
70
32
1 3074401
98
1800510
4917911
2.53
TCl.iL300
59
0.65
95
146
I 1974910
I 9-1' 991
I 2913.472
TOD 400
i
4945096
0.59
2.45
82
120
201
2.021.624
,Top 500
I 2.881.119 I
0,55
2.39
143
4.957.643
95
262
I 2.076.524

•
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Note also that net gain figures in column six - net loss to the
state - in column six of Exhibit 6 fall consistently as the
number of fums expands. All of this suggests that the DWS
approach would tend to shift the tax burden from larger to
smaller firms.
Differences between groups likely to experience tax
changes under a DWS fonnula are more apparent from data in
Exhibit 7. The most obvious difference is, as is indicated in the
final three rows of the table. the average of property and payroll
factors exceeds the sales factor for gainers; as expected, the
sales factor exceeds the average of the other two factors among
losers. Note. however. that the absolute size of factors among
firms receiving tax reductions is typic:ally three times that of
similar statistics for losers in the sample. This explains why the
absolute level oflosses is typically much smaller than gains.
Exhibit 7: Selected Averages Cor Characteristics of Firms in
Samole Set Subiect to Tax Cban2es Under DWS Fonnula
(21/(11
Averape:
u-rs(2)
Gainers m
Taxable Gross
() 120l Income
0,72
190 559 319
137888405
Net Taxable Income
183578714
130479239
0.71
NM Income Tax
262246
71463
0.27
Property Factor
.07205
0.27
.26505
PaYroll Fact(X'
.07807
0.34
.23139
Sales Factor
.09741 I
.19084
0.51

Probably the most revealing sets of comparisons in the exhibit,
however. appear in the table's first three rows. Recall that, as a
result of the DWS fonnula change, fInns in the "gainers" category
would experience an approximate $5 million tax reduction. This
would partially be offset by tax increases totaling roughly $2
million from firms in the "losers" category. Yet, as indicated in the
fU"St several rows of the table. depending on the measure used,
incomes of the "gainers" substantially exceed incomes of the
"losers." Thus, the DWS proposal .....ould rerul to shift Ihecorporale
income tar burdenfrom larger 10 smallerfinns. Since small fInns
represent a major source of job growth. it is at least questionable
that the DWS proposaJ would result in a net gain in jobs in New
Mexico. 19
19SU. for example. "Regional Economic Development in the 1990s." by
Tim R. Smith and Mark Drabenstott in R(gional Economic D~dopmml and
.Public Policy published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, contain'J.,g lhe following Slatements:
large manufacruring businesses are IlOI
11kely 10 be good sources of job growth. Large industrial firms seldom relocalC
or stan up branch plants and thus are a poor source of new jobs. Small
indigenous businesses are a much better source of job growth. Growing
evidence suggCSls thai moSI new jobs come from new small businesses or
expansions of existing businesses."
M •••

? ~t)
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Impacts by Industry Group
Probable effects of imposing a DWS approach on' all New
Mexico corporate income taxpayers are illustrated in terms of
standard industrial category in Exhibit 8. Note that in all
categories except agriculture the number of losers exceeds the
number of finns experiencing tax decreases under DWS as
shown 'by the second-to-last column of the table. That is, for all
SICs exa:pt agriculture. the ratio of gainers/losers is Jess than
one. As might be ,expected. the mining and manufacturing
sectors lI'Ould be the greatesl beneficiaries of a DWS formula
approach. where net gains total approximately $1.5 million and
$1.2 mi1tion. respectively, and about $2 million in tax reductions is offset by roughly $.5 million in tax increases in each
category_ The number of gainers and losers in the mining
category is about even. Yet the value of taxes saved exceeds
the value of tax increases by ratio of four to one, as indicated
in Exhibit 8's final column. In the manufacturing sector. only
slightly over one-third of the finns in the sample set would
benefit About half would experience tax increases which are,
on ave~, much smaller ¢an tax reductions which would be
received by the manufacturing firms that ~nefit from the
proposal. Firms in the TCU category would also receive tax
reductions totaling almost $.5 million. Yet, as is similar to what
occurs in manufacturing, only about one-quarter of the frrms
- would beaefit from a DWS formula while about two-thirds
would experience tax increases. Also. perhaps to be expected.
the vast majority of retail f1.m1s would be negatively impacted
- only about one in three would benefit while two-thirds of
the state's retail finns would experience a tax increase under
DWS. Impacts on fInns engaged in wholesale trade are similar
to those il retailing.
In addition to characterizations sketched above, figures in
Exhibit 3 suggest another series of allematives. Suppose, for
example, the DWS approach were optional for all f1.m1s filing
returns.
The result would be, based on simulations in the sample
population.a net revenue loss to the state of roughJy $5 million.
or eight pacent of the tax base since the $5 million in revenue
losses by fmns benefiting from the proposal would not be offset
by $2 minion from the fInns whose taxes would increase.
Similar conclusions applicable to various SICs are apparent
from viewing figures in the "gainers value" column (i.e.,
column two) of Exhibit 8. For example. the total tax cost of
making DWS optional for manufacturing finns only would be
about $ 1.8 million. on a $60 million base. If made optional for
fInns engaged only in mining. the total tax cost would be
approximately $2 million. The tax cost of making DWS optional for retail and wholesale trade would be $61,000, or .1 percent
of total tauevenues. These options can be extended to a greater
Slate Tax Notes, February 1. /993
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'SIC
Agriculture

Exhibit 8: Distribution or DWS Formula Gains and Losses Among 500 Unit Sample Population
Arra 'ed by Standard Industrial OassiCicatlon
Gainers - Tax De'CI"ea~e
Losers - Tax Increase
Net Gain
JUlio: GalncrslLosers
Unarrected
Number
Number
Value
Value
Number
Value
Number
Value
4
13.608
I
4.00
12.810
798
2
17.05

Minin~

21
4
42

Construction
ManufaClurinl?
TCU·
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade

i
I

12
12

I
I

2.057.968
880
1.777.699
832.326
31.401

13
I ~9.679
FIRE"
9
185.111
II
, Services
24
27.573
I Not RCDOrted
2
1.398
i
Totals
143
4.957.643
·Transportation. Communication. and Utilities ..
.1

23
9

64
33
28
39
I
10
65.011
52
65.638
3
11.658
262
2.076.524
Finance. Insurance. and Real Estate

detail in the SIC system. That is, if the New Mexico legislature
wished to provide tax benefits to a particular type of manufacturing finn, the DWS proposal could be keyed to four-digit SIC
codes. An apponionment scheme designed to target any particular SIC category would, however, impose some administrative costs on the Ta>::ation and Revenue Depanment as rums
would be rC{}uired to demonstrate their New Mexico activities
are within the appropriate industrial classification. Firms
would also experience increases in corporate income tax compliance costs.

l

Limitations of the Present Study
Prior to considering tax policy implications of simulations
described above, it is appropriate to review some weaknesses
inherent in the present study.

Comparative Static Research Methodology
Simulations described above employ procedures that are
described in economic literature as "comparative statics" i.e., they compare outcomes at one point in time with those
resulting at the same or another point in time under varying
assumptions. No attempt is made to measure dynamic effects
- for example, employment growth ol'er time. Hence, advocates of the DWS fonnula may argue that, for example, revenue
increases from other tax programs (e.g., personal income, gross
receipts) are likely to exceed the $3 million in estimated corporate income tax losses as high-tech manufacturing rums
located in New Mexico. Although fairly speculative by nature,
this type of argument is not totally without meril No attempt
was made to assess long-tenn employment and income effects
of the DWS proposal in the present study.

Missing Factors, Incorrect Tax Return Entries

~
"

Under current New Mexico practice. when a finn has no
payroll or properry, the associated factor may be excluded from
the apportionment fonnula; the "average percentage" is based
on the average of the factors presenl Corporate income tax
regulations allowing this refer to the denominator in any of the
factors. Some firms, however, exclude a factor when they have
no New Mexico sales, propeny, or payroll, and compute the
average percentage on the basis offactors present. This practice
seems in some sense irrational, because placing insignificant
quanti ties of the missing factor in New Mexico and calculating
Slale Ta.T: NOles, February 1. 1993

512.510
14.550
557.890
380.488
181.962
286.019

II
8
12
5
10
21
12
13
1
95

I

1.545.458
·13.670
1.219.809
451.838

I

·150.561
·256.340
120.100
·38.065

I

·10.260
2.881.119

I

0.91
0.44
0.66
0.36
0.43
0.33
0.90
0.46
0.67
0.55

i

4.02
0.06
3.19
2.19
0.17
0.10

!

2.85
0.42
0.12
2.39

taxes on the basis of three factors would, in most cases, result
in a reduced tax obligation.~ Since excluding one or more
factors from the formula increases the tax liability, the Taxation
and Revenue Department allows finns to exclude factors in
cases in which a zero factor appears in the numerator or
denominator of any particular equation. Presence of missing
factors presented a dilemma when generating estimates discussed above, because no clear guidelines were established for
dealing with cases wherein a factor is missing.
If, for example, the property or payroll factor is missing
from the basic equally weighted three-factor fonnula, doubleweighting the sales factor would effectively assign the sales
factor a weight of two-thirds, rather than one-half. Under these
conditions, the percent change in tax obligations may exceed
the 25-percent decrease and 50-percent increase limits discussed above. Initial recalculations revealed about 50 firms in
the sample set that fell into this category. Since no clear
guidelines for dealing with them were present, and since they
were of relatively minor significance, returns of this nature
were typically excluded from the data set. The net impact of a
DWS approach stated above could. however, vary by several
hundred thousand dollars, depending on what procedures are
established for treatment of missing factors.
During the course of the study, a number of cases were noted
in which, for various reasons, return data appeared to be incorrecl When returns are completed incorrectly, the New Mexico
corporate income tax automated processing system normally
corrects the error and notifies the taxpayer. As in cases discussed above, these instances were relatively minor and, for the
sake of convenience, were simply excluded from the sample
set.

Annual Variation In Industry Composition
and Tax Obligations
Fairly severe variation in aggregate annual New Mexico
corporate income tax obligations was mentioned in early sections of the present study. Variation of the same magnitude also

2O-Jbese cases should nol be confused with uro entries sho""o in the sample
set in which no factors are present indicating that the finn does not a1loc:lle
income and !he "New Mexico percentage" lerm is one.
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characterizes many of the firms whose returns were in the study
-ample. One of the major gainers in the sample population. for
.: xample. recently reponed annual tax obligations of roughly
one-third those of the figures employed during simulations
described in the present study. This type of variation. coupled
with the extremely uneven distribution of firms who would
benefit from the DWS proposal. (i.e .• where the majority of
benefit accrues to approximately 20 firms) creates a condition
in which annual revenue losses from DWS could easily vary
by as much as one-third. Hence. the DWS proposal might. in
the normal course of events, be expected to lose $2 million to
$4 million. It should be emphasized. however. that the underlying composition of New Mexico's population of corporate
income tax obligations is dominated by finns in mineral extraction and manufacturing industries. with a relatively small retail
component. Since manufacturing and mineral extractive firms
engage in substantial product exports requiring high concentrations of human and physical capital. the DWS approach will
probably always produce some degree of shon-term corporate
income tax revenue loss if employed in New Mexico.

Review of Policy Alternatives
Among major justifications for the DWS proposal listed in
this document's opening sections were: (1) distributing the
burden of corporate income taxation more evenly. (2) decreasing the state's reliance on corporate income taxes. (3) creating
a corporate tax structure which is uniform with other states.
and. perhaps most importantly. (4) stimulating economic
development, panicularly in the manufacturing sector. Simula;ons sketched above provide some fairly valuable insights
, ;egarding the four justifications listed above.

More Even Distribution of Corporate Income Taxes
If the objective is to distnbute the burden of corporate taxation
more evenly. the DWS approach accomplishes this objective very
well by shifting the burden from approximately five percent of the
tax obligation from the state's largest taxpayers to many other
firms who apportion corporate income. The DWS formula does.
however, impose somewhat erratic effective tax rate increases and
rate decreases on finns. depending on each firm's configuration
of apponionment factors. One factor tending to favor the
redisuibution effort is that the maximum tax increase faced by any
particular finn would be about $200,000. and most increases
would be far less than that; the maximum tax reduction. in contrast,
would be over $1 million for several finns. Hence. the formula
switch would produce a sizeable tax reduction for a number of the
state's largest taxpayers. while imposing mild tax increases on a
greater number offmns whose tax obligations are relatively small.
An alternative method of achieving the same objective
would be to broaden the tax base to some degree by imposing
an alternate minimum tax. while simultaneously reducing the
maximum tax rate slightly. Although not suggested by numbers
presented above. most of the 30.000 New Mexico corporate
income taxpayers probably would. in fact. be largely unaffected by the DWS proposal because they do not apportion
significant amounts of income; yet about half the firms with
large tax obligations (say $10,000 or more) would be affected.

would diminish the state's reliance on corporate taxation by
about eight percent if made optional for all firms. Since the
corporate income tax only provides about three percent of the
state's general fund revenues. an eight-percent reduction in
corporate income ta.~es would represent less than a one·percent
decrease in general fund revenues. In fact. recent annual variation in corporate income taxes exceeds the $6 million in
revenues that would be lost if a DWS factor formula were made
optional. Yet cutting corporate income tax rates would probably be an easier way to achieve this objective than use of a DWS
formula. If. alternatively. rates were increased slightly to offset
the revenue losses under DWS.gainers would gain less and the
losers would lose slightly more income.

Uniformity With Other Sates
If the objective of imposing DWS is to create a corporate
income tax system that is similarto that of other states. adopting
the DWS proposal is probably appropriate because. perhaps
due to recent escalations in tax competition among states. the
national trend is clearly in the direction of employing doubleweighted sales. A look at apportionment practices of neighboring states provided in this document's initial sections. however.
suggests that New Mexico is unlikely to lose businesses due to
its use of a single-weighted sales factor formula; neighboring
states employ double-weighted and single-weighted sales factor apportionment procedures. Additionally, any attempts to
make New Mexico's corporate tax system unifonn with other
states should also consider other factors. for example. nominal
and effective corporate income tax rates. as well as other taxes
on business taxes.

Economic Development Considerations
Common objectives of state economic development efforts
include reducing regional unemployment rates. increasing per
capita income among state. residents and other measures of
economic growth, and perhaps most importantly, creating additional jobs. State economic development policies designed to
achieve these objectives generally fall into two categories traditional policies targeted at branch plant recruitment. and
"new wave" policies targeted at small or existing businesses. 21
Among the former are marketing efforts portraying areas as
ideal branch plant locations. financial incentives to attract
businesses. and other (nonfinancial) incentives designed to
encourage branch plant location. Among the latter are capital
market programs, information and education programs for
small businesses. research and high-technology programs, and
expon assistanceY The DWS formula represents a tax policy
designed to encourage branch plant locations or expansions.
and therefore falls within the traditional class of policies listed
above.
Economic researchers have discovered few strong relations
between regional tax policies and economic growth. Recent
research efforts have discovered some relatively mild linkages
between tax incentives and local economic growth. howeverY
Hence. most economists will probably agree that tax reductions
created by policies similar to allowing firms to use DWS
apponionment procedures are likely to stimulate local job

"-

,i)ecreasing Corporate Income Tax Reliance
The DWS proposal would decrease New Mexico's use of
corporate income tax revenue by about five percent if made
mandatory in all industries. Double-weighting the sales factor
238
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Policit!s. p.4.
21Su Banik. p.4.
DSu Banik., pp. 36-44.
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creation to some degree. This conclusion may. however. be a
moot point. The more important considerations in adopting a
DWS formula center on the questions of (I) whether tax losses
from DWS procedures are offset by tax revenue increases from
other tax sources. and (2) particularly if the answer to question
I is negative. whether benefits - including positive "externalities" of plant expansions caused by use of a DWS formula.
exceed associated costs - including net tax losses and "external costs" from increased pollution and congestion from associated business activity expansions. as well as costs of increased infrastructure necessary to accommodate the new
businesses. and finally (3) whether other policies are available
that will achieve similar ends in more efficient ways.
Detailed discussions of these types of issues, particularly
benefit and cost considerations. are beyond the scope of the
present paper. Yet questions I and 3 deserve brief consideration. First. as shown in previous sections of this paper, the
distribution of corporate taxpayers is extremely uneven in New
Mexico. It is thus quite possible that the DWS formula COUld.
via causing only a few large plant locations. produce long-run
tax revenue increases that exceed associated short-run lax
losses. Yet this event would be somewhat unusual. TIle most
optimistic of observers conclude the long-run elasticity of
business activity with respect to state and local taxes is less than
one. 2' Hence. a tax reduction of. for example. IO percent is
likely to increase long-run business activity by substantially
less than 10 percent. Secondly. a number of other policies are
available to New Mexico lawmakers which may be expected
to achieve economic development objectives similar to those
likely from use of a DWS formula. These policies are discussed
briefly in the following section.

Summary and Conclusions

•
,.

£~

A change to a destination-based double-weighted sales factor apportionment formula would tend to shift the burden of
paying New Mexico corporate income taxes away from firms
in the mineral extractive and manufacturing sectors. and increase the burden faced by firms in retail trade. Although some
of the state's largest taxpayers are in the manufacturing and
mineral extractive sectors. some of New Mexico's most consistent taxpayers - i.e .• rums whose tax bills display little
variation from year to year - are. in fact. in the retail sector.
Hence. by adopting the DWS proposal. the state would effectively shift the corporate income tax burden slightly to a more
stable revenue source.
Results of the present study suggest New Mexico would
experience an approximate five-percent loss in corporate income tax revenues ifit mandated a DWS factor formula for all
industries. An approximate eight-percent corporate income tax
reduction would probably result from allowing all Hrms the
option of using DWS apportionment procedures.
The present study provides lin Ie information regarding how
long-term revenues from all tax sources would change as a
result of a DWS apportionment formula. It seems apparent.
however. that major impetus for adopting a DWS formula
would stem from a desire to stimulate economic development.

2·SU Bartik. p. 43. Banik is among the most optimistic of public f~
economists regarding effects ofwcs and similar policies on regional economic
dcvelopmcnL
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particularly by attracting manufacturing rums. Hence. another
policy option that lawmakers may wish to consider is a DWS
formula limited to firms in the manufacturing sector. This
procedure would produce an approximate two-percent shonterm revenue loss if made mandatory for manufacturers. and
an approximate 2.9-percent loss in corporate revenues if made
optional for manufacturing rums. A major limitation of these
types of policies. however. is that they simply are not well
targeted; they tend to produce tax breaks for businesses that do
not expand plants in New Mexico. Among alternative policies
worthy of consideration are (I) extending New Mexico's investment tax credit provisions to corporate income tax obligations. (2) limiting DWS apportionment to new plant expansions. or attaching other conditions to use of the formula. for
example job creation requirements. (3) reducing corporate
income tax rates slightly while imposing an alternate minimum
corporate income tax, and (4) other variations on the apportionment formula. for example, a scheme that reduces the weight
applied to the payroll factor. while slightly increasing weights
applied to the property and sales factors. In any case. the New
Mexico legislature enacted the corporate income tax in 1933.
and has modified it in many ways since that time. There is nothing
particularly sacred about an SWS apportionment formula. Perhaps
it is time for another major change in the system.

*
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Technical Notes
:, 1. Limits to percent change in tax obligations under
. ..JWS. As stated in the text, the maximum percent increase in
tax obligations is 50 percent, while the maximum decrease is
25 percent. assuming all three factors are present. This follows
from the nature of maximum change in weights applied to sales.
240

property, and pa}Toll factors under the fomlUla switch. In actual
practice these limits are, in fact, often approached due to the
nature of the population of apportionment factors. To understand the limits. consider the following equation portraying'the
difference in "average percentage" resulting from the formula
change. Let SWS represent the "average percentage" underthe
double-weighted formula. and DWS represent the "average
percentage" under the DWS factor formula. Then
SWS=
113 x payroll factor + 113 x property factor + 113 x sales factor.
and
DWS=
114 x payroll factor + 114 x property factor + 1!2 x sales factor.

_
•

Assume a f1ffi1 has a very large sales factor - say one. but
small payroll and property factors which are near zero. The firm
will experience an increase in its average percentage figure.
The increase is constrained by the size of the weight applied to
the sales factor. The maximum increase in the weight will be
.167. or 25 percent greater than the original 113: .5 -.3333
.1667. and .1667/.3333 = .500150. or 50 percent. Next. consider the fate of a firm that has a sales factor of approximately
zero, but bas property and payroll factors that each equal one.
The f1ffi1 will experience a tax reduction limited to 25 percent.
using reasoning similar to the previous case. The major difference is. however. that changes in weights applied to the·
property and payroll factors set the limits: .3333 -. 2500
.OS33, and .OS33/.3333 .2499. or 25 percent. It is therefore
changes in the weights coupled relatil'e differences in the
factors that combine with the weight shifts to determine the
percent change in tax obligations experienced by any particular . . ,
firm. This approach. incidentally. may be readily adapted to
determine limits to tax increases imposed by various other
combinations of weights - for example. a formula that
weights the property. payroll. and sales factors .3 •. 3. and .4
respectively.
In practice. factors range from very sma)) numbers - for
example .()(J(X)S - to one. Thus. a firm with property and
payroll factors of. say .000S and .0007, coupled with a sales
factor of .05 will in fact approach the 25-percent change in tax
obligations when the apportionment formula changes from
DWS to SWS. This particular example is not unrealistic; a
number of similar ones occurred in simulations conducted in
the present study. To demonstrate these effects. two cases are
illustrated below. In both illustrations. a firm is assumed to
initially possess property. payroll. and sales factors that are all
equal to .05. In the first case. the sales factor is allowed to
decli ne in I Ostages to .000049. Percent changes in the "average
percent" variable as defmed in New Mexico corporate income
tax forms are calculated for each of the 10 sales-factor figures.
Resulting percentage changes in the "average percentage"
figures are shown in the final column of Table TN I. In the final
simulation - shown in the bottom row of Table TN2 - the
payroll. property. and sales factors are .05, .05. and .000049
respectively, with a resulting percent change in the average
percent figure that is slightly under 25. Thus, as the sales factor
becomes extremely small relative to the property and payroll
factors. the percent change in the "average percent" factor
under DWS approaches negative 25.
2. Expected outcomes of SOO-unit sample simulations.
On the basis of several fairly reasonable assumptions. one

=

=

=
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would expect the DWS proposal to produce a net gain in New
Mexico corporate income tax revenues. Assume, for example,
the distributions of obligations and factors are random and
unrelated in any systematic way. The number of firms gaining
from the proposal would, under such conditions. approximately
equal the number of firms experiencing a tax increase.
Averages for sales. property, and payroll factors would be
expected to be similar. and the DWS proposal would be expected to be a net revenue gainer for the state. This is true
because, as mentioned above. the maximum increase of 50
percent for firms receiving a tax increase exceeds the maximum
25-percent tax reduction for those firms whose tax obligations
would decline. Hence. the average increase will. with a
reasonably large sample, exceed the average percent tax reduction. As is indicated in Exhibit 5 in the text. averages of sales.
payroll. and property factors in the sample population are. in
fact. remarkably similar. The average of the payroll and property
factors (.1124) is within three percent of the average sales

factor. Yet the nature of New Mexico's corporate income-taxpaying population violates several assumptions stated above namely the requirement that the number of gainers equals the
number of losers. and that gain or loss is unrelated to the size
of tax obligation. A number of factors may be responsible for
this, including (I) few corporate headquarters exist in New
Mexico. hence. sales and payroll factors are probably less than
in-state sales warrant. and (2) New Mexico wages are lower
than the national average. hence, corporate payroll factors,
particularly among firms engaging in substantial exponmg,
tend to be less than sales factors. As a result, even though the
number of firms likely to experience tax increases substantially
exceeds the number of rums that would benefit from the DWS
proposal. the DWS formula would, according to tests performed on the sample population. produce a slight loss in New
Mexico corporate income taxes. This result is not unreasonable
in light of the fact that resource endowments among American
states are not randomly and evenly distributed.

'*

Table TNl: Maximum Percent Increases in Avera2e Pen:enla!1e'" as Prooert" and Pavc'Oll Factors Decline
A"era pe Percent
PrOperly Factor
Sales Factor
SWS
Pel"'C'ent Chanl!f
DWS
PanoU Factor
I
0.050000
0.05
0.050000
0.00
0.050000
0.05(J()()()
0.033333
0.05
0.037500
12.50
0.025000
0.025000
I
0.025000
0.05
0.031250
25.00
0.012500
0.012500
I
0.020833
0.05
0.028125
35.00
0.006250
0.006250
I
I
0.018750
41.67
0.05
0.026563
0.003125
0.003125
0.017708
45.59
0.05
0.025781
0.001563
I
0.001563
0.017188
I
0.05
47.73
0.025391
0.000781
0.000781
I
0.016927
0.05
48.85
0.025195
0.000391
0.000391
I
49.42
0.05
0.016797
0.025098
0.000195
0.000195
!
0.016732
I
0.05
0.025049
49.71
0.<XXX>98
0.000098
o.()()()()49
I
0.05
0.016699
49.85
0.025024
0.000049
·"Avcr.I/!e percent32e" as defined on the NM tax form aJ]djnt_he text.
----
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Table TN2: Maximum Percenl Increases in Average Percenla2e* as Sales Factor Declines
A'l!raee Percent
Sales Factor
SWS
ProDert,· Factor
DWS
Pa\TOU Factor
I
0.050000
0.050000
0.05
I
0.050000
0.05
0.()..l1667
I
0.025000
0.037500
0.05
0.05
I
0.037500
0.05
0.012500
0.031250
0.05
I
0.cX)625O
0.035417
0.028125
0.05
I
0.05
!
0.034375
0.026563
I
0.003125
0.05
0.05
I
0.05
0.033854
0.001563
0.025781
0.05
I
0.05
0.033594
0.05
0.000781
0.025391
I
0.05
0.05
0.000391
0.033464
0.025195
0.05
0.033398
0.05
0.000195
0.025098
0.05
0.05
0.025049
0.033366
0.000098
0.05
0.05
0.000049
0.033350
0.025024
···A\'cra£~ percenlase" a~ defined on the NM tax form and in the text.
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11.4&3 434)
:l76819\
(733130)
(517.3751
(130 168)
(130 152)
(118050)
(1129701
1538751
(44.274)
(41759)
, (24 100)
(23.841)
(23744)
(23 719)
(20716)
(20185)
(19221)
(19101)
(17782)
(17606)
(17446)
(16782)
(15744)
(IS 492)
(14490)
(14.387)

-, .,.

.,}

j'

(11.226)
(10860)
(10 103)
(9623)
(9416)
(8.245)
n 751)
nl77)
(5489)
(4892)
(4628)
(4.36))
(4236)
(4.206)
(4160)
(4058)
(4 02 Ii
(3915)
(3836\
(3818)
(3362)
(3154)
(2872)
(2805)
(2753)
(2613)
(2476)
(2433)
(2.392)
(2 169)
(2 158)
(2 lOS)
(1994

ADDenda: Tax Obli2ation ChanJte5 Under DWS SOO-Unlt SanlDle Arrayed In Ascendilllt Order
(142)
(I 927)
0
410
1524
16
3676
(38)
CI 893)
0
419
20
1529
3834
(138)
(17281
0
425
21
1.542
3895
(1351
(I 722)
0
461
37
1562
3905
(116)
(J 715)
0
470
1564
40
3939
(II J)
(1 641)
0
43
482
1574
3943
(J041
(I 626)
0
489
1591
46
4003
(96)
(J 583)
0
SOl
56
1612
4049
(94)
(I 546)
0
521
60
1613
4125
(93)
(J 510)
0
75
558
1638
4153
(86)
(I 500)
576
0
1682
77
4242
(79)
(1499)
0
79
600
1700
4340
(78)
(I 454)
0
639
1704
4786
90
(71)
(J 431)
0
640
1731
95
4808
(67)
() 399)
0
645
4970
1791
96
(49)
(I 394)
0
101
654
1816
5003
(48)
(I 390)
0
721
1884
108
5313
(41)
(I 278)
743
1914
0
5410
113
(37)
(I 266)
746
1963
0
114
5410
(32)
() 210)
748
0
1984
116
5.422
(26)
(1 085)
0
769
2030
117.
5548
(18)
'799
(I 075)
0
2030
138
6026
(6)
(1 054)
816
0
148
2043
6042
(985)
831
2051
0
0
151
6060
(955)
850
2058
0
0
ISS
6335
(914)
0
853
2086
0
157
6662
(851)
865
2.138
0
161
6688
0
(830)
884
0
2140
0
162
6732
(780)
889
2.157
7102
0
164
0
(722)
907
0
2162
0
168
7 167
(641)
907
0
0
198
2197
7183
(637)
928
0
0
2298
2CXi
7442
(523)
947
0
0
2355
207
7895
(500)
957
0
0
214
2397
8039
(488)
983
0
0
220
2400
8 ISO
(483)
0
999
0
221
2,511
8.394
(447)
1003
0
0
228
2542
9785
(410)
1026
0
228
2.605
0
9952
(397)
1050
0
0
229
2652
9997
(345)
I CXi5
0
0
264
2660
10135
(338)
I 103
0
0
278
2.865
10812
(336)
I 105
0
0
279
2.918
II 167
(319)
I 165
0
2938
0
285
11246
(312)
0
1201
3027
0
292
11.604
(31 I)
0
1220
0
295
3045
12259
(307)
0
0
1261
3066
3CXi
12766
(302)
0
1285
0
309
3109
13.097
(300)
0
0
319
1285
3217
13.958
(299)
0
0
324
1325
3330
14873
(288)
0
3336
0
329
1333
15264
(269)
0
0
1362
3378
335
16617
(268)
0
0
1377
3383
344
16791
(242)
0
0
1391
3402
354
16826
(232)
0
0
1404
3455
369
17.334
(228)
0
0
1420
3495
370
17 389
(221)
0
0
1431
383
3542
17 483
(216)
0
0
390
1439
17 828
3.568
()98)
0
0
1443
18,554
395
3593
(189)
6
1491
3621
18685
0
397
(159)
7
1495
4CXi
3663
18691
0

19601
21445
21638
23399
26600
27030
28914
34412
37824
40352
44191
49801
51020.
66287
81687
93700
138192
139926
167617
205480

I NOIe: vlIlues in pan:ntheses reflect tax reductions: other (nonzero) values indicate tax increases.
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